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Paradigm® Reverence Wins
The Best of 1997 Awards!

VIDEO-
Home Theater System of the YearBEST

"Score extra points in the value category. If you're looking for a

stylish and technically sophisticated surround -sound package that

doesn't skimp on home theater's thrills and chills, Paradigm deserves

to take a bow." - Tom .V ousahle

HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
AWA R

MOM

Audi Video

Product of the Year
"Impressive...excellence in fidelity of sound reproduction, design

engineering, reliability, craftsmanship and product integri ."

sound&ton` Critics' Choice Award
C n I t I C S CHOICE

AWARD, "...lovely neutral midrange and good bass." -Ala Loff't -

"Prodigious bass, bipolar imaging and high efficiency." - Ed Foster

teith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,

Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest

speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm Reference...electrifying and

eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that bring you doser than ever to

the live event!

Studid20 Studio/60 Studio/80 Studio/l00 üpria/BP
Bipolar

&Gpu/BP LCR-450 CC -450

Bipa4rr Left/Center/Right Gnu" Channel

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it

is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the

arrival of digital AC -3.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and

experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater

sound for yourself.

ADP -450
Sunaund

Serve -l5
S.MPafer

PARADIGM® REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH -ETC PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER'

For mere i Irmanon ma ar nearest Anrherized Paradigm Refmnn Dealer or wise:
A,IdioSnea.. MPO Box 2410. Niagara Fa lr. NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
In Canada: Paradigm. 101 Hanlon Rd.. Woodbridge. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

Winn, ii. paradigm. ea
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LETTERS

We've Got a Lot of Nerve
Dear Editor:

I read Corey Greenberg's "Front Row" col-

umn in the September 1996 issue ("Shut the
Hell Up, Geeks!") with interest. My only gripe

is that, in the December issue, you had the
nerve to publish Kevin Tatterson's letter on
the subject and not address the nonsense it
contained.

Which is better? To improve existing tech-

nology, such as analog and digital sources, or
to build crap that isn't functional and disap-
pears into obsolescence a year later?

HDTV, DVD, laserdisc, Super Bit Map-
ping, digital signal processing, Dolby Digi-
tal-these all sound like technological ad-
vances to me. Where has this guy been for
the last 10 years?

Jonathan Hiatt
Apple Valley, Minn.

Platinum Prices Plummet
Dear Editor:

Your Annual Equipment Directory is a
great service to everyone interested in au-
dio. That said, I would like to update the
prices listed in the October 1996 issue for
Platinum speakers. These price decreases,
the result of efficiencies we have gained in
our 21/2 years of business, range from 11%
to 42% (for our Duo model).

The new prices (per pair) are: Solo,
$1,695; Duo, $2,195; Trio, $2,995; Quattro,
$3,895; Studio I, $995; Studio II, $1,695; Ref-

erence I, $3,995; and Reference II, $6,500.

Dan Verreault
Chief Financial Officer

Platinum Audio
Bedford, N.H.

10cc Gets Shot in the Arm
Dear Editor:

In reference to Wayne Pflughaupt's letter
regarding bad rock recordings and Daniel
Levitin's response (January), I agree! From
a recording standpoint, there is nothing
better than listening to music when it's evi-
dent that the artists, producers, and engi-
neers really care about what they're writing,
playing, and recording. There's one name,

however, that I would like to add to your
lists of excellent musician/producers: Eric
Stewart. As one of the four original mem-
bers of 10cc, Stewart has been co -song-
writer, co -producer (with Graham Gould -

man, Kevin Godley, and Lol Creme),
engineer, and mix -down engineer for most
of the group's recordings over the years. Lis-
ten to The Original Soundtrack, How Dare
You, and Deceptive Bends (and the later
work too). The musicianship, subtlety, and
quality of lOcc's recordings are second to
none. Even in the 1995 release, Mirror Mir-
ror, where Stewart is at the mixing board,
it's clear that he hasn't lost his touch. The
surviving team of Stewart and Gouldman
(with occasional input from Andrew Gold
and others) is still creating and recording
some wonderful music.

Walker Burns

via e-mail

Antiquarius Repairius
Dear Editor:

Ken Kessler's "Audiophilia Antiquarius"
("Mondo Audio," November 1996) left out
one American manufacturer that has sup-
ported its product line with parts and ser-
vice for 26 years, Audio Research Corpora-
tion. To this day, Audio Research makes a
rigorous effort to stock components for
every product we have ever manufactured
since our first year of operation. Our Cus-
tomer Service Department (612/939-0600)
can repair and, in most cases, restore to orig-

inal specification any product bearing our
nameplate. It is part of our ongoing commit-
ment to our customers, who have invested in
products they can enjoy for a lifetime.

This long-term support for products al-
ready in service is, we believe, one of the
distinguishing hallmarks of a quality manu-
facturer that is not often enough appreciat-
ed by audio reviewers and critics. Our
thanks to Mr. Kessler for reminding your
readers of its importance.

Terry Dorn

VP., Marketing er Sales

Audio Research Corp.

Minnetonka, Minn.
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THE FULL POWER BALANCED 200

P

/9.

From the Leader
in Audio Engineering

In 1992, the audio industry was forever changed with the introduction of the Krell
Audio Standard amplifiers. Now, the technological developments introduced in those
unrivaled products have been distilled and incorporated into our new Full Power
Balanced amplifiers.

The Full Power Balanced 200 embodies an array of advancements inconceivable in
a stereo amplifier only a few years ago. Current Mode Gain' , a balanced signal path
from input to binding post, fully regulated input and output stages, and full micro-
processor control have been coupled with legendary

45 Connair Road  Orange, CT 06477 USA
KRELL Industries, Inc. I

Krell Class -A power to create a new experience: the
Full Power Balanced 200 experience. 111R '

n

TELEPHONE 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796



W N AT'S NEW

TANNOY HOME THEATER SPEAKERS

The D50 left and right front
speakers and D6C center -
channel speaker use Tannoy's
dual -concentric, point -source
technology, wherein the
tweeter is built into the apex of
the woofer cone. Tannoy says
this enables the high and low
frequencies to leave the

drivers from the same point in
time and space and thus
arrive at your ears
simultaneously. The system
also includes the Model PS1 15
powered subwoofer and
a pair of D5R surround
speakers. Price: $3,400.
For literature, circle No. 100

LEGACY AUDIO
SPEAKER

The 42 -inch tall Classic has six

drivers: a push/pull ribbon tweeter,
a 11/4 -inch linen dome for the lower

treble, a 7 -inch Kevlar-cone midrange,

two dual -magnet 10 -inch woofers

with composite pulp cones in

a sixth -order enclosure, and a

defeatable rear -firing titanium -dome

tweeter for added ambience. Four

tone -contouring switches on the rear
can be used to compensate for

listening -room response aberrations,

and dual sets of binding posts handle
biamping and bi-wiring. Frequency

response is specified as 22 Hz to

30 kHz, ±2 dB, and rated impedance
is 4 ohms. The 110 -pound tower is

available in oak, black, rosewood, or

walnut finishes. Price: $2,450 per pair,
factory direct, shipping included.

For literature, circle No. 101

artin-Logan
Speab6r

The Aerius i, an upgraded version of

the Aerius, has a thin, curved,

transparent electrostatic film

diaphragm that helps it achieve a 30°

angle of dispersion. It also boasts an

improved, higher -excursion 8 -inch

woofer that is claimed to handle more

power (200 watts). A new crossover,

with a lowered frequency of 450 Hz, is

said to improve imaging, midrange

clarity, and dynamics and to yield

tighter bass. The 55 -inch -tall Aerius i

has a footprint of little more than

1 square foot. Price: $1,995 per pair

in black; light oak or bi-wiring,

$100 additional.

For literature, circle No.102

Poll( Audio
Powered
Suhwoofer

The PSW150 has
a 10 -inch driver
with a polymer
composite cone
that Polk says is
virtually free of
cone breakup. The
17x211x20-inch
enclosure houses
a built-in 150 -watt
power amp with auto
on/off, a low-pass
filter variable from
50 to 150 Hz,
a volume control, and
a polarity -reversal
switch. The sub uses
Polk's patented
Power Port venting,
which is said to inhibit

port noise and
increase bass output
often lost to port
turbulence. Overall
frequency response is
specified as 20 to
200 Hz, with -3 dB
limits at 30 and
150 Hz. Price: $649.
For literature,
circle No. 103
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Heavy Metal '1486901

Barb Wire (Director's Cut) *1963305

The Birdcage '1970409

All Dogs Go To Heaven 2 '1952209

The Craft '2000800

Darkman III:

Die, Darkman,Die '1959006

The Guest '1971209

Dlabolique '1956002

Down Periscope '1948504

Dracula:
Dead And Loving It '1932201

Executive Decision *1955905

Heat '1922400

CLUB FAVORITES
Superman Ill '0604009

American Graffiti '1937101

Beavis & Butt -Head The
Essential Collection 1963404

Broken Arrow '1941806

Jumanji '1918002

Sense And
Sensibility '1936301

True Lies '1327105

Forrest Gump '1333202

Bladerunner:
The Director's Cut '1097906

Waterworld '1472000

Star Trek
Generations '1382803

Assassins '1491109

BRAVEHEART
'1491604

Superman II '1960004

12 Monkeys '1937705

Star Wars (THX) *1416007

The Empire Strikes Back
(THX) '1415801

Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies - on laserdisc!
Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange, you
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs
in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping/handling)-and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
What's more, you can get still one more
movie for the low price of $19.95 and
have less to buy later (see complete
details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection - plus scores of
alternate choices, including many lower -
priced laserdiscs. And you may also
receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times a year. (That's up to 17 buying
opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection, do nothing - it
will be sent automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided
by the date specified. And you'll always
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may
return the selection at our expense.

I IA
See Details Below.

Plus 1 More At Great Savings!
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

'1999200

ERASER
'1993609

* Letterbox

TWISTER
'1961507

Jurassic Park '1264001 Apollo 13 '1447903

Goldeneye '1920602 Die Hard

With A Vengeance '1462209
The Juror *1943307

The Bridges Of
Madison County '1509900

Kids In The Hall -

Brain Candy *1970607
A Clockwork Orange '1356005Mulholland Falls '1963503

One False Move '1959402 Strange Days '1502608

Romeo And Juliet
(Remastered) '1987809

The Silence

Of The Lambs 0805309

Screamers 1933001
Bridge On The River Kwal

(Restored) '1143809
Sudden Death '1933407

Sabrina (1995) '1923408
Backdraft '0559005

Outbreak '1389501
Pink Floyd: The Wall '1293802

Interview With
The Vampire '1364405The Abyss *0881102

Batman Forever '1432509 2001: A Space Odyssey '0844308
Bad Boys '1451806 Leaving Las Vegas '1501808
Get Shorty '1502509

Virtuosity '1483601
Money Train '1923101

Jaws '0844605
Desperado '1485101

The Wizard Of Oz 0001404
Legends Of The Fall '1371301

Copycat '1490804
The American President '1923309

Cliffhanger '1149301
Goodfellas '0969808

Casper (The Movie) '1427905
Grumpier Old Men '1922301

Rob Roy '1423201
To Die For '1502707

Alien 3 '1042506
Top Gun

(Remastered) '1429406 Aliens (THX) '1402601

Casino '1922707 Alien (THX) '1402502

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after fulfilling
your obligation, you'll be eligible for our
generous bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy great savings on the movies you
want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days at our
expense for a full refund and no further
obligation.

Join Online!

Now you can browse or search our
entire catalog and join today at

http://www.columbiahouse.com

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 EX5t

LASERDISC CLUB

Entertaining

America...

One Person

at a Time.

Babe
The Shawshank
Redemption

'1479302

'1345503

Bram Stoker's Dracula '1102904
E.T.: The

Extra -Terrestrial '0081106

Ace Ventura:

When Nature Calls '1490309

A Walk In The Clouds '1496504
Under Siege 2:
Dark Territory '1483007
Close Encounters
OfTheThird Kind
(Special Edition) '1273002

NEW RELEASE
Fear '1980309

The Great White Hype'1991801

Mary Reilly '1969203

Night Of The
Living Dead (CLV) 2024602

Primal Fear '1987601

The Truth About
Cats And Dogs '1980002

"10" '2024800

Hello Dolly '1943604

The Last Of
The Mohicans (THX) '1959303

Sgt. Bilko '1963602

The Sound
Of Music (THX) '1946706

Speed (AC3) '1959709

THE RETURN
OF THE JEDI (THX)

'1415900

The Fugitive '1197706

Predator '0364901

A Few Good Men '1106301

Raising Arizona '1491802

Ghost '0826006

Dead Man Walking '1939800

The Usual Suspects '1479401

rColumbia
House Laserdisc Club

Dept. EX5, P.O. Box 1 1 12, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1 1 1 2

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need
to buy only 4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the next 2 years.
Send me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each -plus $1.75 each shipping and handling (total $8.25).

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
Also, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.75 shipping/handling,

which I'm adding to my $8.25 payment (total $29.95). I then need to buy
only 3 more linstead of 4) in the next 2 years.

Please Check How Paying:  My check is enclosed
E Charge my introductory laserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
 MasterCard  Diners Club  AMEX  VISA

DHR/DHW
DHS/DHX

 Discover

Acct. No. Exp. Dote

Signature

Name

Address Apt.

City State

Zip Phone No.(

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
I own a Personal Computer (l )  I own o PC with a CD-ROM (2)  I plan to buy a PC with a CDROM (3)

Note: This offer applies to firsstime laserdisc Club members only. limit one pen household. Columbia House reserves the
right to request additional information, reject any apication or cancel any membership. Offer limited to the continental U.S.

L(excluding Alaskal. Applicable soles tax added to all orders. CC -MAR 97-A



Y'HAT'S NEW
LEXICON DOLBY DIGITAL

RF DEMODULATOR.

Lexicon says that its LDD-1
keeps the potentially degrading
effects of RF interference at bay
by isolating the RF demodulator
for laserdisc Dolby Digital
(AC -3) soundtracks in an
outboard unit with its own
power supply and grounding.
The LDD-1 will switch
automatically between S/P DIF
digital and RF inputs and has
proprietary processing to

minimize error rates from a
wide variety of laserdisc players,
thereby optimizing the integrity
of the Dolby Digital bitstream.
The unit has two S/P DIF inputs
(one coaxial and one Toslink
optical), one RF input, and one
S/P DIF coaxial output for
connection to an AC -3 surround
processor, such as Lexicon's
DC-1/Dolby Digital. Price: $699.
For literature, circle No. 104

NAD DIGITAL PREAMP

The Model 118 has four

analog inputs. four digital
inputs. a digital output.
and 18 -bit A'D and D

converters (switchable to
a 44.1- or 48 -kHz sampling

frequency). Digital signal
processing can be applied
to stereo signals for
compression or expansion.

adjustment of stereo width
and spread, as much as
12 dB of bass midrange treble

cut or boost. polarity
inversion. and volume and
balance control. Each input
circuit can store proprietary
DSP settings and gain
adjustments. Price: $1.599.
For literature. circle No. 105

Dream Series impedance -balanced
interconnects are oxygen -free -copper
twisted pairs with twin copper shielding
and helically wrapped Mylar foil. The
latter is claimed to resist RF interference,
electromagnetic interference, and
crosstalk. The interconnects are supplied
with 24 -karat gold-plated RCA plugs.
Prices: $25.95 for 1 -meter pair, $27.95
for 2 -meter pair, $32.95 for 4 -meter
pair, and $36.95 for 5 -meter pair.
For literature, circle No. 106

(lassé Audio Integrated Amp
The CAP -100 is intended

to combine the key features
and virtues of Classé Audio's
separate amps and preamps.
The amplifier section is said
to produce 100 watts per
channel into an 8 -ohm load,
with THD + N specified at
0.002% at 1 kHz. The
preamp section has four
single -ended inputs and one

balanced line -level input;
a plug-in phono module
($200) can be added any
time. The supplied remote
commands volume and
muting, whereas tape
monitoring, input selection,
and amp/preamp separation
are selectable via front -panel
controls. Price: $1,995.
For literature, circle No. 107
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How DoYou Improve On
"..The Best Value InThe World'?

RitltOn Sale!
Announcing The National Sale On Our Highly Acclaimed Stereo and

Home Theater Speakers - Now Through March 30,1997.
Audio magazine says our Ensemble'

speaker system may be "the best value in the
world." And dozens of critics and thousands of

customers have applauded our stereo and

surround sound speaker systems and our
powered subwoofer.

Designed by Audio Hall of Fame member

Henry Doss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent),

they have become best sellers by offering high

quality construction and accurate, wide -range
music reproduction with precise

imaging - at factory -direct prices.

And now, for a limited time.

we're making the "best value in
the world" even better.

Our dual
subwoofer
Ensemble

outperforms
expensive
speakers

because of its
great room
placement
Ileibility

Reg. $599.99
SALE: $499.99

Reg.559999
100

Ensemble

Ensemble
Ensemble is our best subwoofer/satellite

speaker system. We think it competes with

audiophile speakers selling for over $1,000 a
pair. Yet its unique four -piece design literally

disappears in your room.

Ensemble consists of two compact, two-way
satellite speakers and two slim -line (41/2"

thick) subwoofer cabinets enclosing 8"
woofers. Because the bass produced by the

subwoofers is non -directional, you can put

them in out-of-the-way places...even

behind or under furniture. Then place the

satellite speakers to create a realistic stereo
image.

High Performance Review describes
Ensemble by saying "...stereo imaging is

phenomenally sharp...the dynamics are
stunning...some of the speakers I'm

comparing it to cost $1900 to $2800."

White or charcoal grey.

Regular Price: $599.99

SALE PRICE: $499.99

Ensemble II
laisrnihle II is our best value high-

performance
speaker system. It

uses the same

satellites as

Ensemble, but with

a single subwoofer

cabinet that holds
two 6'/2" woofers

in an acoustic

suspension

enclosure. Because

90% of the music is

reproduced by the
satellites,

Ensemble II

sounds much like
Ensemble. Stereo Review says

"Ensemble II can be compared only with much
larger speakers at substantially higher prices."

Available in white or charcoal grey.
Regular Price: $499.99

SALE PRICE: $399.99

Ensemble III
Ensemble 111 was designed to bring big

sound into smaller rooms. It has two small,
two-way satellites and a subwoofer

cabinet that encloses a single 6'/2" woofer

Ensemble II

Ensemble ll is our best value in a high-performance speaker
system. Its satellite speakers are identical to Ensemble's.
Regular Price: $499.99 SALE PRICE: $399.99

with two voice coils. Ensemble Ill maintains

the smooth, natural tonal balance of our more
expensive systems, but without the same deep

Ensemble Ill brings high-performance sound into
even very small rooms. It uses genuine
two-way satellite speakers.
Regular Price: 1349.99
SALE PRICE: $299.99

Ensemble Ill

RegSave 50



bass extension. Stereo

Review says it "sounds

first rate in every respect."

Regular Price: $349.99

SALE PRICE: $299.99

Center Channel Plus
This is a terrific price on one of our most.

popular center channel speakers.
Center Channel Plus perfectly matches

the tonal balance of our Ensemble and
Ensemble II systems.

No other center speaker maintains such
a wide/low profile as Center Channel Plus.
And no other speaker we know of can be
used above or directly below your set (with
optional support stand).

Center Channel Plus can achieve
theater -like playback levels in the most

sophisticated home theater systems and is
magnetically shielded so it can be placed
near a TV or computer monitor. We believe
Center Channel Plus is one of the finest

center channel speakers available.

Regular Price: $229.99
SALE PRICE: $199.99

Reg.$69999
100

Powered
Subwoofer

Center Channel Plus

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two

"dipole radiator" (Dolby Laboratories
recommends dipole radiator speakers for

use as surround speakers) surround sound
speakers: The Surround and The Surround II.

Each speaker has two high -frequency
drivers in separate, acoustically sealed inner
cavities. We don't know of any surround

Reg. 5249'9
Save 520

speaker that outperforms The Surround and
The Surround II.

The Surround has higher power hand-
ling capacity and overall volume capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems.
Regular Price: $399.99 pr

SALE PRICE: $349.99 pr
The smaller The Surround II is arguably

the country's best value in a dipole radiator
speaker. It is an ideal rear/side speaker for
many Dolby Surround systems.

Regular Price: $249.99 pr

SALE PRICE: $229.99 pr

Powered Subwoofers
The Powered Subwoofer by

Cambridge SoundWorks uses a heavy-

duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic
suspension cabinet with a 140 -watt

amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover.

Stereo Review said it

"blew away the rest of

the pack...deep
powerful bass...315 Hz

bass output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... it opens the way to having a
'killer' system for an affordable price."

Regular Price: $699.99

SALE PRICE: $599.99

Factory -Direct Savings

Our speakers are available directly from

the Cambridge SoundWorks factory.

Order them, then listen in your own home.
If you aren't satisfied, return them within 30
days for a full refund.

Don't Delay - Sale Prices good through

March 30, 1997.

To Order Factory Direct, Fora Free Catalog,
Or For The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS fF,

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite lot. Newton, MA 02164

Tel: 1.800.36"-4434 Fax: 617.332-9229

Canada: 1.800-525-4131

Outside U.S. or Canada: 6r-332-5936
e IrlV- C mhndge k und%t trio.. Inc. Camhrufge SoundWorks. Ensemble and The Surround

are registered trademark. of Camhnklge SoundWorks, In, KIn to a trademark td KIN. IncAR
and Advent arc trademark. tr Intemariunal Jen r Inc Camhndge Snunddnrb

is ron affiliated w.h KI IL Advent or AR
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AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Stacking Components
QMy equipment rack has limited space,

and I need to squeeze a CD player into
it. Is it safe to stack another component on top

of a CD player? What is the heaviest weight
that a CD player can support?-Tim Anza-
lone, Streamwood, Ill.

ASome chassis are made of thin sheet
metal and may not support the

weight of other components. Check your
CD player for the sturdiness of its housing
before you place a heavier component on
top of it.

I prefer to put components that run hot
(amplifiers, for example) on top of those
that run cool or cold (such as equalizers
and CD players). By doing so, the hotter
component can't heat up the one above it
(excess heat exacerbates deterioration of
electronic parts). Leave an inch or two of
space above the hottest component to en-
sure proper airflow for cooling. (Editor's
Note: My VCR is heavy and runs hot, so it's
on top of my laserdisc player, which runs
cool. And the VCR's broad round feet don't
dent the laserdisc player's sturdy steel chas-
sis.-A.L.)

If your cassette deck is very light, it could
be stacked on a CD player. But don't put a
tuner above or below a CD player because
of the risk of radiated interference from the
player's digital circuits. An amp or receiver
should be kept away from other compo-
nents because of hum fields emanating
from the power supply's transformer. The
hum fields could find their way into tape
heads and other parts, producing audible
noise. Stacking equipment on amps will also
obstruct airflow and impair ventilation.

Loudspeaker Deterioration
QDo loudspeakers weaken incrementally

or fail suddenly?-Jason Paskowitz,
Bayside, N.Y.

ALoudpeakers typically operate for
many, many years. Their magnets re-

main strong, so there's little loss of mag-
netic flux. However, several factors can
cause a speaker's performance to deterio-
rate gradually.

Some woofers may undergo a gradual re-
duction of free -air resonance. Depending on

the design of the system, however, that might

actually improve low -bass performance.

Many drivers have foam surrounds,
which typically deteriorate after 8 to 10
years. Sound quality will remain substan-
tially unaffected until the foam disinte-
grates. This will seriously degrade bass re-
sponse and may also cause the voice coil to
lose its centering between the magnet's pole
pieces. The coil rubs against them, produc-
ing scraping sounds and audible distortion.
The speaker's manufacturer or specialized
firms can replace the surround. As long as
the new surround material's compliance is
similar to the original surround's, the
speaker's performance will likely be as good
as new.

Other drivers-those that have butyl
rubber surrounds, for example-should
last almost indefinitely, provided they are
not damaged by constant clipping from too
weak an amplifier or by being overdriven.
Too much power fed into a speaker will,
over time, cause the voice coil to warp from

overheating or short out. The coil will then
fail, just as a light bulb's filament does.

Biamping Balance
Q1 am biamping my speakers. The
tweeter and midrange are driven by

one amplifier, and the woofer is driven by an-

other. How can I rig my system so that one
volume control acts on both amps, thus
maintaining the balance between the woofer
and the midrange/tweeter? How can I set an
initial balance? Most amps do not have input

level controls.-Enzo Ronquillo, Manila, the
Philippines

ABiamping has been with us for years.
Bass frequencies can sometimes in-

termodulate with the rest of the frequencies
in the audio spectrum and add a small
amount of distortion. Biamping eliminates
this and ensures that bass overload won't
cause distortion in the treble.

You will need an electronic crossover to
divide up and distribute the high and low
frequencies to separate amplifiers, as well as

to adjust the relative balance of each fre-
quency band. Connect your preamp's out-
puts to the inputs of the electronic cross-
over, and then route the crossover's outputs
to the separate amps for the bass and treble
parts of the spectrum. The crossover has
level controls to individually adjust the out-
put, and hence the relative balance, of high
and low frequencies. Overall level is varied
by the volume control on the preamplifier.

You're right about many power amps:
Few have input level controls. Set the cross-
over's level controls and the preamp's vol-
ume control to near mid -rotation, high
enough to drive the power amps to signifi-
cant output yet not so high as to make
background noise from the preamp or
crossover audible at loud listening levels.
Also, be careful not to overload the elec-
tronic crossover's input circuits by setting
the preamp's volume control too high. You
must strike a happy medium between these
adjustments.

Measuring Subwoofer Response
QHow can I measure the frequency re-

sponse of a subwoofer? Among other
things, this will help me determine the cross-
over frequency to use between the subwoofer

and the satellite speakers.-Steve Merr,
South Fallsburg, N.Y.

AIf you don't have access to a PC -based

FFT measurement system, the Liberty
Audiosuite (reviewed in the February issue),

or MLSSA, assessing the response of a sub -
woofer (or any speaker) can be a real pain,
because the tests must then be done out-
doors to avoid the corrupting influence of
room acoustics and standing waves. Doing
the tests in a remote location-the middle of
a field, say-is advisable, because the noise of
traffic, airplanes, air conditioners, and other
ambient sounds can bias the readings.

The subwoofer should be on a high stand
to reduce ground reflections. (In the past,
some designers would suspend the speaker
from a crane). Keep a distance of 10 feet or
more between the stand and any building

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or
via e-mail at JOEGIO@delphi.com. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is cho-
sen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope.
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Be prepared to eat
way too much take out food.

Bring Parasound home and you might never want to leave again. Which is just fine,

since we offer a complete menu of high -end products to satisfy any musical taste.

You see, we insist on the best designers and the finest ingredients. People like the

renowned John Curl, whose audio designs have time and again set the standard for

life -like reproduction of music. And premium parts that far exceed what you'd expect to find in components priced

from $250 to $2,250. All of which means you can now enjoy incredible sound,

PARASOUND
and still afford to order that extra topping on your pizza. Parasound Products, Inc. (415) 397-7100.



Definitive Technolo
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers*

walls. (Now do you understand why I said
this project is a pain?)

You'll need a calibrated microphone, a
good AC voltmeter capable of reading
down to 10 millivolts, a power amplifier
that has flat frequency response (most
modern solid-state amps meet this require-
ment), and an audio -frequency generator
or test CD having a reasonably flat response

over the range of frequencies that you want
to measure. If the generator is not flat, you
will need another AC voltmeter that must
be monitored to maintain a constant volt-
age during the measurements.

Place the microphone directly in front of
the subwoofer, about 3 feet away from it.
Connect the mike leads to the input of the
voltmeter-the "hot" lead to the positive
meter terminal and the common lead to the
ground side of the meter. Set the meter to
its most sensitive range, and talk into the
mike. The meter's pointer will vary, de-
pending on how loud you talk.

Next, connect the power amplifier to the
subwoofer and connect the output of the
audio -frequency generator to a line -level
input on the amp. Be sure the gain control
on the generator is turned down. Set the
frequency of the generator to something
appropriate-say, 70 Hz. Turn on the gen-
erator and the power amplifier.

Gradually turn up the gain on the gener-
ator until you hear a sound from the sub -
woofer. Watch the meter, and advance the
generator's volume until the meter reads
about in the middle of the range. Vary the
generator's frequency over the subwoofer's
probable range while you note the readings
on the meter. If your meter is calibrated in
decibels, you can directly log the positive
and negative variations in subwoofer out-
put over its frequency range without having
to convert voltage readings into dB.

After this is accomplished, drag all of that
equipment back into the house before it
starts raining!

Using Two Different Amps
Q1 have a 130 -watt mono amp and a
stereo amp whose output is 40 watts

per channel, which I can bridge to yield 90
watts in mono. Can I use these two amplifiers
to run my two front speakers? Will I have
problems because these amps have different
power outputs and different input sensitivi-
ties? Ferdi Mariano, via e-mail

AIf you can live with 90 watts (the
power of your weaker amplifier), you

are probably all right. If the two power am-
plifiers have different input sensitivities,
you will have to adjust your preamplifier's
balance control to favor the amp having the
lower sensitivity. This has nothing at all to
do with which amplifier has the lower pow-
er output.

It is also possible that the two amplifiers
will be out of phase with each other. If they
are, you must reverse the connections to
one of your speakers.

Replacing
Old Electrolytic Capacitors

Ql have several old power amps and pre-

amps, some dating back to the '50s.
The amps, which have their original filter ca-

pacitors, still work (though I do hear a slight
hum through the loudspeakers), but I suspect
the capacitors should be replaced. However,
they are rated at 500 volts, and the only ones
I can find are rated at 450 volts. What should
I do?-Donald Bisbee, Columbus, Ohio

AI would replace these capacitors imme-

diately; they are unlikely to be func-
tioning very well after 40 years or so of service.

The fact that you hear some hum indicates
that the filters' capacitance may have changed.

If you cannot obtain the proper capaci-
tance values at 500 volts, you should obtain
two capacitors, each having twice the ca-
pacitance that is required. It would be best
if their operating voltage is 250 to 300 volts
because it is desirable for electrolytic capac-

itors to operate near their rated working
voltage (but you may have to settle for 450
volts). Wire them in series, with the positive
terminal of the first capacitor connected to
the negative terminal of the second. (Lucki-
ly, capacitors today are often smaller than
they used to be.) Next, wire this series com-
bination into the circuit as if it were a single
capacitor. Connect a 100-kilohm, 2 -watt re-
sistor across the terminals of each capacitor.
The resistors will equalize the voltage drops
caused by each capacitor's leakage current.

You can probably use tubular capacitors
instead of the can types used in old ampli-
fiers. If you do, and you want to preserve
your amps' appearance or their value as
collectors' items, don't remove the cans.
Just disconnect them from the circuit and
mount the replacement capacitors inside
the chassis. A
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Authorized Dealers
AK- Alaska Audio: Juneau. Pyramid: Anchorage.
Al:- Cohen 's Electronics: Montgomery* Kincafd's TV: Tuscaloosa*
Ellis Audio: Birmingham.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock.

lJerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson.
Access to Music: Larkspur Accurate AN: S. Lake Tahoe*

ead , Los Angeles. Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel*
Bay Area Audio: San Jose Boots Camera: Fresno* Christopher Hansen:
West LA Coast Satellite: Atascadero Santa Maria. Creative Stereo
Santa Barbara, Ventura' David Rutledge Audio: Palm Desert*
DB Audio: Berkeley Digital Ear. Tustin. Dow Stereo Video:
San Diego & Suburbs, La Jolla El Cajon, Chula Vista, Escondido*
Lee's Home Theater: Visalia* Monterey Stereo: Monterey
Pacific Coast AN: Newport Beach. Paradyme: Sacramento.
Performance Audio: San Francisco* Systems Design: Redondo
Beach. Videotek: Westminster Westchestern !: Bakersfield*
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Colorado Springs* Soundtrack: Denver & Suburbs, Boulder,
Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs.
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- Absolute Sound: Winter Park. Audio Advisors: West Palm Beach
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Stereo Connections: Valdosta* Stereo Festival: Atlanta.
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Alterman Audio: New Orleans, Metairie. Lake Charles Music Lake
des* Mike's Audio: Baton RougeWrigM's Sound Gallery: Shreveport

MA- Cookin': Chestnut Hill, Saugus* Goodwins Audio: Boston,
Shrewsbury. Nantucket Sound: Hyannis* Northampton Audio:
Northampton* Pittsfield Radio: Pittsfield.
Mrypp Gramophone: Baltimore, Ellicott City. Myer-Emco:
thersburg, Beltsville, Rockville. Soundscape: Baltimore.

IM - Cookin : Port and.
Pecar's: Detro t Tro y Classical Jazz Holland* Classic Stereo:

Grand Rapids. Stereo Center
Court St. Listening Room: Midland, Saginaw.
Ml Audio King: Minneapolis & Suburbs, Rochester, St. Cloud
Audio Designs Winona.
MO- Independence AN: Independence. Reference Audio: Sedalia*
Sound Central: St Louis.
MS- Ideal Acoust'cs: Starkville* McLelland TV: Hattiesburg*
Players A/V Ridg land.
MI- Aspen Sound: Missoula, Kalispell  Avitel: Bozeman*
Car & Home Stereo Ctr. : Billings* Rocky Mt. Hi FI: Great Falls.
N - Audio Video Systems: Charlotte* Audio Visions: Wilmington.
Now AudioVideo: Durham. Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem.
Audio Lab: Wilmington.
NE- Custom Elect onics: Omaha, Lincoln.
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- Hal's Stereo: T enton Monmouth Stereo: Shrewsbury Sound Waves:

orthfield Woodbridge Stereo: West Caldwell, Woodbridge.
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Ultimate Elect.: Albuquerque* Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
Ultimate Elect.: Las Vegas Upper Ear: Las Vegas.

- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake Grove*
Audio Expressions: Newburgh. Clark Music: Albany, Syracuse.
Stereo Exchange: Manhattan* Hart Elect.: Vestal* Innovative Audio:
Brooklyn Listening Room: Scarsdale* Rowe Camera: Rochester.
Speaker Shop: Amherst.
AuH Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Mayfield Hts., Westlake.

dio Etc. Dayton* Classic Stereo: Lima. Paragon Sound: Toledo.
Stereo Visions: Columbus* Threshold Audio: Heath.
OK- Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City. Ultimate Electronics: Tulsa
Photo World: Bartlesville.
0- Bradford's HiFI: Eugene - Chelsea AN: Portland, Beaverton.
Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem. Magnolia HiFI: (Portland,) Beaverton,
Clackamas Stereo Plant: Bend.
PA- Audio Junction: Pittsburgh* Gary's Elect.: State College.
GAT Stereo: Lancaster* Hart Elect.: Blakely. Hl FI House:
Abington Broomall, Camp Hill, Harrisburg. Listening Post:
Pittsburgh* Palmer Audio: Allentown. Pro Audio: Bloomsburg
Stereo Shoppe: Selinsgrove, Williamsport* Stereoland: Natrona
Heights The Stereoshop: Greensburg.
RI -Stereo Discount Ctr.: Providence.

AN Design: Charleston. Custom Theater & Audio: Myrtle Beach
stairs Audio: Columbia.

Audio King Sioux Falls* Sound Pro: Rapid City.
- College HiFi Chattanooga* HI Fi Buys: Nashville* Now Audio Video:
oxvdle Modem Music: Memphis. Sound Room: Johnson City.

D(( Home Entertainment: Dallas, Houston, Plano. Audio Tech: Temple.
Waco. Audio Video: College Station. Brock AN: Beaumont.
Bunkley's Sound Systems: Abilene. Bjom's: San Antonia High Fidelity:
Austin. Krystal Clear Dallas* Marvin Electronics: Ft Worth* Sound
Quest: El Paso. Sound Systems: Amarillo Sound Towne: Texarkana.
UT -Alpine Elect: Provo. AudioWorts: Salt Lake City Crazy Bob's: St. George.
Stokes Bros.: Logan Ultimate Elect.: Layton, Murray, Orem, Salt Lake City.
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Myer-Emco: Falls Church, Tyson's Corner, Fairfax Audio ConnectionAudiotronitx:

Roanoke'HomeMediaStore:Richmond
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Audio Emporium: Milwaukee. Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan*
-Fl Heaven: Appleton, Green Bay Sound World: Wausau.

- Precision Audio: Rio Piedras.
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Peak Audio: Halifax* Sound Room: Vancouver. StereoLand:
Windsor. Treble Clel: Ottawa.
Mexico- Contact Grupo Volumen: Mexico City.



Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
"They are an amazing achievement!

Definitive's complete AC -3 ready BP2000 Home Theater System
is the perfect choice for ultimate music and movie performance.

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines the
BP2000s ($1499 ea) with a C/L/R 2000
center ($650 ea.) and BPX bipolar sur-
rounds (from $399 ea.). Of course, dual
15" powered subwoofers are already
built into the sleek BP2000 towers.
Truly the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers'

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117  (410) 363-7148

Visit us at http://www.soundsite.com/definitive.
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SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

MERCEDES, BOSE,
AND BUSES

6'/2 -INCH,
REVERSE -MOUNTED
WOOFERS

51/4 -INCH
TWIDDLERS

1'/2 -INCH TWEETERS

11111THREE -CHANNEL

AMP/EQUALIZER

The Mercedes-
Benz SLK 230
already

swallows

a Bose sound

system. Will

it someday

swallow a bus?

hen a Bose representa-
tive asked, "How would
you like to drive a super-
charged Mercedes
through the Alps?" I
gave the obvious an-

swer: "Who do I have to kill?" And
that is how I wound up in Austria
last fall, driving and listening to a
bunch of delightful cars-and talk-
ing with Brandon Westley, general
manager of Bose's car stereo divi-
sion, about a bus.

The bus we talked about doesn't
quite exist yet. But the cars sure do.
What Bose and Mercedes laid on in
Salzburg was not just the new SLK
230 supercharged sports car but the
entire Mercedes line, all with Bose
sound systems. Together with other
journalists from the United States,
Japan, and Italy, I spent some time in

each model, half
of it behind the
wheel and half of
it navigating and
evaluating vari-
ous Bose stereo
systems from the
passenger seat.

I've always felt

that Bose's stereo
systems for cars
were aimed more
at music lovers
who want their
time in the car to
be made pleasant than at audiophiles
who relish sonic nuances, and I think
Bose would agree. Still, to my audio-
phile ears these systems have been
improving, reducing their empha-
sis on immersing the listener in a
warm bath of sound and adding

focus and clarity. Listening to the S
320 sedan's Bose system (which I
would definitely keep if I owned the
car), I at first thought its treble was
dull and its bass excessive. But the
bass level proved just about right
when I got on the road (where road
noise masks bass), and the treble
opened up when I hiked it to "+3";
with that, the sound grew much
clearer, "not like electrostatics," said
my notes, "but still quite good." I
also had to boost the treble on the
other cars; as I got used to things, I
found myself cutting the bass down a
notch or two on all the cars, even on
the highway. I noted later that the
systems in the S -class Mercedes cars
have a 2 -inch Twiddler driver (Bose -

speak for a midrange/tweeter hy-
brid) behind the rear-view mirror,
for center fill. Also, unlike many Bose

systems (including those in the E -
class Mercedes), they have tweeters
on each side.

The sports cars, an SL 600 and the
SLK 230, sounded okay with their
tops up but seemed to have an up-
per -midrange resonance with them
down. This was more noticeable (in
fact, a bit obnoxious) on the SLK,
perhaps because it was the smallest
car or because its 100 -watt sound

system was the simplest (two tweet-
ers in the dash, two midranges in the
doors, and 61/2 -inch woofers behind

each seat, with 100 watts total power
for all six speakers).

As it turns out, I hadn't accurately
diagnosed the problem. "Lowering
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Your old stereo receiver
just became a brand new

home theater.
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Everyone's heard about not "throwing out

the baby with the bathwater." That's why Adcom

offers a unique solution that lets movie and

music lovers build a great new system on an

existing foundation.

Just add the GSA -700 to your two -

channel stereo receiver and convert it

into a five -channel Audio/Video

Home Theater Surround System, with

the ultimate convenience of on -screen

active -channel display and a full -

function remote control.

Or, for those industrious types starting

from scratch, the GSA -700 can be used as

the beginning of a Home Theater System

with the addition of a two -channel amplifier.

The heart of this smart component is a Dolby ProLogic®

Processor, upgradeable to Dolby Digital®, and boasting

complete audio and video source switching.

Introducing
Adcom's

GSA -700

Dolby ProLogic
and Digital -Ready

Surround Sound
Processor/
Amplifier.

Naturally, Adcom put brawn behind the

brains, with three channels of high -current

amplification built in; a 100 -watt center

channel amplifier and two 50 -watt rear channel

amps for the best in surround sound.

And as you'd expect from Adcom,

we put all these features behind a

user-friendly, uncluttered front panel

that's as easy to use

as it looks.

In an industry

where most gear meets the

same fate as tail fans and bell

bottoms, it's nice to know

that the new GSA -700 is

designed and built to last. Visit your

Adcom dealer and find out how good a

brand new home theater can sound.

A
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130  Distributed in Canada by Pro Accoustics, Inc. Montréal, Quebec (514) 344-1226 © 1997 ADCOM
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the top," Brandon Westley
told me, "reduces the sys-
tem's acoustic output in
the mid -bass and treble,
while the upper midrange
and low bass remain rela-
tively unaffected. These
acoustical properties of the
open car may leave the lis-
tener with the impression
that the upper midrange is
being accentuated." Bose
tried to reach a compro-
mise between top -up and
top -down audio perform-
ance but in the end had to
optimize it for one or the
other. Sensibly, the compa-
ny optimized it for top -up
driving. That's the more
common use, at least for
drivers in the age range that
can afford the $123,200 SL
600; the SLK 230 is a mere
$40,000 or so. Motoring
with the top up is also more conducive to
critical listening; when I put the top down,
I'm listening to the purr of the engine and
the which of the wind, not the music on the
sound system.

One way to solve the problem, Westley
said, would be to switch to different equal-
ization curves as the top goes up or down.
The SLK already has a sensor that registers
the top's position, which could make that
switching automatic. But Bose systems cur-
rently use analog equalization, which leads
to costly duplication of components and
larger board sizes if dual curves are re-
quired. In the digital domain, it would be
easier, a matter of changing software pro-
grams instead of hardware components:
"We'd just instruct the device to behave dif-
ferently," said Westley. A digital EQ curve
could also be tailored more precisely to the
car's acoustics. At the moment, however,
the cost of making the transition to the dig-
ital domain would be prohibitive. Bose has
a line on ways to reduce some of the cost
but doesn't want to talk about it yet.

Which brings us to the bus. Today's cars
use a spiderweb of wire pairs, each dedicat-
ed to a single purpose, to carry power and
control signals to each electrical device. The
next step is to multiplex power and control
on a bus-a single pair of wires that snakes

The author

in the Austrian

Alps (above).

Somewhere

east of

Salzburg (right).

around the car, connecting all its electrical
devices. (The 1997 Jeep Wrangler already
has one; more are soon to come.) This will
cut costs by reducing assembly time, wiring
errors, and the amount of expensive copper
needed. With less copper to carry around,
cars will be lighter and get better gas econo-
my. Such a bus could also carry digital au-
dio signals (but probably not analog, be-
cause of interference and other problems).

With a bus system, digital signal process-
ing (DSP) could replace not only the cus-
tom equalizers made for each car but also
tone controls and other audio processing
circuits. DSP would facilitate more sophis-
ticated audio processing, which would be
too expensive in analog. Equalization, for
example, could become more complex,
compensating more precisely for the car's
acoustics. And, said Westley, "we also can
add value through monitoring what the car
is doing and modifying the audio system's
performance accordingly." Such a system
could compensate for actual road -noise
conditions, rather than estimated average
road noise, and for acoustic differences
caused by changing passenger loads. It
might even optimize imaging for a driver
alone or for a driver and passengers.

A bus would also allow for distributed,
modular audio systems. These could en-

hance performance while potential-
ly reducing the cost of car assembly
and making dashboard designs
more flexible. For example, manu-
facturers could reduce radio inter-
ference by making the tuner a digi-
tally controlled module, positioned
right at the antenna base; the mod-
ule's output would either be con-
verted to digital form for the bus to
carry to the sound system or be fed
in analog form via short lines to
amps in the trunk. The CD trans-
port, by contrast, could be in the
dashboard or the armrest and feed
the amplifier system digitally via
the bus.

To car makers, the savings from
the bus approach would more than
cover the costs of adding A/D and
D/A converters. And the ability to
make sound systems that do more
or perform better without costing
much more would be attractive.
The odds are that the next decade

will see all but the smallest manufacturers
going over to a bus system (and companies
like Bosch or Delco might make bus tech-
nology available even to the little guys).
Mercedes, with its high-tech tradition and
increasing cost pressures, will probably be
among the first.

The bus design could, however, make it
very hard for car owners to add new or up-
graded audio systems or other accessories.
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association (CEMA) has therefore request-
ed that car manufacturers adopt a dual -bus
system, to accommodate aftermarket elec-
tronics. CEMA's wish list includes provi-
sions for aftermarket intelligent -trans-
portation systems (such as navigation
devices), 5.1 -channel digital audio, and
MPEG-compressed video. (The car makers'
own buses will accommodate the factory -
installed versions of these gadgets.)

If aftermarket audio suppliers can con-
nect their components to digital bus sys-
tems, they could offer enhancements that
are currently found only in original -equip-
ment audio systems like those made by
Bose. The digital bus would make it practi-
cal and profitable for aftermarket compa-
nies to adopt DSP-which, in turn, would
make it easier for installers to do factory -
style custom equalization. It shouldn't be
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too hard to use a computerized system,
such as the low-cost Liberty Audiosuite (see
review in the February issue) to measure an
audio system's response from several mike
positions in a car. The installer's computer
could use that data to generate EQ curves
and delays that would help compensate for
acoustical and speaker -positioning prob-
lems. It would then store those curves and
delays as digital instructions on an EPROM
chip, which would control the audio sys-
tem's DSP chip.

But the CEMA proposal can't take effect

until various car- and electronics -industry
groups develop a common bus standard, as
well as standards for gateways between the
car's main bus and the aftermarket bus. Car
owners should welcome the dual bus, be-

cause it will let them use any advanced af-

termarket electronics they might want. Car
manufacturers will probably resist it, be-
cause every piece of gear from an aftermar-
ket company is one fewer piece sold by the

car's own manufacturer. A

PUTTING THE HEAT ON SWAP MEETS

You may see fewer recordings on sale
at swap meets and flea markets this year
than in previous years. If so, it's proba-
bly because of last year's U.S. Court of
Appeals decision in Fonovisa v. Cherry
Auction, et al. The Court ruled that con-
tributory liability can be imposed on a
swap -meet owner who has reason to
know that vendors at his meet are sell-

ing counterfeit recordings.
How would an owner know? I asked

Frank Creighton, vice president in
charge of anti -piracy at the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA). "Most likely," he said, "vendors
of legitimate recordings will tip the
owner off, by complaining that the guy
across the aisle has the latest hits for
well below wholesale. If a vendor has the

Top 10 hits, dirt cheap, something's
wrong. Another tipoff is low -quality
graphics-blurred or misaligned. And
since the record labels don't all use the
same tape boxes, a vendor whose prod-
ucts are identically boxed, regardless of
the label, probably isn't selling the real
thing. Typically, the legitimate dealers
will help you spot the fakes.

"Counterfeit CDs are harder to spot,
because you need good, high-tech
equipment to make them in the first
place. But we haven't seen nearly as
many of them."

As word of this decision gets around,
people who lease space to vendors will
probably start weeding out the rascals,
refusing space to those they know are
crooked or whose stock looks bogus.
That may just mean that crude copies

disappear (and I'm not sure all counter-
feits are crude). But it probably won't
mean that sellers of legitimate discs get
kicked out, too, by extra -cautious mar-

ket owners.
"By the time we get to the prosecu-

tion stage, owners have been educated,
and they have been warned," said
Creighton. Since the RIAA's members
don't want to cut into sales of all record-

ings, just of the counterfeit ones, the
RIAA educates market owners on how
to recognize counterfeits, what state and
federal statutes cover them, and what
owners' potential liabilities are. "Own-
ers also have an obligation to police
their markets frequently," said Creigh-
ton. "A vendor whose merchandise is all
legitimate this week might be selling
counterfeits next Saturday."

While the Fonovisa ruling was direct-
ed at swap meets, it carried a broad im-
plication: that anyone knowingly con-
tributing to trademark violations by
others is liable under law. That was
made plain in March 1996, when a U.S.
District Court in California ruled on
A ér M Records, Inc. v. Mohammad Ab-
dallah. Abdallah's company, General
Audio Video Cassettes, sold blank cas-
settes cut to specific lengths for mass
duplication. Legitimate duplicators
doubtless buy such cassettes, but Abdal-
lah knew that many of his customers
were not legit. He'd been timing legiti-
mate cassettes provided by the counter-
feiters, then cutting blanks to match.
The Court socked him and his company
with a $7 million judgment.
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FRONT ROW
COREY GREENBERG

THE OL' BAIT AND
S W ITHX

Ahhh, the ol' Bait and Switch.
Before it was outlawed years

ago, innocent people felt the
bitter sting of this classic
scam in hi-fi huts every-
where. It went something

like this: You'd see an ad in the paper
advertising a great price for a popu-
lar piece of gear, the Bait, but when
you went down to the store to buy it,
the salesman told you he was out of
stock on that particular model. How-
ever, there was this other model over
there that was even better than the
advertised item for the same price...
And that was the Switch. Which, as if
I have to tell you, was always pretty
much a box of dung.

There's no telling how many peo-
ple went to hi-fi huts lusting for that
cool -man Dual turntable with the
ultra -low -mass tonearm they saw in
the ad, only to come home with a
hollow plastic BIC turntable that
howled like a mutt when the needle

hit the groove. I fell victim to this
scam myself in college when I an-
swered a store's ad for a no-brainer
price on a pair of B&W speakers,
only to be steered to-and eventual-
ly sold-a pair
of big, gnarly
Genesis towers
(not Genesis
Technologies,
but a different
company de-
servedly long
out of busi-
ness) that pro-
ceeded to blow drivers like Chi-
cagoans blow their noses.

But even though we don't see that
scam so much anymore, I see a new
twist to the ol' Bait and Switch, and
it's got to do with Lucasfilm's Home
THX program for product testing
and certification. I'm talking about
the problem of manufacturers sub-
mitting prototypes of new products

to Lucasfilm for THX certification,
winning the coveted stamp of ap-
proval and the right to carry the con-
sumer -comforting THX logo on the
product's front panel (as well as the
manufacturer -comforting premium
price tag), but then changing the de-
sign before it goes into production.
Meaning, what winds up on the deal-
er's shelf may be a very different ani-

mal from what the Lucasfilm engi-
neers tested and approved. Very
different, indeed, and possibly very
much inferior.

When I first saw this happen sever-

al years ago, I chalked it up to the hic-

cups that go on with most start-up
programs. But now it's 1997,

and I'm still seeing rat
turds on my candy

bars. Whether those

turds are the fault
of the manu-

facturers or
of Lucas -

film's

own laxity in policing its certifica-
tion program, a turd's a turd, and it's
time for all parties to clean up their
acts. Besides the issue of the THX
logo not necessarily ensuring that

the product
that bears it
has passed Lu-
casfilm's tests
and will deliv-
er picture and
sound "exactly
as the director
intended"-a
THX line I've

never swallowed even when every-
thing's jake, by the way-I think this
new version of the of Bait and
Switch threatens the future of the
Home THX program.

The first time I encountered the
Bait and SwiTHX scam was two
years ago, in the process of reviewing
a new Home THX controller. Both
the first and then a second sample I

WHAT'S ON

THE DEALER'S SHELF

MAY BE DIFFERENT

FROM WHAT LUCASFILM

TESTED AND APPROVED.
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auditioned exhibited the same problems: an
edgy, distorted sound on program peaks
and a noticeably over -the -top surround
decorrelation effect that made the sur-
round -channel piano on the Dick Tracy
laserdisc sound like a pair of out -of -tune
uprights. Lucasfilm's Tony Grimani and
Paul Matwiy tested both units back at Sky -
walker Ranch and confirmed what I'd
heard: Not only was it easy for many
laserdisc and CD players to overload the
controller's non -level -adjustable A/D con-
version stage, but the degree of pitch -shift-
ing in the decorrelator circuit was much
wider than the Home THX specs allowed.
Now, any complex
A/V component has
its share of internal
adjustments that can
drift a bit with ship-
ping and handling,
just enough to subtly
tilt that component's
measured perform-
ance a bit in one di-
rection or another. But Grimani told me
that those two controllers had different
circuitry from that of the preproduction
unit originally sent to Lucasfilm for THX
certification.

I encountered the same problem a little
later with a THX home theater speaker sys-
tem. The speakers sent me for review were
treble -hot to the point of being unlistenable
at theater levels, so I sent them to Lucasfilm.

The engineers who examined the speakers
found that the crossover circuit had been
changed to raise the tweeter level by 3 dB-
after the speakers had already gone through
the THX certification process. Of course,
the new version didn't meet Lucasfilm's fre-
quency response specifications, and the
manufacturer was forced to revert to the
original, flatter -response crossover circuit
so it could keep selling the speakers with the

THX logo on them.
You don't have to look far for the latest

Bait and SwiTHX. In Audio's December
1996 issue, Ed Foster's review of the Tech-
nics SA-TX50 Home THX A/V receiver re-
vealed the rather startling news that a re-
ceiver can simultaneously wear the THX
seal of approval and exhibit more than
2,000° of nonlinear phase shift between 20
Hz and 8 kHz. The test sample had other
problems that would undoubtedly hinder

its obtaining THX certification, such as
higher -than -usual levels of noise and dis-
tortion and a subwoofer crossover that ac-
tually rolled off the deepest bass slightly
when a subwoofer was used. As I'm writ-
ing this, Lucasfilm has not tested the re-
view sample sent to Foster to determine
whether it differs from the unit origi-
nally approved. But either way, the situa-
tion is discouraging: Either Technics
dumbed down the receiver's design after it
got THX approval, or something that per-
forms the way this thing did is capable of
gliding through the THX certification
process-even with Lucasfilm's "relaxed"

standards for A/V
receivers. And if
that's the case, then
what kind of "quali-
ty assurance" does
the THX logo really
stand for?

I'm no fan of the
THX trip, but even I
have to give Lucas -

film credit for promoting home theater
during its baby steps to market as well as for

helping to steer it in the right direction by
preaching the importance of things like
properly executed subwoofer crossovers
and the ability of a system to belt out
movies at theater levels without audible dis-
tortion. By sticking to its guns and promot-
ing a strict set of standards at a time when
much of the gear being sold for home the-
ater was just plain lousy, Lucasfilm pushed
the industry to get real about home theater.
Everyone-licensees, non -licensees, and
consumers alike-benefited from better
gear across the board and a whole new way
of looking at what they used to just call
their "stereos."

But the Bait and SwiTHX problem needs
to be addressed, and in a hurry. Although I
can certainly see how Lucasfilm's certifica-
tion process could be so full of holes that
the blame rests there, I'm more inclined to
believe that it's the manufacturers who are
slipping up, not Lucasfilm (although the
company could certainly be a hell of a lot
more vigilant about these things). The fact
is, THX-certified products are hitting the
market that don't meet TI -IX specs. Until
Lucasfilm or some of its licensees move to
clean up this situation, the THX logo isn't
worth the metal it's stamped from. A

LUCASFILM PUSHED

THE INDUSTRY

TO GET REAL ABOUT

HOME THEATER, AND

EVERYONE BENEFITED.
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the little can
that could.
Musical Fidelity's
X10 -D tube
buffer stage
is hip and hot.

MONDO AUDIO
KEN KESSLER

THE X -FACTOR

That bleary-eyed look you see
on most hi-fi manufacturers'
and retailers' faces is a result
of sleep deprivation. Lately,
far too many of them are ly-
ing awake at night, worrying

about the future. No, make that the
present. Hi-fi is just about holding
its own, but only just.

Depending on whom you ask, the
audio industry in the United States is
recovering, and the United King-
dom's is just about stable. However,
Hong Kong is a catastrophe, France
is waiting for someone to inject the
embalming fluid, Italy's a mess, Ger-
many's paying the price of reunifica-
tion, and Korea's overheated-ad
nauseum. What's emerging, though,
are leaner, fitter companies and, one
hopes, fewer time -wasters or purvey-
ors of (to be blunt) junk.

One has to be careful when criti-
cizing the fringe corpanies that
have the stability of leaky dynamite,
because specialist hi-fi has its roots
in bold, pio-
neering, cot-
tage -industry -
sized compan-
ies peopled by
crazies. These
firms go from
one- or two -
man operations

to major play-
ers with alarming regularity, but
there are also legions of sad bastards
who'll never amount to anything
more than space -wasting entries in
CES catalogs or Audio's Annual
Equipment Directory. The problem
is that this industry seems to encour-
age the flaky types even more than it

rewards the innovators. The best
thing that could happen to specialist
hi-fi would be the disappearance of
at least half the brands, leaving the
rest with much healthier market
shares. The problem is: Which ones
deserve the lifeline and which should
be given euthanasia?

As digital technology makes hi-fi
increasingly the preserve of the Big
Boys, it's fascinating to watch how
the smaller companies deal with the
current state of the market. Some
have found solace in appealing to
kit -builders, reviving that most ad-
venturous form of audiophilia; there
hasn't been so much activity in the
do-it-yourself field since the days of
Heathkit, Lafayette, and the old Dy-
naco. And specialist magazines the
world over, both newsstand and sub-
scription -only, have helped. It's good
news for the self-sufficient enthusi-
ast, but it doesn't do much for im-
poverished audiophiles who lack sol-
dering skills.

"Impoverished" is the key word
here. The '80s, those days of the yup-
pie with a BMW before his 23rd
birthday, are over; conspicuous con-

sumption has reverted to the tradi-
tionally wealthy. We're looking at
full-scale downsizing, in prices as
much as in dimensions. (Back in
1989, Jason Bloom of Apogee
Acoustics warned me that the days of
gigantic loudspeakers with Mercedes
price tags were coming to an end.

His company
responded to
the forthcom-
ing global
downsizing/
downpricing
by introduc-
ing the Cen-
taurus models
and, a bit later,

the even smaller and more cost-ef-
fective Ribbon Monitors.)

Look around if you don't believe
me. One of the biggest success stories

of 1996 was the launch of Krell's first
integrated amplifier, in the same
space that previously would have
housed only a Krell preamp, and

MUSICAL FIDELITY

HAS ENTERED A MARKET

THAT BLURS THE LINE

BETWEEN COMPONENTS

AND ACCESSORIES.
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even then it probably would have had an
outboard power supply. Classé Audio,
GRAAF, and Audio Research followed suit
with integrated amps of their own. Wilson
Audio launched the CUB and the WITT,
despite the phenomenal success of the 72 -
inch -tall SLAMM. Basis Audio finally un-
veiled a sub -$3,000 turntable. Audio Note
countered its stratospherically priced On-
gaku integrated tube amp with the relative-
ly affordable Conquest mono tube power
amp. Jadis followed its Eurythmie horn
speaker with a two -thirds -scale version.
Theta Digital's hottest product is the high -
value -for -money, ultra -compact Chroma
D/A converter. Sonus Faber's latest speak-
ers, the Concertino and Concerto, are mid -
priced and compact. Martin-Logan's most
appealing speaker designs are the Aerius i
and reQuest. It goes on and on, and not a
moment too soon.

Not that anyone wants to pander to peas-
ants. (Even Microsoft now makes noise
about no longer writ-
ing programs back-
ward -compatible
with 15 -year -old 8086

snails.) But it's true
that the consumers
who grumble the
most and the loudest
are those who spend
the least (whether or
not they can afford to
spend more), and
many a manufacturer
has failed by listening
too closely to the mal-
contents. (If you want
to see misery in ac-
tion, latch onto any
hi-fi forum on the In-
ternet. Some of these

the real price of hi-fi plummeted over the
past 20 years while every other mature mar-

ket is, at the least, allowed to keep up with
inflation? (Please, don't throw computers at
me. This is a relatively new field that is still
at the stage where it, almost alone, enjoys
the continual trickle -down improvements
and price cuts that come with improved
manufacturing techniques.)

You don't believe me? Compare the cost
of an entry-level system (a cheap CD player,
an inexpensive receiver or amp, and a pair
of small two-way speakers from established
hi-fi brands) with similar products from
1980. Go on: I dare you to dig out your Oc-
tober 1980 issue of Audio. What's terrified
(and terrorized) the British, in particular, is
that prices haven't changed at all, despite
wages and the prices of everything else hav-

ing increased-what, tenfold? Fact: An
NAD 302 integrated amp, a pair of budget
KEF or Celestion speakers, and a Dual
turntable with cartridge cost $550 to $600

in 1980. Today, you
can still buy an
equivalent entry-lev-
el system, substitut-
ing a CD player for
the turntable, for
$600. Does any cur-
rent car have the
same price as its 1980
equivalent? A choco-
late bar? A burger? A
newspaper? No. So
how are hi-fi manu-
facturers and retail-
ers supposed to sur-
vive with prices
stagnating? Maybe
my dream of a great
culling of the indus-
try will come as a re-

YOU'LL WANT TO OWN

A BUNCH OF

MUSICAL FIDELITY

PRODUCTS JUST BECAUSE

THEY LOOK SO COOL.

guys redefine "penny-pinching.") So I can
only commend the bravery of a company
that is dealing with the closing years of this
century by offering products that probably
give too much away.

"Whoa!" you're thinking. Aren't hi-fi
magazines supposed to help you find bar-
gains and squeeze the most out of each and
every dollar? Yes, but only up to a point.
And that point, a line that is crossed all too
often, is the one between financial health
(for the manufacturers, distributors, and
retailers) and bankruptcy. I mean, why has

sult of hi-fi pricing itself out of existence,
not because it's too expensive but because
it's too cheap.

Everyone wants something for nothing,
and this industry has been forced to cater to
such madness. Ask a British speaker manu-
facturer what its biggest problem is, and the
reply will be the need to make speakers that
can retail for less than $200 per pair. Charge
any more, and competitors will suck up that
market. If you ask the manufacturers why
they don't simply agree to stop making
loss -leaders, they'll all point to the illegality

of cartels. And yet the retailers, who stand
to make the biggest margins, still insist on
products that, in real terms, aren't worth
selling if they want to make sensible profits.

What Musical Fidelity has decided to do
is to create its own market niche, a com-
mendable venture when you're smaller and
less influential than, say, Sony. Here's a
company that made its mark with "afford-
able audiophile wares," such as a Class -A
integrated amplifier for under $500, yet also
offers what passes for British high -end
equipment. But now Musical Fidelity has
entered a market that blurs the line between
separate components and accessories. And
it's selling them in the U.S. through a mail-
order company, Audio Advisor (4649 Dan-
vers Dr., S.E., Kentwood, Mich. 49512;
800/942-0220). The word to remember
here is "volume," and I don't mean maxi-
mum SPLs.

Before I get all sorts of hate mail from ex-

Musical Fidelity distributors and retailers
who have their own horror stories to re-
count, yeah, I know, it's a two-way street.
Yes, I've heard Musical Fidelity's Anthony
Michaelson foaming at the mouth about
the incompetence of everyone but himself;
still, there's no denying that the guy comes
up with brilliant ideas. His latest? A line of
unusually styled components priced be-
tween $200 and $600 that have high per-
ceived value, great performance, and-sur-
prise, surprise-a sense of humor. These
products all come in cylinders turned on
their sides, aluminum extrusions painted
black and capped with nicely machined
aluminum lids. You'll want to own a bunch
just because they look so cool, like those
cans of designer water from Japan.

Out first was the X10 -D, a tube buffer
stage designed to fit between a CD player's
or D/A converter's analog outputs and a
preamp's inputs. Said to create a better
match between the two, it also happens to
add tube "warmth" as a result of the valves
inside. Wishful thinking? No way. Musical
Fidelity is selling thousands of units per
month, and every reviewer has praised the
X10 -D to the hilt, with only one proviso:
The benefits diminish as you move up the
system price scale. In other words, you
don't need this $200 miracle cure if you live
in Levinson/Wadia/Threshold land.

From the outset, Michaelson envisioned
a whole system using this 71 -inch -deep x
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4 -inch -diameter product. Next up is the X-

DAC, a solid-state D/A converter with
Burr -Brown chips and HDCD decoding.
After that, look for the $199 X -CANS, an
all -tube (two ECC88s) Class -A headphone
amplifier designed to work with Grado
RS1s "because they're revealing and a tricky

load, too." Alongside this, Musical Fidelity
intends to introduce the X -LP, a solid-state
head amp with moving -magnet and mov-
ing -coil inputs, followed by the X -TONE, a

solid-state tone -control system that will
have adjustable rollover frequencies. All of

EVERYONE WANTS

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING,

AND THIS INDUSTRY

HAS BEEN FORCED TO

CATER TO SUCH MADNESS.

these are designed to complement the X -
PRE, an all -tube line -level preamp with
four inputs, set to sell for around $300.
Since all of these X modules will use black -

lump, stuff -'em -in -a -wall -socket AC adap-
tors, purists with more than one X module
will welcome the X-PSU power supply,
which will be able to feed four modules.
Then there'll be the X -ACT, a budget -
priced D/A converter, which will drop
HDCD from the X-DAC spec so it can sell
for $300. Later on, there'll be solid-state
power amps (yet to be named), and the line
will be completed by a CD transport
dubbed X-RAY.

It goes on and on. There's probably going
to be a rack called the Six -Pack that will
hold a half -dozen modules in wine -rack
fashion, plus interconnects and other acces-
sories. And already Those Who Would Be
Audio Alchemy are looking at Musical Fi-
delity and the X -Series with dread.

For some, the success of the X -Series will

mean that the entry-level ticket for real hi-fi
has been lowered even further. But for oth-
ers, it will mean that people who simply
can't afford mid- or high -end components
will be able to acquire rather cheaply some-
thing a lot more interesting than whatever
else passes for budget equipment in the late
1990s. And however much you might fear
the former, you can't help but admire the
X -Series for the latter. A

Kimb...
Kinber...
Kimbest...
XLO!

ELECTRIC

For your nearest dealer call 1-888-XLO-CABLES

"The sound quality, it's incredible, better than the
sound produced by our living room stereo system."

- Michael Esposito, Bose® Wave® radio owner

s

The customer letters keep coming. Their messages are similar: amazement
over the Bose Wave radio. Our patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology
enables the Wave radio to produce rich, full, room -filling stereo sound. It even
comes with an array of convenient features, including a handy remote control. And
it's available directly from Bose, the most respected name in sound, for just $349.

Call toll free or return the coupon for a free
information kit, or to find out how to hear the
Wave radio in your home, satisfaction guaranteed.

Ask about
our interest -free

six-month
payment plan.

Better sound through research

MR/MRS/MS. I I 1

NAME (PLEASE PRINT) DAYTIME TELEPHONE EVENING. TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE SIP

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. R4243
Installment payment plan option is not to be used in combination
with any other ofkrs. Price and/or payment plan are subject to
change without notice.

Or mail 1w Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-R4243,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168, or fax to
1-508-485-4577. Ask about FedEx' delivery.
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The case against long-term listening

e use our ears all day, every day,

so listening doesn't seem diffi-
cult-until, that is, we are asked
to judge the sound of audio
equipment. Making observa-
tions that accurately describe

the sound of a speaker, and that are specific enough to help a de-
signer improve the product, is never easy. Consistent, reliable data
can be elusive. Yet many manufac-
turers use open, uncontrolled lis-
tening comparisons when they're
designing hi-fi components, and
practically all retailers rely heavily
on such methods to sell products.
Indeed, an attitude shared by
many reviewers, professionals, and
audiophiles is that experimental
controls are both intrusive and un-
necessary-that open, extended
listening, over periods longer than
one gets in any store or in any sin-
gle listening session, is mandatory
to uncover subtle aspects of sonic
performance.

The opinions that flow from
long-term listening tests are an im-
portant part of many product re-
views and sales pitches, and they
underlie the listening strategies of-

ten recommended. The standard advice calls for a listener to relax,
put up his feet, open his mind, listen over an extended interval, and
trust his ears. He is often warned that switching components or
making direct comparisons of different
audio gear during the session will inter-
fere with his connection to the product,

thereby generating stress and reducing hearing sensitivity. None of
this is news to experienced enthusiasts, and though it sounds ra-
tional enough to most people, this advice seems at odds with what
we know about the human sensory system.

Humans, and nearly all other animals, are most sensitive to a
stimulus when first exposed to it. We are consciously aware of the
fan only when it is turned on or off; with continued exposure, its
drone tends to disappear into the background. Further, common

sense tells us that we are most sensi-

tive to a stimulus when we are at at-
tention. How does your dog or cat
react to the sound of a can opener
or to a strange sound? He pricks up
his ears, snaps to attention, and
turns his head to localize and face
the sound. Why? This response
helps him gather the maximum
amount of information, the most
detail.

Let's take the example a little fur-
ther. Have you noticed how acutely
you respond during a moment of
urgency, when you have just re-
ceived a kick of adrenaline? Why
does this happen? During an espe-
cially stressful or potentially dan-
gerous situation you quite naturally
reach a state of maximum alertness
and heightened awareness; your

ability to assimilate new information is elevated. Did you ever get
an adrenaline blast from closing your eyes and drifting off to
Pachelbel's Canon in D Major? No, because your senses are at

minimum sensitivity and your mind
contributes more to the experience than
the environment does.

n1~1111=1111

i

umans, and nearly

all other animals,

are most sensitive

to a stimulus when

first exposed to it.

by Tom Nousaine
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We also tend to be most sensitive to differences on direct corn-
parison. The differences between off-white paint chips, for in-
stance, are most apparent when the chips are viewed side by side.
However, if you put them in separate rooms, you may have trouble
telling them apart. At the very least, any differences between them
will seem diminished. Minor differences may ultimately prove to be
inconsequential, but they will always be highlighted by a direct
comparison.

On the other hand, it is clear that training and experience can in-
crease listener sensitivity and reliability. For example, many people
have to learn to hear stereo imaging, because they are not aware
that recorded sound has a spatial character or that this might be an
important aspect of audio system performance. In fact, it's highly
desirable to use well -trained listeners in most research dealing with
subjective evaluation of such
things as data -reduction schemes
like those used in Dolby Digital
(AC -3) and MiniDisc (ATRAC).
Some researchers have indicated
that one well -trained, experienced
listener may be worth as much to
their studies as eight untrained
subjects.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
In the late 1980s, David L. Clark

(of DLC Design) and Larry Green-
hill conducted an experiment that
compared the efficiency of long-
term, single -unit listening to
shorter -term, switched, side -by -
side comparisons. In the single -
unit experiment, they used identi-
cal -looking black boxes that
contained either a simple straight -
wire bypass or a circuit that introduced 2.5% distortion to the mu-
sic signal fed through it. (The distortion circuit generated harmon-
ic distortion that remained a fixed percentage of the output at all
signal levels.) Each test subject was given one box, which could be
either the bypass model or the distortion box.

Each subject connected the box in the tape loop of the preampli-
fier of his own audio system and took as long as he wanted to de-
termine if the box he was given produced distortion or was clean.
Listeners were encouraged to use any listening technique (except
opening the box) to reach a decision. They didn't have to identify
the type of distortion or make any determination except whether
the box was "clean" or "dirty" (i.e., whether it produced clean or
distorted sound). When the results were tabulated, it turned out
that members of two different audiophile clubs had been unable to
reliably identify whether they had been given the bypass box or the
distortion box.

In a subsequent experiment, however, which included a 45 -
minute training session and switched double-blind comparisons,
the subjects were able to reliably hear the distortion. During this
test, subjects were first exposed to music with 13% distortion, a lev-

el that yields plainly garbled sound, like a bad AM radio. After the
initial training period, the distortion was reduced to 4% and 2%
with music and then 0.4% with a sine -wave test signal. Using an
ABX double-blind switchbox, subjects were able to reliably identify
all these levels of distortion. (With the ABX Comparator, a subject
has unlimited, at -will access to two signals, "A" and "B," and to an
"X" signal that's identical to either A or B. The ABX circuit ran-
domly assigns A or B to the X position at the beginning of each tri-
al and keeps track of which signal was used as X each time.)

In this experiment, switched direct comparisons proved to be
more sensitive at revealing distortion than long-term open listening
to a known (and relatively high) level of distortion. However, this
was just one experiment, and the program material used in the at-
home, long-term test was not controlled. Moreover, more than half

a decade has elapsed since it was
conducted. Many audio enthusiasts
believe there have been significant
advances in audio equipment since
that time and that the debate over
listening methods has never been
settled. Clearly, it was time to repeat
the experiment originally done by
Clark and Greenhill.

1Listening long term,

subjects were not

reliably able to tell

when 4% distortion was

added to a recording.
a

FIRST H EAT
For this experiment, I prepared

CD -R versions of Joan Baez singing
"Diamonds and Rust" that either
contained 4% of the same distor-
tion used in the prior experiment or
were clean, bit -for -bit digital copies

of the original CD (The Best of Joan
Baez, A&M CD3234). The distorted

versions were taken from a DAT
recording of the track made from

the analog output of David Clark's Audio Chamber of Horrors box,
a device that generates calibrated amounts of different types of dis-
tortion. I used what Clark calls "grunge" (the same distortion used
in the earlier study) and transferred the distorted versions to CD -R.
Clean samples were made via a direct digital transfer of the original
CD from a Marantz CD -63 player to a Marantz CDR -610 CD
recorder through a 1 -meter AudioQuest Quartz cable. Each CD -R
was labeled with a coded serial number written on the face of the disc
with a water -based marker.

Sixteen audiophile subjects (see Table) from Illinois, California,
and Canada were given discs and a score sheet. Five CD -Rs were
used in all. Three had added grunge, and two were clean. The as-
signment of discs and subjects was determined by coin flips. Sub-
jects were told that either a "certain level of harmonic distortion"
was added to the disc or the disc was clean and free of any addition-
al processing. They were asked to take as long as they needed to de-
cide whether the disc was clean or dirty, mark the score sheet, and
return the disc. The subjects were told they could use any listening
methods they wished except a direct comparison to another CD of
the song played on a second CD player. And they were forbidden to
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discuss the results with other participants who had not completed gle-listener, double-blind, switched ABX comparison. For this

the test. The initial five discs were assigned in May 1996, and the experiment, a second CD -R of the same Joan Baez song ("Dia-

discs were reissued to other subjects as they were returned. The fi- monds and Rust") was made in mono, this time with distortion

nal subject finished the test on October 28, 1996. added to the left channel while the right channel was kept
The subjects were intensely interested in the results and wanted clean. This facilitated comparisons of clean and dirty mono

to know immediately after submitting their score sheets whether programs with a single CD -R loaded in the Marantz CD -63

they had correctly identified their disc. One subject shouted "Yes," player, enabling me to avoid timing discrepancies that some -

with a sharply raised fist, when told he had correctly identified his times occur between two simultaneously running CD players.

disc as clean. Respon- With cheap RCA Y

dents nearly always ex- adaptors, the distorted

pressed surprise and H E AT 1 -Long-term listening. x left channel was con -

disappointment with an nected to the A (for Aw-

incorrect answer. The
Audiing

Pertioniod, Disc Listener pful) inputs and the
longest any subject kept Listener Weeks Condition Answer clean right channel to

a disc was 13 weeks. 1 1 Clean Dirty the B (for Beautiful) in -

One subject returned a 2 <1 Dirty Dirty puts of the ABX box.

disc after a single day, 3 3 Dirty Dirty Thus, the signal at the

but the average partici- 4 2 Clean Dirty selected switch position

pant took three weeks 5 1 Clean Clean appeared in both ear -

to complete the listen- 6 13 Clean Clean pieces of Etymótic Re-

ing assignment. 7 2 Dirty Dirty search ER -4S in -the -ear

After all scores were 8 3 Dirty Clean 'phones. The 'phones

tabulated, only 10 of the 9 3 Dirty Clean were driven directly

10 1 Dirty Dirty from the ABX box's
11 4 Dirty Dirty output jacks, and the

12 4 Dirty Clean volume was adjusted

13 3 Clean Clean from the CD player's

14 3 Clean Clean remote control.

15 3 Clean Clean The subject was first

16 13 Dirty Clean given a 10 -minute trial

16 subjects had correct-
ly identified their discs
as clean or dirty. Five of
seven subjects correctly
identified a clean disc,
and five of nine correct-
ly identified a dirty one.
(These results are not
statistically significant
at the 95% criterion lev-
el, using a one -tailed
test of significance.)

Speaking in statistical
terms, we do not reject
the null hypothesis-
that the results are at-
tributable to chance
alone and not to a sys-
tematic factor-because
subjects were unable to
prove they could hear
the difference between
the clean and dirty discs. Twelve of 16 correct answers are required
to confirm that subjects were not just guessing. So, over the long
term, subjects were not reliably able to tell when 4% distortion was
added to a recording, even when they listened with their own audio
systems and faced no time limits.

Dirty Discs: 9

Clean Discs: 7
Correct Responses: 10
Incorrect Responses: 6

RESULTS BY AUDITIONING PERIOD
Duration

1 Week

2 Weeks

3 Weeks

4 Weeks

13 Weeks

Correct Responses

3 of 4

1 of 2

4 of 6

1 of 2

1 of 2

i

SECOND H EAT
For the following session, I asked one of the subjects, who

had kept his CD -R for the longest time and who had incorrect-
ly concluded that a dirty disc was clean, to participate in a sin -

run, with 13% distor-
tion added to one chan-
nel. Next, he participat-
ed in a 16 -trial ABX test

that compared 4% dis-
tortion levels versus a
clean signal. He could
choose any switching
protocol he wanted.

Running the disc
straight through and
switching in any fash-
ion he desired, the sub-
ject identified clean and
dirty signals correctly

only seven of 16 times, indicating he was unable to reliably identify
the distortion. Next, I used the CD player's A -B repeat to define a
25 -second interval on the disc. Listening only to this segment, the
subject identified 12 out of 16 correctly-the first statistically sig-
nificant positive result of the experiment. This confirmed that the
subject was able to hear the difference between the clean and dirty
signals, with only a 1 -in -20 chance that he was guessing. When I
shortened the A -B repeat interval to 6 seconds, the listener scored
16 out of 16 correct, leaving virtually no doubt that he could hear
the distortion. (I should note that the total test sequence, including
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As a professional association

of audio/video specialty stores,

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality,

service, and most of all, they

know music and home theater.

PARA Home Theater Specíalisis

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

Y Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

CALL 1-800 4 -PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you! Professional AudioVideo Retailers Association

the warm-up, took about an hour; the final
two sessions consumed less than half that.)

UMMARY
My results confirm my initial description

of the human sensory system. Humans are
most sensitive to a stimulus when first ex-
posed to it and can more reliably discern
differences in sound quality by immediate
comparisons than through long-term expo-
sure. As test signals, I used common pro-
gram material (pop music)-clean, and
with distortion added of a type and amount
previously shown to be audible. The shorter
the comparison interval, and the more
rapid and direct the comparisons, the better
the results were.

In other words, to highlight differences
in the sound of audio components, direct
A/B comparisons provide maximum listen-
ing acuity. Shorter and more similar com-
parative periods maximize sensitivity
(praise be for the player's A -B repeat func-
tion). However, I would emphasize that di-
rect comparisons seldom have the level of
experimental control used in these listening
sessions, in which blind ABX presentations
and precise level matching played integral
roles.

You might question whether the poor
long-term listening results could be attrib-
uted to low -quality audio systems. But I
chose subjects who were audio enthusiasts,
people who were already familiar with the
concept of distortion and who were inter-
ested in the ability to hear differences be-
tween hi-fi components. They tended to
own above -average audio gear. At least four
of the participants had what I would call
exotic systems, and two were audio -store
salesmen who had easy access to high -end
equipment.

The evidence of these experiments, com-
bined with a common-sense approach to
human hearing, tells us that the most sensi-
tive listener is the one who is alert, who is at

attention, and who uses direct, side -by -side
comparisons. The cat -and -can -opener
model provides the best operating blue-
print for a high -acuity listener. The only
thing that would improve results would be
to train the cat.

So listen with your ears and brain when
assessing audio gear. And listen with your
heart for enjoyment-after you've checked
out the gear. A
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the Heart of a
HighEnd Home Theater

Mere Mortals Can Afford.

early 15 years ago, B&K

Components, Ltd. of Buffalo.

NY, started out with an idea.
If we produced wonderful -sounding
components, and kept prices low, we
knew we'd win a reputation for making

High End audio affordable.
Critics took notice, "B&K offers excep-

tional sound at a remarkable value". We
have won numerous "Best Buy" awards
from leading hi fl publications - coveted
recognition that is only awarded to the
very best models in each product category.

"B8K's components offer good value.

They sound great!" - Sensible Sound

Can I hear it?
You bet you can! You don't need a critic's
"golden ears". You need only normal ears
and a love of music or movies. The

superior sound quality of B&K is obvious,
not subtle. With any style of music or film
soundtrack - the harmonics just sound
right. We bring out the beauty of music,
and put you in the action.
Why are your prices so low?
We keep our circuits simple. Less is more.

Fewer parts and shorter signal paths mean
better sound. This allows us to buy the
best parts at the best price.

But that is only part of the story.
Because the human ear is the ultimate
-the only arbiter of sound quality, we
regularly pull gear off the production line
and listen to it. B&K's absolute dedication
to sound quality is the reason so many
have fallen in love with our components.
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B&K's new surround sound

components are powered by the

24 bit Motoroln 56000 DSP.

Our products speak for themselves.
Do you hear the bite of the cymbal? The
energy and emotion of the soundtrack?
Do the voices sound right? Do you hear
the beauty of a solo violin? If you get
the harmonics right...if you reproduce
vocal and instruments correctly...then
everything else typically falls into place,
including detail, resolution, clarity,
imaging, soundstage, rhythm, pace,
timing. And getting the movie effects,
voices, and music right makes our

audio/video system the complete package
for both music and movies.

"B& K Components, Ltd. has become one of

America's leading manufacturers of affordable,

high -quality audio electronics...providing musical,

reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within

the budget of virtually any musk lover." -Hi-H Heretic

Powered by Motorola'.
B&K is developing a family of consumer

audio/video products based on the
Motorola* 56000 Series 24 -bit DSP
processors. Chosen as an Alpha develop-

ment site by Motorola for the 56000
Series, B&K contributes to the Motorola
effort to design, develop, and test their
newest state-of-the-art digital signal
processors. B&K is leading the way with
the first Dolby Digital' (AC3) preamp
tuner/processor powered by the Motorola
56009 DSP processor, the AVP1030.
Please take the time to listen to B&K's

components and judge for yourself.
At B&K, high end A/V means high
performance, not high price.

B&K
rMsry,.LL IiMI,.nW. ad MWr In Ibr W1A

Coll 800-543-5252, 716-656-0023 or fax 716-656-1291 fora dealer near you. BeIK Components, Ltd., 2100 Old Union Road., Buffalo, New York 14227

Dolby Digitar is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs, Inc.. Powered by Motorola'" name and logo and Motorola and ® are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
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SONY CLASSICAL'S MASTERWORKS
HERITAGE REISSUE SERIES

bout 80 miles north of New York
City, deep in an underground vault,
are stored 400,000 first -generation
master tapes and lacquers, some dat-
ing back more than 50 years. On
these are the ghostly voices and in-

strumental artistry of Columbia and CBS Mas-
terworks recording artists. Sony Classical has
begun to unearth and sonically refurbish this ex-
traordinary musical legacy, using computerized
noise -removal systems and Sony's own 20 -bit
technology and Super Bit Mapping process.

The Masterworks Heritage series encapsulates
an almost -complete history of recording tech-
nology, beginning in 1900 with the acoustical
years, when performers sang or played directly
into a large acoustical horn connected to a di-
aphragm. (The latter was mechanically linked to
the cutting stylus that engraved the grooves in
the master disc.) The series also includes record-
ings from the mono electrical period, which be-
gan in 1925 when microphones, electrical am-
plifiers, and disc cutters replaced the acoustical
horn. Recording technology then continued
more or less unchanged up to the modern analog
stereo era, which prevailed from 1957 to 1980.

The artist roster includes the famous (tenor
Richard Tucker, soprano Eileen Farrell, and con-
ductors Leopold Stokowski, Fritz Reiner, Eugene
Ormandy, Leonard Bernstein, and George Szell)

and the familiar, names that I

1MA recall
my parents discussing

 JItR(+t,,whenI was a child (suchi
IS violinists Eugene
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Ysaye and Zino Francescatti and pianist Claudio
Arrau). Moreover, there arc once -celebrated
artists (sopranos Bidú Sayáo and Eleanor Steber
and bass Alexander Kipnis) whose names and
work, until now, have remained relatively unfa-
miliar to all but collectors, opera buffs, and mu-
sical historians.

According to Sony Classical's Masterworks
Heritage executive producer Thomas Frost and a
series consultant, Dennis Rooney, the process of
transferring discs and lacquers has evolved sig-
nificantly over the past decade. Previously, they
were transferred to tape, and then the ticks and
pops were removed through individual tape ed-
its, an expensive and time-consuming process.
Now computerized digital systems, from such
companies as Sonic Solutions and CEDAR Au-
dio, enable the noise spectrum of the recording
to be displayed and analyzed on -screen, and
noise can be removed in the digital domain.
Rooney cited another advantage of digitally pro-
cessing historic reissues: preserving the master
recording's dynamics. These dynamics, available
to CD listeners for the first time, were previous-
ly unheard because of inherent limitations of
78 -rpm disc technology. For example, in 1947
Columbia cut 331/2 -rpm master lacquers that
embodied a wide dynamic range, which, regret-
tably, had to be compressed for transfer to 78 -rpm

discs because home playback equipment of the
period simply couldn't handle the original dy-
namics without distortion.

"The difficulty with so much of this reissue
work," Rooney told me, "is that it's incumbent
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on us to get the message across that this materi-
al is not the same old stuff that's been available
for years-the 78 -rpm discs and second -genera-
tion releases from 1939 to 1950. It's very much a
departure from policy for us to go back to the
first -generation stereo masters, such as the
Leopold Stokowski and Eugene Ormandy
recordings [The Philadelphia Orchestra Plays
Bach, Sony Classical MH2K 62345].

"You see, Columbia was never an audiophile
company like Mercury or London Decca. The
releases were never treated the way Bob Fine
handled his Mercury Living Presence series of
recordings. And there was some awful analog
disc mastering back then. Why, even the Shaded
Dog Victors were wildly uneven; some of them
were out of phase!

"Columbia's marketing philosophy at that
time was for the releases to sound loud, to have
`presence'. The Leonard Bernstein/New York
Philharmonic LPs, for example, were crude and
crass -sounding, with no detail or subtlety. Yet
when we listened to the original three -track,
three -channel master tapes, the nuance, color,
detail, and spaciousness were all there.

"For this Heritage series, all three channels
were analyzed, track by track. Sonic Solutions
NoNoise and CEDAR were used in tandem.
They're excellent for removing small- and large -

order crackles and ticks, but they're not perfect.
We'd leave steady-state tape noise alone, out of
respect for the material."

To reclaim very old recordings, such as The
1903 Grand Opera Series (MH2K 62334),
Rooney and his team would sometimes play a
negative metal matrix (a mirror image of the
78 -rpm disc) with a special Stanton biradial sty-

lus that rides on top of the "groove"-in fact, on
a ridge. During such a transfer, the turntable
must revolve backwards because the metal ma-
trix is a mirror image of the final pressing. This
technique was used to dub a 1903 recording of
baritone Antonio Scotti singing the Prologue
from I Pagliacci for The 1903 Grand Opera Series.

How successful have Sony Classical's efforts at
sonic restoration been? An afternoon's listening
to seven Masterworks Heritage releases revealed
some stunning musical and audio treasures plus
one or two that might charitably be described as
being of historical, archival interest only. (The
Grand Opera Series fits into this latter category.)
The winners include the radiant and crystalline
voice-new to me-of Brazilian soprano Bidú
Sayáo, on recordings done mostly from 1947 to
1950 (Opera Arias and Brazilian Folk Songs,
MHK 62355); the beautiful sound and singing

of former New York Met-

ropolitan Opera star
Eleanor Steber, in works
by Berlioz, Bach, Han-
del, and Mendelssohn
(MHK 62356); the won-
derful string sound, deep
bass, and Severance Hall acoustics
in superb, early stereo recordings of four Schu-
mann symphonies from sessions done in 1958
and '60 with the Cleveland Orchestra under
George Szell (MH2K 62349); and similarly lush
string sound and low bass available on the
aforementioned Stowkowski/Ormandy Bach
recording.

On the other hand, the slightly hard edge to
the violin sound on Zino Francescatti's Great
Violin Concertos (MH2K 62339) seemed exactly

like that of the original '50s Columbia LP (I still
own it), which I played many times on a mono
tube audiophile system I built for my father in
my early teens. By contrast, the smooth and spa-
cious sounds of the Philadelphia, Cleveland, and
Chicago brass ensembles have been finely pre-
served on The Antiphonal Music of Gabrieli
(MHK 62353), as have the acoustics of the Ro-
manesque Hall of the Busch -Reisinger Museum
at Harvard University and of Town Hall in
Philadelphia, where the sessions took place.
However, the dreadful sound, shaky intonation,
wobbly pitch, and curiously slow tempos (all of
which may be a product of the primitive
acoustical recording technology) evident on Eu-
géne Ysa,Ve: The Complete Violin Recordings
(MHK 62337) did nothing to persuade me of
the violinist's vaunted virtuosity.

The last disc aside, Sony Classical has accom-
plished wonders of audio restoration with its
Masterworks Heritage releases, and there are
many more to come. Incidentally, the art direc-
tion and packaging of the CDs are a knockout.
Rugged cardboard binders are used in place of
standard jewel cases. The beautiful color art-
work of the original record jackets and all book-
let notes have been printed on heavy paper.
Even the original record labels have been perfect-
ly silk-screened, in full color, on the Compact
Discs. Buyers of the Cleveland Orchestra and
George Szell's two -disc set, in particular, will
reel with nostalgia when they see how perfectly
Sony Classical has reproduced
the original, black -on -
gold Epic "Stereorama"
label, under which the
recordings were first
released. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

DENON AVR-5600
A/V RECEIVER

Denon's AVR-5600 comes
as close to fulfilling my A/V
receiver wish list as anything
I've seen. First of all, it's a
powerful beast, rated at 140
watts per channel into 8
ohms with all five of its chan-
nels driven. As with most A/V

receivers, the five -channel
rating is specified at 1 kHz
(with 0.7% distortion), but

the stereo rating (also 140 watts but from
20 Hz to 20 kHz with 0.05% THD) hints
that real -world performance is likely to be
better than claimed. Second, the AVR-5600
is equipped with a Dolby Digital Surround
(AC -3) decoder and is Home THX-certified
in both Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby Digital
Surround, i.e., for both matrixed and dis-
crete surround soundtracks. Its Dolby Digi-
tal section can accept an RF-modulated

AC -3 signal from today's laserdisc players
without an external box, as well as direct
AC -3 bitstreams from DVD players (and, in
a year or two, HDTV receivers). What's
more, the AVR-5600 can accept the Dolby
Digital bitstream from any of its four digital
inputs. (Of these, one is a coaxial connec-
tion; the other three are optical.)

In a novel twist that provides the AVR-
5600 with unusual versatility, the receiver's
setup menus enable you to allocate any dig-
ital input to any of seven program sources.
However, only one digital input, "Optical -

3," is accompanied by an output (also opti-
cal) to feed a digital recorder. Three sources

("Phono," "Tape -2," and the built-in tuner)
cannot be assigned to digital inputs. When
you select a source, the AVR-5600 uses the
digital input, if one has been allocated; oth-
erwise, it uses the analog input whose name
corresponds to the source. For digital in-

puts, the Denon analyzes the input bit -
stream to determine whether it's standard
PCM or needs to be fed through the AC -3
decoder. Thus, the AVR-5600 handles all
current (or soon -to -exist) audio program
sources-stereo or matrixed analog, stereo
or matrixed digital, and discrete 5.1 -chan-
nel digital (including RF-conveyed AC -3
from laserdiscs). Like most A/V receivers
these days, this one can display menus, set-
tings, and even a speaker -setup diagram on
your TV screen.

The AVR-5600 has provisions for five au-
dio/video and five audio -only sources
(counting its tuner), including two VCRs
and two audio recorders. The tuner features
40 presets in five banks of eight and auto-
matic memorization of local stations (with
manual override). It also incorporates the
Radio Data System (RDS), which Denon
has persistently championed for car and
home FM. As more and more FM stations
start broadcasting with RDS, this will en-
able you to search among the RDS stations
in your area to find a particular type of pro-
gram, get traffic reports, display transmit-
ted text (such as song and album titles), and
receive emergency alerts. (Editor's Note:
About 12 RDS stations can be received in
suburban New Jersey, where I live. All of
them list their program types, but none
transmits traffic reports or useful text
yet.-LB.)

The AVR-5600 has recording outputs to
complement its audio tape and VCR inputs
and, of course, an output for your TV mon-
itor. Denon also provides stereo connec-
tions for an audio system and an additional
TV in a second room. All connections are

Rated Power Output, All Channels
Driven: Stereo mode, 140 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
at 0.05% THD or 170 watts per chan-
nel into 8 ohms at 1 kHz and 0.7%
THD; surround modes, 140 watts x 5
into 8 ohms at 1 kHz and 0.7% THD.

Dimensions: 17% in. W x 71/2 in. H x
19'/3 in. D (43.4 cm x 18.1 cm x 48.6
cm).

Weight: 54 lbs. (24.5 kg).
Price: $2,800.

Company Address: 222 New Rd., Par-
sippany, N.J. 07054; 201/575-7810.

For literature, circle No. 90
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on the back, and all video signals (except
that for the second TV) are carried in S -
video and composite -video forms. All au-
dio and composite -video RCA jacks are
gold-plated, as is the front -panel head-
phone jack. There are preamp outputs for
each of the five main channels and for a
powered subwoofer but no input connec-
tions for the internal power amps. Since the
AVR-5600's five power amps are identical,
the omission is justified; there's little pur-
pose in swapping identical power amps.

The amplifier outputs are multiway
binding posts that accept single or double
banana plugs. Parallel -connected pairs of
posts are provided for the three front speak-
ers, to facilitate bi-wiring. Three switched
convenience outlets, with a total power rat-
ing of 120 watts, are provided. The FM an-
tenna connects to a 75 -ohm F connector;

DENON'S AVR-5600

COMES AS CLOSE

TO FULFILLING

MY A/V WISH LIST

AS ANYTHING I'VE SEEN.

the AM loop connects to a pair of wire
clamps. A grounding terminal is near the
phono input, for easy connection to a tone -
arm or a turntable frame.

The AVR-5600 may not win any beauty
contests, but its front panel is inoffensive
and, when the hinged door at the bottom is
closed, rather simple. The "Power" button
is on the left, "Master Volume" is on the
right, and below the display are 11 small se-
lectors: "AC -3 RF," "Phono," "CD,"
"Tuner," "VDP/DVD," "TV/DBS," "VCR -
1," "VCR -2," "V.AUX," "DAT/Tape-1," and

"Tape-2/Monitor" (with a nearby LED to
indicate when that monitor is in use). I pre-
fer individual program selectors like these
to cyclic selectors, because they're faster and
easier to use and eliminate an on -screen
menu. (I also approve of Denon's use of re-
lays rather than solid-state switches to route
signals, because relays are less likely to in-
ject noise and distortion.) Behind the
hinged door are 16 buttons that control
surround modes, input adjustments, tuner
presets, and recording/multiroom program
selection. These are flanked by a "Phones"

jack on the left and "Bass" and
"Treble" knobs on the right.

Except for manipulating the
tone controls, you can select any-
thing from the remote that you can
from the front panel, albeit some-
times in a different fashion. For ex-

ample, selecting sound modes via
the remote involves cycling
through the modes, whereas the
panel offers direct access to most of

them.
These sound modes are "Direct"

(which bypasses the tone controls
when you're listening in stereo),
"Stereo" (which activates the bass
and treble controls), and six sur-
round options. The surround
modes are "Dolby Surround"
(which automatically chooses Dol-
by Digital over Pro Logic if the re-
ceiver is fed an AC -3 program),
"Home THX Cinema" (which adds
Home THX enhancement to what-
ever Dolby Surround mode is
used), "Mono," "Wide Screen"
(DSP-enhanced Dolby Surround),
"5CH Stereo" (which redistributes
a stereo source among all speak-
ers), and "DSP Simulation." The
last chooses, in cyclic fashion,
among five simulated surround
modes ("Super Stadium," "Rock
Arena," "Jazz Club," "Classic Con-
cert," and "Matrix"). Both "Home
THX Cinema" enhancement and
the various simulation modes are
implemented in a Motorola 56004
DSP chip.

Three buttons behind the hinged panel
control the audio input settings for each
source and, once adjusted, remain associat-
ed with that source unless you reset it. The
first two raise or lower input level, and the
third toggles "Analog/Digital" input con-
nections. (In retrospect, it strikes me that
this third switch probably lets you use four
more program sources than appear on the
front panel: Just connect whatever sources
you wish to the analog inputs that corre-
spond to the four source positions you allo-
cated digital inputs to, and then use the tog-
gle to select either input set.)

Next come three tuning buttons ("Shift,"
"Down," and "Up"). With the last two but-
tons on the bottom row, you set the pro-
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gram source to be fed to a second room and
to the recording outputs. The "REC/Multi
Source" button cycles through the 10 possi-
ble sources or, in its 11th position
("Source"), uses whatever source is set by
the main program selector. The other but-
ton, "REC/Multi Mode," assigns the select-
ed source to the recording outputs or to the
multiroom jacks.

The AVR-5600's display is in three sec-
tions. On the right is a two -digit master vol-
ume LED that's always active. On the left
are 10 small LEDs. Six of them indicate the
presence of a Dolby Digital AC -3 signal and
how many channels it contains. (AC -3 is
just a compression system and can be used
to carry stereo or mono audio as well as 5.1 -

channel surround.) The other LEDs indi-
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panel whose brightness can be set
to three different levels or turned
off by the remote's "Dimmer" but-
ton. If you turn the display off, it
comes back to life briefly when you

change the program source or oth-
er settings.

The remote can control three
audio and three audio/video
sources. It's a universal remote,
preprogrammed with the control
codes of equipment from several
major companies and capable of
learning the codes of other makers'
equipment. The remote has 59 but-
tons and two switches. The buttons
don't illuminate, but they are col-
or -coded, clustered in groups, and
shaped differently to give a tactile

g indication of use. Twenty-one "in-
frequently used" buttons are cov-
ered by a hinged panel, which keeps

them out of the way. Strangely, the
major tuner controls ("Tuning"
up/down, "Band," "Mode," "Mem-
ory," "RDS," and the buttons that
activate RDS program search and
text display) are among those that
are hidden.

The setup buttons are also be-
hind the remote's hinged panel.
"Enter" brings up the main on-
screen menu ("Surround Parame-
ters," "System Setup," and "Menu
Off"). The on -screen display indi-
cates the active selection by a
pointing finger, with upward- and
downward -pointing arrows mark-

' ing the selections above and below.
The indicator is moved by
up/down "Cursor" buttons; "En-
ter" activates your selection.

The main menu's "Surround Pa-
rameters" option is used for tog-
gling the Denon receiver's "Cinema
EQ" circuit on and off and for
adjusting "Room Size" and "Ef-

fect" levels when you are using DSP-based
enhancement.

The "System Setup Menu" offers eight
submenus. These are used for matching the
AVR-5600's individual -channel frequency
responses, delays, and levels to your speaker
setup; controlling a peak limiter for the
subwoofer; allocating the digital inputs;
toggling the AC -3 decoder's dialog normal-

inn
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DIRECT" MODE
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Fig. 5-Frequency response
from CD analog input.
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cate when a digital (rather than analog) in-
put is in use, when Dolby Surround decod-
ing is on, whether there are signals in the
low -frequency effects (LFE) channel, and
when circuits (presumably the inputs)
overload. Unfortunately, the LEDs' labels
are essentially unreadable, which makes the
array virtually useless except as decoration.
The display's center section is a fluorescent

ization on and off; setting tuner presets au-
tomatically; and controlling the on -screen
display. Several of the submenus are self-ex-

planatory, but four of them deserve a bit of
explanation.

In the "Speaker Configuration" sub -

menu, you inform the AVR-5600 whether
you have center or surround speakers and
whether each speaker, except a subwoofer, is
small or large. (More and more micro-
processor -controlled surround decoders
use this setup method, which is clearer and
more to the point than choosing "Center,
Wide" for a large center speaker and "Cen-
ter, Normal" for a small one.) If you indi-
cate you have small main speakers, you're
offered a choice of only "Small" or 'None"
for the center and surrounds, and the AVR-
5600 redirects bass energy accordingly.

To set "Delay Time," you enter the dis-
tances between the listening position and
each speaker, in feet or meters, rather than

THE TUNER SECTION'S

EXTENSIVE LIST

OF FEATURES INCLUDES

RDS RECEPTION.

having to calculate and enter delay times
per se. The left and right front speakers are
assumed to be equidistant from the viewing
position, so one entry serves both.

For "Channel Level" adjustments, you
can press buttons to move test tones from
speaker to speaker or have these tones cycle
around the array automatically. Once
you've activated "Test Tone Start," an array
of speaker icons and five channel -level ad-
justment bars appear on -screen to guide
you through the procedure.

The "Subwoofer Peak Limit LEV." sub -
menu enables you to activate or deactivate a
peak limiter on the subwoofer channel. It
also helps you determine what peak limiter
level will give you maximum bass from
your sub without excessive distortion.

Measurements
The AVR-5600 has a number of things

going for it. Its FM tuner is a good bit more
competent than those I've seen in other re-
cent receivers, and its power amps are clean
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MEASURED DATA

FM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity: IHF usable, 15.6 dBf in

mono; 50 -dB quieting, 18.6 dBf in
mono and 41.1 dBf in stereo.

S/N Ratio, 65-dBf Signal Input: Mono,
78.1 dB; stereo, 71.7 dB.

Frequency Response, Stereo: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.32, -0.44 dB.

Channel Balance: ±0.00 dB.

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Greater than 42.2 dB.

THD + N at 65 dBf, 100% Modulation:

Mono, 0.42% at 100 Hz, 0.36% at 1
kHz, and 0.46% at 6 kHz; stereo, 0.38%

at 100 Hz, 0.33% at 1 kHz, and 0.74% at

6 kHz.

Capture Ratio at 45 dBf: 1.4 dB.

Selectivity: Adjacent -channel, 4.6 dB; al-

ternate -channel, 59.5 dB.

Image Rejection: 53 dB.

AM Rejection: 62 dB.

Stereo Pilot Rejection: 34 dB.

Stereo Subcarrier Rejection: 50.2 dB.

AMP SECTION, STEREO MODE
Output Power at Clipping (1% THD at 1

kHz): 8 -ohm loads, 185 watts/channel

(22.7 dBW); 4 -ohm loads, 290 watts/
channel (24.6 dBW).

Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm loads,
195 watts/channel (22.9 dBW); 4 -ohm
loads, 310 watts/channel (24.9 dBW);
2 -ohm loads, 500 watts/channel (27
dBW).

Dynamic Headroom re 8 -Ohm Rating:
1.4 dB.

THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm loads,

less than 0.045% at rated output and
less than 0.025% at 10 watts/channel; 4 -

ohm loads, less than 0.103% at 200
watts/channel, less than 0.066% at 145

watts/channel, and less than 0.041% at
10 watts/channel.

Damping Factor re 8 -Ohm Loads: 215.

Output Impedance: 39 milliohms at 1
kHz, 63 milliohms at 5 kHz, 107 mil-
liohms at 10 kHz, and 165 milliohms at
20 kHz.

Frequency Response: "Direct" mode, 20

Hz to 20 kHz, +0, -0.32 dB (-3 dB be-

low 10 Hz and at 117.6 kHz); "Stereo"

mode, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.54, -0.12 dB

(-3 dB below 10 Hz and at 70 kHz).

Tone -Control Range: Bass, +9.4, -7.6 dB

at 100 Hz; treble, +9.3, -8.7 dB at
10 kHz.

Subwoofer Crossover: High-pass, -3 dB
at 78 Hz and -6 dB at 60 Hz, 12 dB/oc-

tave; low-pass, -3 dB at 45 Hz and -6
dB at 68 Hz, 24 dB/octave.

RIAA Equalization Error, 20 Hz to 20
kHz: "Direct" mode, +0.34, -0.57 dB;
"Stereo" mode, ±0.5 dB.

Sensitivity for 0-dBW (1 -Watt) Output:

CD input, 9.8 to 77.4 mV (15.6 mV
with input attenuator at 0 dB); MM
phono input, 0.127 to 1.13 mV (0.246
mV with input attenuator at 0 dB).

A -Weighted Noise: CD input, -83.5 dBW

in "Direct" mode and -80.9 dBW in
"Stereo" mode; MM phono input,
-78.3 dBW in "Direct" mode and -77.7
dBW in "Stereo" mode.

Input Impedance: CD input, 54 kilohms;

MM phono input, 46 kilohms + 200 pF.

Input Overload (1% THD at 1 kHz): CD
input, 3.2 to more than 10 V (6.4 V with

input attenuator at 0 dB); MM phono
input, 54 to 168 mV (105 mV with in-
put attenuator at 0 dB).

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Greater than 61.4 dB.

Channel Balance: "Direct" mode, ±0.015

dB; "Stereo" mode, ±0.05 dB.

Recording Output Level: 470 mV for
500 -mV signal at CD input; 270 mV for

5 -mV, 1 -kHz signal at phono input; 650

mV for 100% -modulated FM signal at
1 kHz.

Recording Output Impedance: 700 ohms.

AMP SECTION,
DOLBY PRO LOGIC MODE
Output Power at Clipping, 8 -Ohm

Loads: Main channels, 185 watts/chan-

nel (22.7 dBW); center channel, 200
watts (23.0 dBW); surround channels,
180 watts/channel (22.6 dBW).

THD + N at Rated Output, 8 -Ohm
Loads: Main, less than 0.038%, 65 Hz to

20 kHz; center, less than 0.041%, 100
Hz to 20 kHz; surround, less than
0.168%, 100 Hz to 10 kHz.

Frequency Response: Main, 20 Hz to 20

kHz, +0.57, -0.29 dB (-3 dB below 10 Hz

and at 23.3 kHz); "Center, Wide" mode,

20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.56, -2.64 dB (-3 dB at

19 Hz and 23.3 kHz); "Center, Normal"

mode, 76.2 Hz to 23.3 kHz, +0.37, -3 dB;

surround, 80.5 Hz to 7 kHz, +0,-3 dB.

A -Weighted Noise: Main, -80.4 dBW;
"Center, Wide" mode, -75.8 dBW; sur-

round, -75.8 dBW.

Channel Separation at 1 kHz: 57.9 dB or
greater.

DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) MODE
Channel Balance: 1.03 dB or better.

Frequency Response: Main channels, 20
Hz to 19.1 kHz, +0.57, -0.09 dB; center

channel, 20 Hz to 19 kHz, +0.57, -0.12

dB; surround channels, 20 Hz to 19.1
kHz, +0.03, -0.35 dB.

THD + N at 1 kHz for 0-dBFS Signal:
Main, 0.011%; center, 0.056%; sur-
round, 0.058%.

Channel Separation at 1 kHz: 45.3 dB or
greater (see text).

D/A CONVERTER SECTION
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

+0.01, -0.32 dB.

THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.089%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -77.9 dBFS
from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -83.3
dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
signal, 4.73 dB to -90 dBFS; dithered
signal, 5.2 dB to -100 dBFS.

A -Weighted S/N: 93.6 dB re 0 dBFS for
infinity -zero signal.

Quantization Noise: -85.5 dBFS.

Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 89.1 dB;
A -weighted, 91.9 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 44.5
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.
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LINE 3 LINESTAG E PREAMPLIFIER

TOTAL ECLIPSE.

..t

® SONIC FRONTIERS

, SHEAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Eclipse. At Sonic Frontiers we continue to outshine our competition

with our new generation of innovative products. Leading the way with

our new LINE 3 preamplifier.

In 1993 we introduced dte SFL-2 linestage, a product which rede-

fined the standard for a true reference quality tube preamplifier.

However, with the introduction of the LINE 3 not only have we eclipsed

our competition's latest offerings, we've advanced upon our Class A

rated SFL-2.

The Line 3 fills the reference position in our LINE Series of preampli-

fiers, giving audiophiles a product with both fidelity and flexibility for their

changing home entertainment needs - whether it be a reference 2 -chan-

nel system, a multi-user horre theater installation or the intimate environ-

ment of their favorite headpsones - using the I IcailRoom.rm circuit.

The LINE 3 shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE I,

and LINE 2 but additionally offers these following design attributes:

 2 chassis design (both fill size) - 60 lbs net weight

fully dual mono design, featuring 3 toroidal power transformers and

26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high voltage, pre-

cision tracking shunt types)

innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correction

to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and extremely

low 75 ohm/150 ohm (5E/BAL) output impedance

 Unique PCB decoupling system

 Highest quality parts, lecturing Multi -Cap, Solen & Wima capacitors

plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes about

but a few times in an audiophile's lifetime. To experience the LINE 3 for

yourself at your local dealer or to receive a complete set of literature,

Call, Write, Fax r E -Mail is today.

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 5T4 Tel: (905) 829-3838 Fax: (905) 829-3033 E -Mail: SFl@son cfrontiers.com WWW:http://www.sonicfrontiers.com
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and potent. The analog preamp portion is
fine too; so, in most respects, are the sur-
round decoders. The major weakness I find
lies in its D/A converters, which is odd, as
Denon has established a rather good repu-
tation in this area. But let's start with the
AVR-5600's strengths.

As you can see in Fig. 1, the FM tuner
snaps to attention quickly. The benchmark

50 -dB -quieting point is reached
with an RF input of 18.6 dBf in
mono and 41.1 dBf in stereo, both
very respectable. Band -limited (but

unweighted) signal-to-noise ratio
is greater than 78 dB in mono and
almost 72 dB in stereo at 65 dBf,
improving by another 2 dB or more
with stronger stereo signals-im-
pressive! Channel balance was per-
fect. Channel separation was re-
markably uniform over the full
audio band and was, at 42 dB or
better, above average over the most
important audio region.

Evaluating a receiver this elabo-
rate requires a huge number of
tests, with far more graphs than
there's room for in this review.
Mostly, I've omitted those that are
easy to describe. For example, FM
frequency response was almost
ruler flat over most of the band,
drooping slightly in the bass (-0.44
dB at 20 Hz) and rising a trifle in
the treble (+0.32 dB at 15 kHz).

I measured the FM tuner sec-
tion's total harmonic distortion
plus noise (THD + N) using an RF
input signal of 65 dBf. Usually, I
present the data taken at 100%
modulation because that's what the
standard calls for; in Fig. 2, I've
added curves made at 50% modu-
lation, which is probably more typ-
ical of average broadcasts. (The re-
sults in "Measured Data" are for
only the worse case, 100% modula-
tion.) At 50% modulation, THD +
N remains less than 0.25% to 4 kHz
in mono (2.7 kHz in stereo) and
less than 0.3% across the entire
band in mono and out to 4 kHz in
stereo. This is pretty good perform-
ance, especially in light of the
tuner section's reasonably high
adjacent -channel selectivity of 4.6

dB and its alternate -channel selectivity
of nearly 60 dB.

Image rejection didn't set any record, but
very few people live in places where this
should be of any concern. For the rest of us,
the AVR-5600's combination of relatively
low capture ratio and high AM rejection
bodes well for handling multipath. Stereo
pilot and subcarrier rejections weren't bad

but could stand improving; if you intend to
record cassettes with Dolby noise reduc-
tion, be sure to use the deck's MPX filter.

Figures 3 and 4 show the distortion char-
acteristics of the AVR-5600's power ampli-
fiers when driving 8- and 4 -ohm loads. The
data was taken by driving the analog CD in-
put and using the "Direct" mode in order
to bypass the tone controls and all process-
ing circuits. As the curves in Fig. 3 indicate,
the AVR-5600 can deliver 185 watts per
channel continuously into 8 -ohm loads
(290 watts into 4 -ohm loads) at clipping
(1% THD) with a 1 -kHz signal. A trifle less

power is available at 20 Hz and 20 kHz.
To assess THD + N versus frequency into

8 ohms (Fig. 4A), I used output levels from
1 watt/channel up to rated output (140
watts/channel). However, distortion was so
low at 1 watt/channel that the curve showed
only noise, so I omitted it. Denon doesn't
specify power for 4 -ohm loads, so in Fig. 4B
I added a curve at 200 watts/channel, safely
below the maximum output power capabil-
ity indicated by Fig. 3. (I also assigned that
output level as my 4 -ohm power rating for
"Measured Data.")

As you can see from Figs. 4A and 4B, dis-

tortion is pretty constant and remains quite
low from 100 Hz to 3 kHz or above. It turns
up ever so slightly in the bass and more
sharply in the treble. The curves show per-
formance of the right channel, the poorer
of the two on my sample. But because that
channel cleared Denon's 0.05% 8 -ohm full -
power specification, there's no reason for
complaint.

The AVR-5600 delivered just a trifle more
power into 8- and 4 -ohm loads with the
IHF tone -burst signal than with a continu-
ous signal. This suggests that the clipping
point is determined primarily by the power
supply's voltage rather than by its available
current and that performance is unlikely to
degrade substantially when more than two
channels are driven simultaneously. With 2 -
ohm loads, the AVR-5600 delivered a whop-

ping 500 watts/channel on tone bursts. The
damping factor clocked in at more than
200, but output impedance slightly more
than quadrupled when the signal frequen-
cy increased from 1 kHz (39 milliohms) to
20 kHz (165 milliohms).

I measured frequency response (Fig. 5)
from the AVR-5600's analog CD input to its
speaker outputs, using 8 -ohm loads. (Only
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What does it take to

build the finest

in -wall speaker? Quite

simply, better design

execution and better

materials. So rather than

the typical flimsy plastic

parts, Paradigm in -walls use a rigid aluminum diecasting that
combines the main chassis, mid/bass driver chassis and tweeter

faceplate into a single ultra -rigid unit. Instead of barely adequate

mounting hardware made of plastic parts, metal clips etc., we use an

ultra -rigid diecast aluminum mounting bracket. Add Paradigm's

renowned driver technology and seamless dividing networks, and

the result is vastly superior sound, for both music and home theater.

So don't lower your expectations when it comes to in -wall speakers.

Visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to the

spectacular performance of Paradigm in -wall speakers today!
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the left channel's response is plotted; the
right channel's was essentially identical.)
Response is flatter in the "Direct" mode,
which bypasses the tone controls. In "Ster-
eo" mode, the tone controls are in the cir-
cuit; even though I set them to their center
detents, the curve for that mode is some-
what swaybacked. The response in "Direct"
mode is admirable, but the "Stereo" curve
is more the one to study because, as we will
see, its behavior carries through across the
board-oddly, even in Dolby Digital Sur-
round! The -3 dB points in "Stereo" mode
are okay, but I'm less sanguine about the
broad rise in bass response (+0.54 dB at 150
Hz) and the smaller rise in treble response
(+0.2 dB around 5 kHz). I presume that
these anomalies came from the tone -con-
trol circuitry, but I can't be certain.

Tone -control characteristics are shown
in Fig. 6. Both controls' curves shelve, the
bass below 100 Hz and the treble above 10
kHz. As indicated in "Measured Data," each
control provides a bit more boost than cut
at the benchmark test frequencies of 100 Hz
and 10 kHz.

Figure 6 also shows the subwoofer cross-
over's characteristics. The high-pass sec-
tion's performance is typical for Home
THX: -3 dB at just about 80 Hz and -6 dB
at 60 Hz, with a 12-dB/octave slope. The
low-pass section is peculiar in two ways. Al-

though its slope ultimately reaches a nomi-
nal 24 dB/octave, it starts off rather gradu-
ally. And its response is never really flat
except between 15 and 20 Hz (not seen in
the graph).

Phono response (Fig. 7) has a sway-
backed shape in "Stereo" mode, similar to
what I measured from the analog CD input.
In "Direct," it's flatter, though with a rela-
tively minor bass rolloff.

For "Measured Data," I tested input sen-
sitivity and input overload over the full
range of input attenuator settings; all other
tests were made with the input attenuator at
0 dB. (The input attenuator does not func-
tion in "Direct" mode.) With the attenuator
at 0, the sensitivity data was typical of re-
ceivers in general, and the levels and source
impedance of the recording outputs
seemed fine to me. It's possible to overload
the analog CD input on the test bench, but
it's highly unlikely to occur in practice, es-
pecially if you use the input attenuator. The
phono input's overload point should be ad-

equate for moving -magnet (MM) car-
tridges, though here, too, you might need to
use the input attenuator. Phono input im-
pedance was classic, in that it could be
modeled by a parallel combination of a re-
sistor and a capacitor, and the results were
right on the mark; analog CD input imped-
ance was also fine.

Channel separation and channel balance
from the line (CD) input were good. How-
ever, as is increasingly common, the AVR-
5600 doesn't have a conventional balance
control; if a source is unbalanced you must
correct matters with
the speaker calibra-
tion controls.

On my sample, A -
weighted noise was
0.6 to 0.7 dB higher
in the right channel
than in the left, so the
right channel's re-
sults are reported in
"Measured Data."
The "Direct" mode
was several decibels
quieter from the line -
level (CD) input, as
you might expect. But
on the phono input,
preamp noise pre-
dominated, leaving
little difference be-
tween "Direct" and
"Stereo." Noise spec-
trum analyses re-
vealed small but dis-
cernible power -line -related components at
60 Hz and at each harmonic through the
fifth (300 Hz).

I evaluated Dolby Pro Logic operation by
driving an analog input with simulated Pro
Logic test signals and monitoring the
speaker outputs of each channel. To save
space, Fig. 8 presents frequency response
only for standard Dolby Pro Logic (al-
though I checked the Home THX enhance-
ments and Denon's Cinema EQ system
with the same test signals). The front chan-
nels have the same mid -bass response peak
that appears in the "Stereo" curves in Figs. 5
and 7. On the other hand, surround -chan-
nel response is dead flat until it exhibits the
"normal" bass rolloff. I admit to being
somewhat surprised by this rolloff, since I
had set the receiver up for large main and

surround speakers. (The curve marked
"Center, Wide" was taken using the setting
for a large center speaker; the "Center, Nor-
mal" curve was taken with the setting for a
small center speaker. Both were taken with
the AVR-5600 programmed to assume that
a subwoofer was in the system.) In each
front channel, treble response was limited
to 23.3 kHz by the anti-aliasing filter at the
input of the A/D converter that feeds the
processing circuitry from analog signals.
As usual, the surround channel rolls off
sharply above 7 kHz, as called for by

the Dolby Pro Logic
standard.

The curves I took
with Home THX es-
sentially reflected the
Dolby Pro Logic re-
sponses, modified by
THX re -equalization
and timbre matching.
Response was down 3
dB at 8.5 kHz (-6 dB
at about 15 kHz) in
the three front chan-
nels (THX re -equal-
ization); surround -
channel response
showed signs of
comb filtering and
timbre matching.

The Cinema EQ
curves were rather
different. With this
mode engaged, bass
response in all three

front channels rolled off sharply below 73
Hz (the -3 dB point), whether the AVR-
5600 was set up for large or small center
and main speakers. There was some addi-
tional mid -bass boost (about 0.76 dB at 210
Hz) and a gradual treble rolloff (-1 dB at
2.2 kHz, -3 dB at 5.8 kHz, and -4.7 dB at 20
kHz). Surround -channel response was the
same as in Dolby Pro Logic mode.

Figure 9 shows THD + N versus frequen-
cy at rated output (140 watts into 8 ohms)
in all five channels, using Dolby Pro Logic
decoding. I used a 22 -kHz low-pass filter
here, to remove the ultrasonic garbage gen-
erated in the digital converters. Distortion
in the three front channels remains at or be-
low 0.04% from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. Sur-
round -channel distortion is higher but still
very good.

THE DENON'S FM TUNER

SURPASSES THOSE

IN OTHER RECEIVERS,

AND ITS AMPS

ARE CLEAN AND POTENT.
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After the lights are dimmed...the anticipation builds.
What makes it so real?

Launch into space, walk among dinosaurs, or sail with pirates, the
ULTECH THEATER CENTER can transport you into a new reality.

In addition to it's Dolby Digital AC -3' circuitry to decode five
channels of full range surround sound plus a dedicated subwoofer
channel, the THEATER CENTER also includes HDCD". DVD ready
and utilizing the new Zoran 38500 DSP, the THEATER CENTER
boldly takes you into the heart of the action.

The quality of build is unsurpassable, and the sonic benefits are
simply breathtaking.
Get ready for the ride of your life...

AVAILABLE IN MARCH 1997.
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®' a o registered trademark of Pacific Microsonics, Inc.
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ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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In Dolby Pro Logic, the 1 -kHz clipping
point for each channel occurred at pretty
much the same output level as in stereo.
Steady-state channel separation at 1 kHz
ranged from a low of 57.9 dB (surround to
right front) to a high of almost 105 dB (sur-
round to left front). On average, separation

o

-60

was well into the 60 -dB range,
which is very good. The A -weight-

ed noise was good in the main
channels and fairly good in the
others.

Strangely, channel separation in
Dolby Pro Logic was better than in
Dolby Digital. This can be some-
what misleading, however, as Pro
Logic will achieve such separation
only for strongly steered signals,
whereas Dolby Digital will main-
tain it under all conditions. The
worst separation in Dolby Digital
was between the left front channel
and the center, between the left and

right front, and between the left
front and right surround; each was
just over 45 dB. Most of the other
results were safely over 70 dB, al-
though a few were in the 50s.

Figure 10 shows frequency re-
sponse of the various channels
with a Dolby Digital test signal.
Again, we see the 0.57 -dB mid -bass

response hump in all three front
channels but essentially flat re-
sponse in the surrounds. Distor-
tion at 1 kHz (0 dBFS) was a low
0.011% in the main channels and
about 0.056% in the center and
surrounds. Channel balance was
within ±0.75 dB.

Lately I've taken to exploring be-
havior of the D/A converters in
products like this, since I've un-
earthed surprising and disquieting
results from some of them. The fre-
quency response of the AVR-5600's
converter was unexceptional in the
good sense; except for a slight
rolloff at both ends and a treble
ripple so small as to be hardly no-
ticeable, it was flat. The curves for
THD + N versus frequency (Fig.
11) are relatively unremarkable,
too. Except for a peak at 16 kHz
(which better converters would not
produce these days), distortion is

less than 0.02% on the right channel, the
poorer of the two.

More worrisome characteristics appear
in the curves that relate to D/A converter
linearity. Those plots are for THD + N ver-
sus level at 1 kHz, linearity error versus lev-

el, and the fade -to -noise test.

The AVR-5600's THD + N at signal levels

from 0 to -6 dBFS was higher than I usually
see, so I had to adjust the vertical scale of
Fig. 12 to accommodate it. Sometimes an
audio component has elevated THD + N
near 0 dBFS because of problems in its ana-

log circuitry, but that doesn't seem to be the
case here. The right -channel curve flattens
between -3 and -6 dB, suggesting that con-
verter nonlinearity, not output amplifier
compression, is the cause of this behavior. I
can accept the left channel's performance,
more or less, but note the kickup at -30
dBFS on the right channel. These convert-
ers are simply not as linear as I would have
hoped.

In Fig. 13, I again had to adjust the verti-
cal scale to accommodate the level of error
that I found. And the poorer channel's
fade -to -noise curve (Fig. 14) occupies al-
most ±10 dB, which is unusual. Neither
channel's performance is comparable to
that of today's better converters. If you
check "Measured Data," you'll find that the
AVR-5600's A -weighted S/N ratio, quanti-
zation noise, and dynamic range also are
less than stellar; channel separation was ac-

tually worse with the digital input than with
the analog CD input.

Use and Listening Tests

So what's going on? I've not seen a really
bad DAC in a CD player in some time, and I
had assumed I could count on basically de-
cent DACs in processors and A/V receivers.
I have felt that my time would be better
spent exploring output power, high-level
distortion, surround sound characteristics,
and the like. But it takes six DACs to imple-

ment Dolby Digital, and I guess that's put
pressure on the manufacturers to cut cor-
ners. Denon is not the only one to have
done so, but I'm still surprised to find it
here, especially since the company claims to
use 18 -bit DACs in the AVR-5600.

Could the right -channel DAC be a fluke
of my particular sample? Perhaps, but the
left -channel converter, while decent, isn't
outstanding either. There are four more
DACs in this receiver; unfortunately, they're
not easily accessible for measurement. I
have to assume that what I can measure is
representative of what exists.

Could I hear the problems I measured?
Can't say I did on Dolby Pro Logic or Dolby

Continued on page 57
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Introducing The Tower Series By Henry Kloss.

Cambridge SoundWorks'
new Tower series

speakers combine
musical accuracy, very
natural tonal balance,
precise stereo imaging

and an incredibly
dynamic presence- all
without reinventing the

laws of physics.

Tourer

 rTower II a--
CenterStage i- lots et- Ill

t For qualified
customers and
purchases.
Interest accrues
at 2184°, but is
waned A account
is paid within 180
days Ask a

salesperson for

details

`"1lie sounds of theTowers was stable, deep, and
richly three-dimensional...unfettered, solid bass to below

30Hz... an uncommon value. Aud{o, Jan 1997

Our new Tower series of speakers was designed

by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss

(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). They have the

wide range, precise stereo imaging and natural

tonal balance of our acclaimed Ensemble® series -

and add improvements in efficiencyy, dynamic

range and "presence."
The result is somewhat unusual: speakers com-

bining the dynamic presence of high -efficiency

studio monitors, and the precise musical accuracy

and pinpoint imaging of low -efficiency

"reference" speakers.

Tower HI by Henry floss
Tower III is a two-way design using a wide -disper-

sion tweeter and a single 8" woofer. It combines

high sensitivity and outstanding dynamic range

with the natural, wide -range sound (including

terrific bass) of a generously -proportioned

cabinet. It has been carefully "voiced" by Henry

Kloss for superb tonal balance and precise stereo

imaging. These benefits come at a much lower

cost than superficially similar models through a
combination of Henry Kloss' design expertise,

plus Cambridge SoundWorks' highly efficient

direct -to -the -consumer sales policy. Tower Ill is

the most affordable high-performance floor -

standing speaker we know of.

Like other models in the series, Tower Ill is

magnetically shielded and features removable

black grilles, fully -finished cabinets (front and

rear) and gold-plated binding posts. Finished in

black ash vinyl. Factory -direct price: $599 pr.

Tower II by Henry Kloss
Towed/ is a three -w a) sstem substantially larger

than Tower III. It has two 8" woofers, a 5 1/4"

midrange, and a 1" soft -dome tweeter.

The large cone area of Tower ll's drivers

contributes to an effortless sound quality, giving

music a strong feeling of "presence." That

presence, along with Tower ll's smooth, musical

octave -to -octave tonal balance and precise stereo

imaging, produce what we think is the finest

speaker system ever offered under $1,000.

Tower II is finished in vinyl that simulates black

ash or Vermont walnut. Bi-wireibi-amp capable.

Factory -direct price: $999 pt

"Tower II can generate the gut -wrenching bass
and dojustice to afirst-rate music system.
To top it off, the price is right!"

Stereo Review

Tower by Henry Klosi
The flagship of the series is the three-way bipolar

Tower by Henry Kloss. Bipolar dispersion helps

eliminate the "point source" effect of direct -

radiator speakers, and ensures a proper stereo

effect in many listening positions.

Tower features two forward -facing 8" woofers; a

forward -facing 51/4" midrange driver; a 1" soft -

dome tweeter; and separate rearward -facing

midrange and tweeter units identical to those

used in front.

Because it has even more cone area, Tower's

feeling of "presence" is, if anything, stronger than

that of Tower II. That presence, when combined

with the three-dimensional sound of Tower's

bipolar design, results in sound that is nothing

short of incredible Available in lacquered walnut

or black ash veneers, Tower is one of the finest

speakers ever offered. Bi-wire/bi-amp capable.

Factory -direct price: $1,499 pr.

CenterStage by Henry Kloss
CenterStage is a two-way, three -driver center

channel speaker that complements our Tower

speakers. Its bass reach is greater than most

center speakers, and the dynamic range of its

long -throw drivers handles the most demanding

of soundtracks. Finished in black vinyl.

Factory -direct price: $349

The Surround® by Henry Kloss

You can create a complete home theater sound

system using CenterStage and any of our Tower

speakers combined with our dipole radiator

speaker, The Surround. Black or white.

Factory -direct price: $399 pr.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
All three lower speakers and CenterStage are

backed by our Seven Year Parts and labor

Warranty and our 30 -Day Total Satisfaction

Guarantee.

To Order, For A Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FORHIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Sireet, Suite 1111, Ness ton, MA 42161

Voice:1.800.367.4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hifi.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

e 199" Crmhndge SntndW,rb. ®EnKsntda w a nrywtened tratkmuk of Camtnllr
SntndWtnkr, Inc KW us a rndemark of KIN.

Inv AR and Advent ate tradenutb nr International Jensen Ins
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
D. B. KEELE, JR.

BIC AMERICA
VENTURI V-604

SPEAKER

f you were old enough in the mid- to
late '70s to be interested in hi-fi, you
probably remember BIC's heavy pro-
motion of its Venturi speakers. These
systems were based on a discovery by
Italian physicist Giovanni Battista Ven-

turi (1746-1822), who first observed that
when air (or any other fluid) is forced
through a constriction, its velocity increases
and its pressure decreases. The Venturis' en-

closures appeared to be conventional vent-
ed boxes, but their ports were strongly
flared both inside and out and frequently

turned a 90° bend inside the box. The man-
ufacturer proudly pointed out the output
from the Venturi port had higher pressure
and lower distortion than the output of the
cone driver itself. These properties are com-
mon to most vented boxes, not just BIC's;
what BIC accomplished was the design and
manufacture of a well -engineered vented -

box speaker with a low -turbulence vent,
which was not very common in those days.

The name BIC originally stood for
British Industries Corporation, an Ameri-
can company that imported components

from England and Japan to the United
States. In the 1960s BIC handled such well-
known brands as Wharfedale, Garrard, and
Luxman. In the 1970s it began producing
components and speakers under its own
name, including the first belt -driven record
changer, a two -speed cassette deck, and
speakers using the patented Venturi design.

Unfortunately, the company folded in
1982. New owners revived it as BIC Ameri-
ca in 1988, and it is doing very well as a
loudspeaker manufacturer. BIC has 14 free-
standing speakers in its home lineup as well
as in -wall speakers and multispeaker pack-
ages for home theater. The free-standing
speakers range in price from $159 per pair
for the Adatto A-1 up to $1,200 per pair for
the Reálta, a floor -standing speaker suitable
for stereo and home theater.

The V-604 is the larger of two bipolar
floor -standing tower speakers that have

THE REAR -FIRING DRIVERS

ADDED AN ENVELOPING

SPACIOUSNESS

AND DEPTH.

Venturi vents. Both are two-way designs
with front and rear drivers that operate in
phase with each other. The V-604 has 6 -

inch woofers and 3/4 -inch dome tweeters,
one each on the front and on the rear, with
the tweeters located above the woofers.

The V-604 has two ports, each 3 inches in
diameter and 81 inches long, mounted one

kHz; -6 dB at 30 Hz.
Rated Sensitivity: 90 dB at 1 meter, 2.83

V rms applied.
Rated Impedance: 6 ohms nominal, 4

ohms minimum.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 20 to

300 watts.

Dimensions: 38 in. H x 8'/8 in. W x 15
in. D (96.5 cm x 22.5 cm x 38.1 cm).

Weight: 38 lbs. (17.2 kg) each.

'ce: $699 per pair; available in oak or
black.

ompany Address: 458 Second Ave.,
Tiffin, Ohio 44883; 800/3 : -6492.

For literat
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above the other at the bottom of the rear
panel. The Venturi effect is supplied by two
21/4 -inch -long molded -plastic inserts that fit

into the port tubes. These inserts smoothly
constrict the airflow in the port by provid-
ing a bulge that reduces each port's cross-
section by about one-third; they also serve

as decorative bezels that improve the ports'

appearance.
The enclosure's tuning can be changed

by removing a foam plastic plug, half an
inch thick, from the top port, which raises
the tuning frequency by about one-half oc-
tave. Changing the tuning of a vented en-
closure also changes its bass frequency re-
sponse, power handling, and distortion.
The V-604 comes with the plug in place,
which makes its bass response flatter and
more extended and improves the speaker's
ability to reproduce pipe organ and other
instruments that deliver high levels of low
bass. With the plug removed, the V-604 has
a slightly peaked bass response that may be
preferred for music dominated by higher -
frequency bass, such as pop and rock.

The V -604's enclosure is constructed of
vinyl -wrapped, 3/4 -inch medium -density
fiberboard. It is cross -braced internally
with two 5/8 -inch shelves (made of the same

material), which divide the cabinet into
three equal sections. Holes in the shelves al-
low the free flow of acoustic energy within
the cabinet. The front of the enclosure is
beveled to minimize edge diffraction. Front
and rear grilles, made of foam and molded
plastic, attach by pegs. Rather than lying flat

THE ABILITY TO CHANGE

BASS TUNING

BY UNBLOCKING

OR BLOCKING ONE PORT

IS VALUABLE.

against the panel, each grille rests about 1/4
inch out from it. The speaker is available in
either black or oak vinyl, with all four sides
finished.

The V -604's tweeters are ferrofluid-
cooled and have domes made from
polyamide and Mylar. The domes are only
3/4 inch in diameter, which improves the
BIC's high -frequency coverage. The 6 -inch
woofers have stamped metal frames, rein-

forced plastic cones, butyl -rubber
surrounds, and ceramic magnets
that are relatively large (31/2 inches

in diameter and 5/s inch thick).
The terminal cup, at the center

of the rear panel, holds a single
pair of five -way binding posts on
standard (3/4 -inch) centers; bi-
wiring is not supported. The posts
can accept cable up to 0.16 inch in
diameter (AWG No. 8 or smaller).

The V -604's crossover is wired
on a 3% x 21/2 -inch p.c. board at-
tached to the terminal cup. The
section driving the woofer is a sec-

ond -order low-pass filter com-
posed of a series inductor and ca-
pacitor to ground. The tweeter is
connected to a second -order high-
pass filter consisting of a series ca-
pacitor with an inductor to
ground, followed by a resistor and
a small inductor (0.075 mH) in se-
ries with the tweeter. That small
inductance is apparently intended
to reduce the tweeter's high -fre-
quency response slightly, and the
series resistor reduces its overall
output level to match the woofer's
sensitivity.

Measurements
The BIC V -604's frequency re-

sponse, measured in a large ane-
choic chamber, is shown in Fig. 1.
The measurements were taken at
the height recommended by BIC,
halfway between the woofer and
tweeter.

The curve taken from the front
of the V-604, even with the grille
off, is not terribly smooth. Note
the significant dips at 320 and 900
Hz and the rise between 4 and 16
kHz. The 320 -Hz dip and the ac-
companying depression between
150 and 500 Hz are caused by in-
terference between the outputs of
the front and rear woofers, an ef-
fect common to bipolar speaker systems.
Low frequencies from the rear drivers wrap
around the cabinet to mingle with those
from the front; these waves will be out of
phase-and will cancel-in the range
around the frequency whose wavelength is
twice the path length from the front to the

loo

Fig. 1- On -axis
response.
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rear. Below that frequency the path length is
a small fraction of the wavelength, and the
rear output reinforces the front output. The
front and rear radiation will also be out of
phase at some higher frequencies, but can-
cellation is less of a problem above the bass
range: The drivers become more directional
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Measured from the side (which is a
more accurate reflection of what
you would hear in a normal listen-
ing environment instead of
my anechoic chamber), the port -
closed response was flatter from 50
to about 150 Hz and about 2 dB
lower at 80 Hz. The increase in
deep bass output with one port

A closed ranged from 0.5 dB at 32 Hz
to 3 dB at 20 Hz.

The V -604's grille causes signifi-

cant response aberrations above 4
kHz: several large peaks and dips,
including a particularly big dip of
about 9 dB at 8.6 kHz. Averaged
from 250 Hz to 4 kHz (giving equal

emphasis to each third -octave fre-
20k quency band), sensitivity measured

82.5 dB, significantly below BIC's
90 -dB rating. The depressed re-
sponse between 150 and 500 Hz
and between 800 Hz and 3.5 kHz
contributed to the low sensitivity
reading. Even with these regions

B
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Fig. 6-Three-meter
room response.
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as frequency rises, and less and less of the
rear output wraps around to the front.

In the response curve taken at the side of
the V -604's cabinet, equidistant from the
front and rear drivers and from the rear
ports, the cancellation evident in the front
response is completely gone. In this fre-
quency range, the V-604 is radiating as an
in -phase dipole but with its main radiation
going to the sides rather than the front and
rear!

The responses in Fig. 1 were taken with
both of the V -604's ports open. Closing one

port made little difference in response as
measured from the front but made a more
significant change in the side response. In
each case, closing one port flattened the
curve, reduced output slightly around 75
Hz, and increased output below 32 Hz.

filled in, the sensitivity would rise
only to 86 or 87 dB.

I had four samples of the V-604
to work with. Three of these sam-
ples matched quite closely, their re-
sponses fitting a 1 -dB envelope
from 200 Hz to 20 kHz. However,
the fourth sample was not so well
matched, at least above 9 kHz; its
response was 2 dB higher than the
others' at 10 kHz, 5 dB at 12.5 kHz,
and 9 dB at 20 kHz.

Figure 2 shows the V -604's phase and
group -delay responses, referenced to the
tweeter's arrival time. The phase curve's de-
crease with rising frequency is not linear, as
a well-behaved speaker's phase curve would
be, but undulates in the range from 150 Hz
to 1.5 kHz. The phase undulations corre-
spond to the irregularities in the on -axis
frequency response and would be reduced if
the axial response were smoother. Between
1 and 10 kHz, the phase decreases by about
200°. When averaged from 1 to 4 kHz, the
group -delay curve indicates a relatively low
offset of about 0.14 millisecond, with the
woofer delayed behind the tweeter. The
waveform phase (actually, the absolute value
of the wrapped waveform phase) undulates
strongly between 0° and 180°, indicating
that waveshapes won't be preserved in any

frequency range. For waveshapes to be pre-
served (either upright or inverted), the wave-
form phase must stay near 0° or 180° over
significant frequency ranges, but no con-
ventionally designed speaker achieves that.

The horizontal on- and off -axis respons-
es of the V-604 are shown in Fig. 3. (The
bold 0° curve at the rear of the graph is on -
axis response; the 180° curve in the front is
the response taken on the rear drivers' axis.)

Even though the response is a bit rough,

THE V -604s DID NOT

WIMP OUT

ON HARD -DRIVING

POP/ROCK.

the curve -to -curve uniformity demonstrates

even horizontal coverage. High -frequency
coverage is very good, with only minimal
narrowing above 10 kHz. As you'd expect
from a bipole, the rear and front responses
are essentially the same, and output be-
tween 150 and 500 Hz is greater at the sides
than at the front or rear (not clearly seen).
At higher frequencies, however, output to
the side is considerably lower because of the
speaker's directivity.

The V -604's vertical on- and off -axis re-
sponse is shown in Fig. 4. (The bold curve
in the middle of the graph is on axis.) In the
±15° main vertical listening window, the
curves are quite uniform except in the
range from 1.5 to 7 kHz, which includes the
3 -kHz crossover. In this range, there are
broad dips at angles below the axis and a
sharp, narrow dip 15° above the axis, al-
though response through this range is quite
uniform on axis and up to 10° above it.
However, most details of the above -axis re-
sponses are obscured by features in the
front of the graph.

Figure 5A shows the impedance magni-
tude of the V-604 from 10 Hz to 20 kHz,
with both ports open and with one port
open. The vented -box characteristic of two
peaks straddling a dip is evident below 100
Hz. This dip indicates the approximate
location of the vented -box tuning frequen-
cy (26 Hz with one port open and 36 Hz
with both ports open). The maximum
impedance is 21.7 ohms, which occurs at
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2 kHz, just below crossover. The minimum
is a low 2.9 ohms, at 8 kHz. A slight imped-

ance anomaly is visible between 160 and
200 Hz.

The V -604's overall impedance variation
is a moderately high 7.5 to 1 (21.7 divided
by 2.9). Cable series resistance would there-
fore have to be limited to a maximum of
about 0.039 ohm to keep cable -drop effects
from causing response peaks and dips
greater than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of
about 10 feet, that would imply 10 -gauge
(or larger), low -inductance cable.

The cabinet is fairly solid: A high-level
sine -wave sweep caused minimal vibration
except in two frequency bands. There was
significant vibration of the front, sides, and
back in the band from 160 to 220 Hz, which
coincides with the anomalies seen in the
impedance magnitude curve (Fig. 5A).
Some lesser vibrations of the sides and
front occurred around 325 Hz.

The V -604's woofers overloaded quite
gracefully when overdriven. Maximum ex-
cursion of the woofers was about 0.5 inch,
peak to peak, and I noted no dynamic offset.
Woofer excursion was, as it should be, con-
siderably reduced at the vented -box reso-
nant frequency, which was about 26 Hz with

one port open and about 36 Hz with both
ports open. There was little chuffing from
the ports. I was impressed with the V -604's

Back view of

BIC V-604

shows the

rear -mounted

woofer and

tweeter, two

ports (one

plugged),

and the

terminal cup.

clean bass output in both of the
port configurations.

The V -604's 3 -meter room re-
sponse, both raw and smoothed, is
shown in Fig. 6. The speaker was in

the right-hand stereo position; the
test microphone was at ear height
(36 inches), at the listener's posi-
tion on the sofa. Between 480 Hz
and 18 kHz, the averaged curve fits

a fairly tight, 9 -dB, window. Above

15 kHz, the averaged curve rolls
off, until it's about 7 dB lower at 20

kHz than at 1 kHz. The maximum
deviation is a dip of about 12 dB at

400 Hz; this coincides approxi-
mately with the bipolar cancella-
tion region mentioned earlier and
also with the region where floor -
bounce cancellation causes dips in

many speakers' response.
Figure 7 shows the V -604's E,

(41.2 -Hz) harmonic distortion
with one port plugged. The second
harmonic rises to a moderate
13.5%, while the third rises to
nearly 21%; higher harmonics are
below 2%. With both ports open,
the EX distortion (not shown) was
significantly lower, at only 10.8%
second harmonic, 5.4% third,
1.1% fourth, and 0.9% fifth. This
reduction occurs because opening
the port raises the vented -box tun-
ing point (where distortion is al-
ways low) to 36 Hz, which is closer
to the 41.2 -Hz test frequency. At
1 meter in free space and with a
70 -watt input, the BIC V-604 generated a
quite usable 102 dB SPL at 41.2 Hz.

Figure 8 shows the IM distortion versus
power, created by 440 -Hz (A4) and 41.2 -Hz

(E1) tones of equal power. With one port
open, the distortion rises smoothly with
power, reaching a significant 15% at 70
watts. With both ports open, the distortion
is significantly lower, reaching only 5% at
full power. On this test, the V-604 sounded
significantly cleaner with both ports open.

The V -604's short-term peak power in-
put and output are shown in Fig. 9. With
one port closed, peak input power starts
high, at 60 watts, then rises quickly to a
plateau of 270 watts at 26 Hz. After a fall-
back to 150 watts at 62 Hz, the input power
rises smoothly (to 3.3 kilowatts at about
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350 Hz), falls slightly (to 2.2 kilowatts at
600 Hz), and then rises to its maximum, 5.5
kW, between 1.6 and 6 kHz. At higher fre-
quencies, the maximum input power drops
somewhat, to about 3.5 kW. Opening both
ports affects peak input power only in the
bass, below 80 Hz; below 32 Hz, power han-
dling is reduced, but it rises above that
point, increasing at 50 Hz by a significant
3.3 dB, from 220 to 470 watts.

The peak acoustic output shown in Fig. 9
includes room gain. With one port open,
the peak output starts strong, at 91 dB at 20
Hz, and then rises rapidly: It passes 100 dB
at 24 Hz and 110 dB at 44 Hz, reaching a
peak of 116 dB at 125 Hz. After a hesitation
at 300 Hz, the peak output rises into the
high range of 118 to 125 dB SPL. With both
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ports open, the maximum output drops
dramatically below 33 Hz and increases
correspondingly above that frequency,
reaching a gain of nearly 5 dB at 55 Hz. The

bass output of the V-604 is solidly in the
middle range of all the speakers I have test-
ed for Audio.

The ability to change the V -604's tuning
by blocking and unblocking one port is a
valuable feature. With one port closed, the
V-604 is better able to reproduce program
material with high-level bass below 32 Hz.
With both ports open, the system is opti-
mized to play material with higher -fre-
quency bass energy, such as movie sound
effects and pop/rock.

Use and Listening Tests

Compared to some large and heavy
floor -standing systems I have reviewed re-
cently, the BIC V -604s were a welcome re-
lief. At only 38 pounds each, they are quite
easy to lift, move around, and set up. My re-
view speakers were finished in oak vinyl
and looked quite good. The beveled front
edges of the cabinet and the floating black
grille add a distinctive look.

Small push -in spikes are supplied; I lis-
tened with the spikes in place and without
them. When I put the V -604s on my listen-
ing room's thick carpet without using the
spikes, the speakers were somewhat unsta-
ble laterally and would not quite stand up-
right. With the spikes piercing the carpet to
make solid contact with the floor, these
problems disappeared.

The Venturi tower owner's manual,
though short, is filled with useful informa-
tion on the spikes, hookup and cabling,
power handling, listening room acoustics
and construction, and listener and speaker
positioning. I listened with the V -604s
placed 21/4 feet from the side walls and 4 feet

from the wall behind them, within BIC's
recommendations. My room's front wall is
mostly hard -surfaced and reflective, quite
well suited for listening to bipolar systems. I
listened from a sofa about 8 feet away,
mostly with the grilles removed from the
speakers. For comparisons, I used a pair of
B&W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers; for A/B
comparisons, I had to attenuate the V -604s
by 1 or 2 dB to match their level to the 801s'.

My other equipment included a Krell KRC
preamp and KSA-250 power amp and
Straight Wire Maestro cabling.

My initial listening to the V -604s revealed

a bright and dynamic sound, an open and
spacious soundstage, and extended, power-
ful bass. The first CD I listened to was a very

clean Dorian Discovery disc of medieval
chamber music with vocals, Saint Francis
and the Minstrels of God (DIS-80143). The
V -604s reproduced this disc very well, offer-

ing a clean, open, and spacious presenta-
tion but with a significantly brighter high
end than the B&Ws. This brightness em-
phasized vocal sibilants and higher instru-
ment harmonics but made the B&Ws'
slightly rolled -off treble sound somewhat
dull by comparison. The BICs' elevated
high -frequency response was a plus on

THE V-604 IS ONE

OF THE FEW SPEAKERS

WITH USABLE RESPONSE

IN THE 20 -Hz BAND.

most tracks of this CD. The Romanesque
harp solo on track 3 was rendered quite
strikingly and with much presence, and
each individual string pluck sounded quite
distinct.

On more lively classical orchestral mater-
ial, such as Telemann for Trumpet (Dorian
Discovery DIS-80132), the V -604s re-creat-
ed the trumpet sound with clarity, cleanli-
ness, good air, and presence. The rear -firing
drivers helped significantly here by adding
an enveloping spaciousness to orchestral
passages and hall reverberance that was not
present with the B&Ws. Instrument place-
ment and soundstaging were quite accurate
but had an added depth that I found quite
pleasing. Overall, the BIC speakers made
the music sound more distant, while the
B&Ws were more up -front and dry -sound-
ing. I also noticed tonal differences be-
tween the V -604s and the 801s that
changed the effective stage depth of certain
instruments.

On pink noise, the V -604s' response defi-
nitely tilted more toward the high mids and
treble than the B&Ws', sounded less
smooth through the midrange, and exhibit-
ed moderate tonality. (Any tonality in pink
noise indicates that some frequency bands
are being favored over others; a truly flat,

smooth speaker would exhibit no tonality.)
When I stood up during the pink -noise
tests, I heard low to moderate midrange
tonal changes from the V -604s, mainly a
roughening of the response, but it was re-
stricted to the upper midrange.

With the supplied foam plug blocking
one port, the V-604 delivered usable re-
sponse in the lowest, 20 -Hz, third -octave
pink -noise band; few of the speakers I have
tested can manage this. In the higher bass
bands, the V -604's output was quite robust,
competing well with the B&W's. At the low-
est frequencies, the V -604s produced signifi-

cantly less port air -turbulence noise than
the B&Ws when both systems were playing
at the same level. The V -604's woofers over-

loaded gracefully when overdriven. With
the port plug removed, the BIC had no us-
able output at 20 Hz, some usable output at
25 Hz, and plenty of clean output at all
higher bass frequencies. In the 40-, 50-, and
63 -Hz bands, it could play noticeably loud-
er than it could with the port plugged.

The V -604s did not wimp out with hard -
driving pop/rock recordings. They played
loud and clean, with a level of bass befitting
a larger system. It was only on heavy metal
rock, played at near -concert levels, that
the V -604s compressed, rendering the kick
drum without the wallop and gut -thump of
the B&Ws. Removing the port plugs helped
the V -604s compete better with the B&Ws
on this music.

On classical recordings with high levels
of low bass, such as pipe organ pedal notes,
the V -604s performed very well, occasional-

ly rattling knickknacks on the wall. On this
music, the speakers performed better with
the port plugs in.

One very positive trait of the V -604s is
not evident unless you get up and walk
around while listening. As you approach
and walk between the BICs, their overall
sound and high -frequency output changes
very little. This is a characteristic of all
bipolar systems that have a set of wide -
range drivers on the rear of the cabinet as
well as on the front.

In summary, the BIC V -604s performed
very well in most of my measurements and
listening tests. At only $699 per pair, they
are solid entry-level speakers for a listener
who wants to go bipolar. The V -604s' ex-
tended bass response and good looks add to
their appeal and value. A
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL
(introducing two revolutions from Martin -Logan)

the new request esl hybrid

Fifteen years ago we engineered
electrostatic technology to a new level,

opening wide the "window" between
the music and listener.

the new aerius i esl hybrid

Today a dedicated team of
over 40 people are 100%

committed to bringing you
the highest level of prod-

uct, performance and
service for your money.

Introducing the next
generation of Martin -

Logan product. Exhaustive
re -engineering in electro-

static technology, every
facet of woofer fabrication,
detailed crossover evalua-
tion and design as well as

fit and finish have resulted
in the new AERIUS i and

reQUEST ESL systems.

When you become
disenchanted with the

ordinary, I invite you to
audition Martin -Logan

technology.

One of our chosen
specialists will show

you what it is to
touch space, feel an

image, experience
the next level.

ll---

Gayle M. Sanders
President

tel 913.749.0133



EQUIPMENT PROFILE
DANIEL KUMIN

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
CL -5 CD CHANGER

or many serious audiophiles, the term
"high -end CD changer" might as well
take its place alongside "British cui-
sine," "political integrity," and "teeto-
taling audio writer" in the pantheon
of timeless oxymorons. However, the

popularity of multi -
CD playback is such
that even esoteric hi-
fi manufacturers are
starting to combine
audiophile -oriented
technologies with the
inarguable conven-
ience of CD changer
mechanisms.

California Audio Labs, one of the first
American companies to produce its own
high -end CD models (nearly a decade ago),
now has become one of the first to offer
premium multidisc playback. The firm's

$1,195 CL -5 Multidisc Server, despite its
high-falutin' name, is a classic five -disc
carousel. Over the past decade, this com-
pact layout has proven the most popular
multidisc format by far, thanks to its com-

of a single -disc player's load 'n'
play convenience and
a changer's ability to
play for hours.

The CL -5 is con-
structed along gener-
ally standard five -disc

lines, with a full -

width, motor -driven
tray that extends (in
response to a com-

mand from either the supplied remote con-
trol or the front panel) to reveal five wells
set into a plastic rotary tray. Each well is
ridged to locate a standard CD, with a con-
centric indentation to center a 3 -inch CD,

bination

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS

IS AMONG
THE FIRST TO OFFER

A PREMIUM

MULTIDISC PLAYER.

in case you still have a few that aren't being
used as coasters.

The front panel carries the fundamental
transport controls (including five disc -se-
lect keys and "Disc Skip"), the on/off
switch, and a button to open and close the
disc drawer. It also carries some less essen-
tial controls, for random and repeat play
and to turn off the LCD screen's backlight-
ing. You'll have to hunt up the remote for
the track -change and two -speed "Search"
buttons, the programming controls (which
include a 10 -key pad), and a few less com-
mon functions that I'll describe later.

The remote's layout inspired mixed re-
views from my fingers. For starters, its 32
keys are rather closely packed, and their
small, gray -on -gray lettering is ridiculously
hard to read, even in moderate light-for-
get about a darkened room. On the upside,
its buttons are of four different shapes,
grouped against backgrounds of different
colors and, for the most part, grouped logi-
cally. The location of the track -skip and
search keys, segregated as far as they could
be from the other transport keys (which are
in the top rows), struck me as illogical and
quite awkward.

When opened, the CL -5's disc tray ex-
tends only about halfway, uncovering two
adjacent cutouts for loading or unloading.
A two -speed motorized mechanism slows
the drawer down as it approaches its fully
open or closed position-pretty slick.
However, key -press is always required to
close the drawer: The CL -5 does not whir
into action when you nudge its tray, as
most CD players do; I rather missed that,
because it frees you from having to hunt up
the open/close button twice. While the
drawer is opened, keying "Disc Skip" from
either the remote or the front panel rotates
the carousel by two discs for loading or
swapping multiple discs.

As with many carousel changers, you can
load or exchange as many as four CDs while
a fifth continues playing. (A U-shaped slot

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 5 in. H x 151/4
in. D (43.2 cm x 12.7 cm x 38.7 cm).

Weight: 18 lbs. (8.2 kg).
Price: $1,195.

Company Address: 1751 Langley Ave.,
Irvine, Cal. 92614; 714/833-3040.

For literature, circle No. 92
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Watch 3
Listen

With a complete Mitsubishi Home Theater System.

Mitsubishi audio systems are designed to function effectively as part of an integrated flume Theater System,
where video and audio combine to form a seamless entertainment experience. Individually, the components represent
the very latest developments in audio. Together, they represent a single technology that brings sound to life.

See for yourself hoa.v big the sound can be at your local Mitsubishi dealer. For the nattiest dealer, please
1-800-937-0000, Ext.760. CIRCLE NO 19 ON s_+ER SERVICE CARD

MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY
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delete programming, enabling you
to program out the tracks you'd
rather skip. You can also select ran-
dom play, track by track on any or
all discs.

And then there's "Spin": Invoke
this, and the CL -5 plays each
loaded disc's first track in se-
quence, then each CD's second
track, then each disc's third track,
and so on, until it reaches the end
of the disc that has the most tracks.
I've racked my brain unsuccessful-
ly for a scenario in which I would
want to do this; "Spin" gets my
vote for the year's silliest feature.
(Where do these things come
from? I imagine engineers sitting
around the lab: "Dammit, Gumby!
That microprocessor's got three

10k 20k more memory registers. If we don't
use them for something, we're not
getting our money's worth!")

Rather more utilitarian is

"Scan," which helps you find the
track you want by playing the first
dynamic peak of each track, skip-
ping over long silences or less rec-

o if you tape from your CDs, you
should love "Auto Cue"; it auto-
matically searches for a track's first
actual sonic event (which can oc-
cur a few seconds past the track
ID) and then pauses, ready for

nearly instant play. The "Time" button lets
you select display of elapsed or remaining
time on the current disc or track.

California Audio Labs assembles the
changer on a much heavier steel sheet -met-
al pan than mass -market designs use, with a
similarly heavy -gauge top cover. The thick
aluminum front panel is handsomely ma-
chined, with a matching, sculpted piece
forming the front of the disc drawer. Other-
wise, however, mechanical construction ap-
pears quite conventional. The plastic disc -
changing and transport assembly, sourced
from Matsushita to California Audio Labs'
specs, is solidly screwed to the pan, as are
two compact p.c. boards of high -quality
fiberglass. The power supply sits at the left
rear. To the right is the main circuit board;
this compact board carries all the D/A and
analog audio goodies as well as the power
supply's regulators and filter capacitors.

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20

RECORDED LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 3-THD + N vs. level.

in each disc well lets the tray withdraw from

the mechanical -clamping drive spindle,
which slightly lifts the disc that is playing.
An ovoid icon on the salmon -colored dis-
play indicates which disc wells are filled and
which disc is playing. Whenever the drawer
is closed, the carousel spins once to check
which discs are present; this speeds up the
CL -5's response to "Disc Skip" or "Ran-
dom" commands, by enabling it to pass di-
rectly over the vacant slots without pausing.
Disc -skip cycles required from about 7 to
about 11 seconds, depending on pickup po-
sition-about average, in my experience of
carousel changers. (We reviewers tend to
make a fuss about a few seconds one way or
the other, but I suspect that such differences
don't loom very large in real life.)

You can program the CL -5 to play up to
32 tracks from all discs loaded into it. Even
more useful, in my book, this changer has

The CL -5's D/A converter section is a 1 -

bit MASH type, again from Matsushita,
which runs at 32 times the sampling fre-
quency (about 1.4 MHz). The player's ana-
log output stages are clearly custom de-
signed, however, and are assembled of
high -quality, high -precision discrete com-
ponents. (California Audio Labs says that
the CL -5 does contain two op -amp pairs
but only in the servo circuit that limits out-
put DC.)

Around back are a pair of heavy-duty,
gold-plated, all -metal, panel -mount output
phono jacks and a removable IEC power
cord-period. There is no digital output
whatsoever, which I find strange on a
$1,200 player. (There's no headphone jack,
either.) This is perhaps explained by the fact

that California Audio Labs also offers a
costlier five -disc changer, the CL -10
($1,795), which includes these amenities as
well as an RS -232 serial port for software

THE CL -5'S CONSTRUCTION

IS MUCH STURDIER

THAN THAT OF

MASS -MARKET DESIGNS.

updates and computer control; the compa-
ny will upgrade a CL -5 to a CL -10 at any
time for the retail price difference.

Measurements
The California Audio Labs CL -5 meas-

ured quite well and in general matched its
manufacturer's specs quite closely. For the
tests involving low -signal levels, such as the
distortion and noise checks, I had to insert
a 20 -kHz brick -wall filter into the test loop
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Fig. 4-Deviation from
linearity.
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perfect; I like to see that, as I sus-
pect it polishes up soundstaging
and transient precision.

Output level was precisely 2
volts, and output impedance was
very low (about 60 ohms), which

o should help keep interconnect ca-
bles from becoming an audible
variable. Channel separation was
about 80 dB in either direction up
to 10 kHz, falling to about 65 dB at
20 kHz.

In Fig. 2 I've plotted total har-
monic distortion plus noise (THD
+ N) versus frequency at 0 dBFS,
with and without the brick -wall fil-

ter in the circuit. Without the filter,
THD + N goes up by more than an

-60 order of magnitude, making the
noise contribution of the MASH
system's noise shaping clearly evi-
dent. But because the shapes of the
two curves are virtually identical,
we can infer that actual distortion
is very low indeed-in effect, below
0.005% throughout-and that
the player's analog filters and out-
put stages are all clean, fast, and
wideband.

Figure 3 shows distortion anoth-
er way, as output THD + N versus
level at 1 kHz. Over most of the
range, the distortion and (mostly)
noise are suppressed by approxi-
mately -92 dB. And here, too, we
see that the THD from the CL -5's

analog stages is negligible, as THD + N
rises only very slightly at 0 dBFS.

Figure 4 illustrates digital -to -analog lin-
earity with low signal levels: From 0 to -80
dBFS, the test signal is an undithered 1 -kHz

tone; overlying this
from -70 to -100
dBFS is a curve for a
dithered tone. Accu-
racy is very good to
-90 dBFS, and error
at -100 dBFS is only
about +3 dB, still
quite respectable; I've
found such perform -

in 1 -bit systems. Figure 5
takes another slant on linearity: the classic
fade -to -noise test, where a 500 -Hz dithered

tone ramps down in level from -60 dBFS to
infinity zero. (Only the left channel's be -

4slf

Ap

Fig. 5-Fade-to-noise test.
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Fig. 6-Noise spectra.

because the CL -5's MASH 1 -bit D/A con-
verter generated relatively high levels of
ultrasonic noise. This is entirely typical of
today's high-speed, low -bit
whether MASH, Bitstream
other types. As long
as the audio system
downstream is linear
at several hundred
kilohertz, there is lit-
tle, if any, chance of
audible impact.

Figure 1 shows the
CL -5's frequency re-
sponse at 0 dBFS.
(Note the greatly expanded vertical scale.)
The CL -5 is perfectly flat through 10 kHz,
where analog filter ripple begins to cause
some very minor errors that are probably
inaudible. Channel balance is dead -solid -

converters-
(Philips), or

IOOk 200k

CHANNEL BALANCE

WAS DEAD PERFECT,

WHICH I SUSPECT

IMPROVES IMAGING.

ance common

havior is shown, as the right's was essential-
ly identical.) For the recorded levels covered

by both Figs. 4 and 5, we see pretty much
the same error; below -110 dBFS, deviation
from linearity rises rapidly. (I've noticed
that 1 -bit converters typically deviate only
upward, perhaps an effect of their high ul-
trasonic noise.) This is respectable per-
formance in an area whose sonic signifi-
cance audiophiles still debate, but I have
seen clearly superior linearity from several
other $1,000 CD changers and players.

Residual -noise spectra are presented in
Fig. 6. When the CL -5 plays an infinity -zero

track, its D/A converter apparently turns
off, which is the case for most CD players.
The noise spectrum made while the CL -5

MEASURED DATA

Line Output Voltage from 0-dBFS
Track (1 kHz): 2.04 V.

Line Output Impedance: 60 ohms.
Channel Balance: 0.01 dB.
Frequency Response, 20 Hz to 20 kHz:

Left channel, +0.2, -0 dB; right chan-
nel, ±0.1 dB.

THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.006%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz, and 0.004% at 1 kHz;
see text.

Deviation from Linearity: With un -
dithered signal, +0.9 dB at -90 dBFS;
with dithered signal, +3 dB at -100
dBFS.

S/N, A -Weighted: Left channel, 96.2 dB;

right channel, 95.8 dB.
Quantization Noise: Left channel, -91.9

dBFS; right channel, -90.9 dBFS.
Dynamic Range, A -Weighted: Left

channel, 94.7 dB; right channel, 94.5
dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 80
dB, 125 Hz to 10 kHz.

reproduced an undithered, -60 dBFS, 1 -
kHz tone reveals nothing that could reliably
be called a harmonic. It does, however, indi-
cate noise from 10 kHz on up, a classic re-
sult of noise shaping; this noise probably
peaks at around -60 dB, up in the mega-
hertz region. The blip at 120 Hz is the only
notable power -line factor and, at -100 dBFS,

is hardly worth concern. Since the blip ap-
pears at both signal levels and only in the
right channel, I presume it's caused by a
minor grounding problem. The CL -5's
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A -weighted S/N was about 96 dB; along
with the spectral analyses, this is quite good
performance but not quite the best I've seen

for players in this price range.

The CL -5's defect -tracking ability was
outstanding; the player handled defects up
to 1.55 mm long (on Pierre Verany test CD

THE CL -5 SOUNDED

NEUTRAL, AIRY,

TRANSPARENT, QUICK,

AND WELL ETCHED.

PV.788031/32) without hanging or produc-
ing audible clicks. Impact immunity in the
highly scientific, thump -on -the -chassis test

was superb when I thumped horizontally; I
had to bruise my knuckles (anything for the
sake of science) to induce a skip. Vertical
immunity was almost as good, though re-
covery from severe skips was somewhat
slower than average.

Use and Listening Tests
The California Audio Labs CL -5's opera-

tion was entirely straightforward, and the
changer proved smooth, quiet, and reliable
except in fast -search mode. When I held
down either "Search" button for more than
4 seconds or so, the search increased to
roughly 60 times normal playing speed. A
couple of times, however, after a second or
two of high-speed searching, the CL -S leapt
ahead one or more tracks, unbidden. On
the other hand, this happened on only two
discs; since I don't recall trying these discs
on other players with two -speed search, I
can't be sure whether the problem lay in the
CL -5, the discs, or both.

I auditioned the CL -5 through a Citation
7 preamp (in its two -channel stereo mode),
a Parasound HCA-2003 power amp, and
B&W 803 Matrix Series 2 loudspeakers; I
also did considerable near -field listening at
my studio console through a small tube

amp and NHT SuperOne speakers. What I
heard was generally unremarkable, in the
very best sense of the term. The CL -5 had a

very neutral tonal balance, yet it was always
quite airy and transparent. The sound had a
quick, well -etched feel on complex, ener-
getic musical textures.

Transients had lots of bite and sparkle,
but sounds rarely if ever seemed harsher or
hotter than they should have. In fact, the
CL -5 was smooth: Massed strings were at-
tractively warm yet open and defined, with
lots of timbral detail but little harshness or
screech. A favorite CD of Tchaikovsky's
First Symphony (Sony Classical SK 48056)
showed this off to great effect, especially in

the second movement.
Solo piano also reproduced very nicely.

A CD of Handel keyboard suites played by
jazzman Keith Jarrett (ECM New Series
1530, a very pristine recording, wherever
you stand on its musical values) sounded
extremely clear and ambient. Long decays
were not absolutely free of grain or "extra
texture" (as has been my experience of
virtually all CD players except for a bare
handful that mostly cost far more than the
CL -5), but they were very nearly so. The
balance of detail and warmth seemed
strongest on pop/rock recordings. Janis
Ian's Breaking Silence (Morgan Creek
2959-20023), an old standby for its superb
detail and effective dynamics, sounded
terrific from beginning to end. The trans-
parency was excellent, as was the agility
on hand percussion and acoustic guitars,
and there was a lovely ambient space to
the sound.

In short, California Audio Labs' CL -5
sounded very fine and more than competi-
tive with many another player or changer in
its price range. This is, of course, a subjec-
tive judgment. But I stick by it despite the
CL -S's generally ordinary (yet still fairly
impressive) performance on the test bench,
which I checked only after I'd nearly fin-
ished my listening. This could prove the im-

portance of subjective observation-or
only the power of suggestion, since I obvi-
ously knew the CL -5 was high -end and ex-
pensive from the start. Either way, this is a
very well -made, good -performing, fine -
sounding changer. Weighting its ratio of
price to performance will be an individual
matter, best left to equal parts rationale, lis-
tening, and "feel." A

DENON, continued from page 44

Digital movie soundtracks, but I could hear
something amiss on well -recorded stereo. I
preferred the sound of the DAC in my Sony
CDP-XA7ES player to the sound of the
DAC in the Denon. Okay, so the Sony's con-

verter is extraordinary, and the player alone

costs a bit more than the AVR-5600. But I
also preferred the MASH converter in my
old Sansui CD -X711 to the Denon's DAC.

Movies fared much better than CDs;
maybe I become less critical with so much
going on. Yet I didn't feel that the AVR-5600

provided quite the same bass impact as my
reference audio system when I listened
through the same speakers and subwoofer. I
can't make quick and direct A/B comparisons
in my home theater (nor can one match
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IN A NOVEL TWIST,

THE AVR-5600

LETS YOU CHOOSE WHICH

DIGITAL INPUTS HANDLE

WHICH SOURCES.

levels quite so precisely when using digitally
adjusted attenuators), so I'm less sure of my
conclusions-but that's how I felt.

As I said at the beginning of this review,
the Denon AVR-5600 fulfills my wish list of

features better than other receivers I've
seen. A more robust and generally capable
A/V receiver would be hard to come by. It
could use a better manual (Denon tells me
one's in the works), and it could also use a
few modifications to improve the convert-
ers and remove a few operational oddities
(limited bass response in some channels
under some conditions, swaybacked re-
sponse, etc). Some of these may require
only software modifications (so much is
done in software these days!); others may
require component changes. I hope Denon
will make them, because the AVR-5600,
which is already a very good receiver, has
the potential to be a really great one. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

VELODYNE F-1800RII
POWERED SUBWOOFER

by

is impossible to think about buying a
subwoofer without considering Velo -
dyne. (Okay, so it's not impossible, just
pretty dumb.) Among the cognoscenti,
Velodyne means subwoofer. And the
company got that reputation precisely
designing and manufacturing sub -

woofers like the F-1800RII.

The F-1800RII is a servo -controlled, 18 -
inch powered subwoofer of mammoth ca-
pability. Like other subs in Velodyne's F se-
ries, it is built around the company's
patented High Gain Servo System, which
"measures cone movement 3,500 times a
second to correct for distortion -creating er-
rors and deliver clean, precise sound." Pre-
sumably, the rate at which cone movement

is measured refers to the switching (sam-
pling) rate of the built-in Class -D power
amplifier. (This amp is rated at 600 watts
continuous and 1,000 watts peak.)

As you may know, the output devices of
Class -D amplifiers operate as on/off
switches. This mode of operation results in
extremely high efficiency (theoretically ap-
proaching 100%) because the output tran-
sistors are always either saturated or non-
conducting; therefore, they dissipate
negligible power except at the instant of
switching.

Undoubtedly, Class -D operation would
be used far more widely in audio than it is
except for one nasty little gremlin: For good
sound quality, the switching frequency

must be many times higher than the maxi-
mum frequency to be amplified-at least
10 times higher, and preferably more. That
can present problems for wideband, high -
quality audio applications. It's hard to get
power transistors to switch that fast, and
when they do, a greater percentage of their
time is spent switching (which is when they
consume power) and generating high -fre-
quency garbage from switching transients.
However, switching speed is not a problem
for a subwoofer amp, which need handle
only the deep bass. Thus, Velodyne's choice

of this amplifier topology for the behemoth
F-1800RII was a wise one.

I'm not exaggerating when I call the F-
1800RII a behemoth. Although it's relative-
ly small for an 18 -inch powered subwoofer,

it weighs 100 pounds. In part, this is attrib-
utable to its monster driver, which uses a
13 -pound magnet in a 2334 -pound magnet
structure. Much of the rest is due to the
cabinet: It takes a mighty rigid box to con-
tain the back -wave of this titanic driver, es-
pecially since the F-1800RII's cabinet is
sealed.

I suspect that Velodyne chose a sealed en-
closure over a vented one to facilitate appli-
cation of its servo -control technology. In an
ideal sealed system, the driver cone is the
only source of sound; there's no vent or
passive radiator to worry about. In theory,
by measuring cone position and using feed-
back to servo -control it, the servo can gen-
erate an acoustic output that exactly match-
es the input signal-i.e., produce a system
that has flat frequency response and gener-
ates zero distortion.

Since it's difficult to measure cone posi-
tion directly, Velodyne attaches a low -mass
accelerometer to the voice coil and (pre-
sumably) double -integrates its output to
yield a signal proportional to cone position.

Rated Frequency Response: 15 to 120
Hz, ±3 dB.

Dimensions: 211/4 in. W x 23% in. H x
181 in. D (54 cm x 59.7 cm x 46.7
cm).

Weight: 100 lbs. (45.4 kg) each.
Price: $1,999 each.

Company Address: 1070 Commercial
St., Suite 101, San Jose, Cal. 95112;
408/436-7270.

For literature, circle No. 93
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This signal is then compared with the in-
put, and the difference between the two is
fed to the power amplifier and used to "ser-
vo" the cone into the proper position. In
the case of the F-1800RII, the result is a
subwoofer whose frequency response is
said to be within ±3 dB from 15 to 120
Hz and whose distortion usually re-
mains under 1%.

Although the servo is said "to improve
linearity and reduce distortion approxi-
mately 30 times over conventional, non -
servo systems," partial credit for the F-
1800RII's performance also goes to its
driver's unusual voice coil. Two coils are
wound on the driver's 3 -inch former, and
each coil is placed in a separate magnetic
gap. The coils operate in push-pull (that is,
they're wired out of phase) and provide a
linear displacement of 1% inches. As a re-
sult, according to Velodyne, the motor sys-
tem's distortion products "are reduced by a
factor of two over conventional single -coil
structures."

Like most powered subwoofers, the F-
1800RII can be driven by line- or speaker -
level signals. RCA jacks serve as input and

VELODYNE'S F-1800RII

IS A SERVO -CONTROLLED

POWERED SUBWOOFER

OF MAMMOTH CAPABILITY.

output connectors for unbalanced line -lev-
el signals, while XLR jacks are used for bal-
anced line -level inputs. (Balanced outputs
are not provided.) Multiway binding posts
(which, unfortunately, do not accommo-
date banana plugs) serve as inputs and out-
puts for speaker -level signals.

A switch enables you to set the F-
1800RII's nominal high-pass crossover
point at 80 or 100 Hz. The high-pass cross-
over is said to work on both the line- and
speaker -level connections; with the speaker
connections, the actual crossover point will
depend on the impedance of the speaker
you use and its reactive characteristics in
the crossover region. If you wish, the low-
pass section can be bypassed for use with an
external crossover. When in use, the filter's
low-pass crossover frequency is continu-

ously adjustable from 40 to 120
Hz. Velodyne says the low-pass
crossover has a 12-dB/octave ini-
tial slope and ultimately achieves a
48-dB/octave slope. Presumably,
the six additional filter sections
needed to go from 12 to 48 dB/oc-
tave are always in the circuit, to
prevent aliasing in the Class -D
amplifier even when the crossover
filter is switched out.

Controls are, as usual, on the
rear panel. One switch enables you
to reverse the subwoofer's polarity,

should this provide a smoother
transition between the F-1800RII
and your main speakers. There's
also an infrasonic filter that can be
switched to roll off response below
15 Hz for recordings with content
that far down or below 35 Hz for
rock and movies. (The 35 -Hz cut-
off is also a Home THX require-
ment to correct for low -frequency
room gain.) A remote with power,
volume, and muting controls
comes with the F-1800RII; it was
not available for my evaluation,
but the volume control on the
back panel offers continuous con-
trol of sensitivity and served my
needs just fine. A jack is provided
to connect an auxiliary infrared
remote receiver if the F-1800RII is
placed where its own "eye" can't
pick up the control beam.

A toggle switch ("Auto/On")
determines whether the F-1800RII
turns itself on and off in response to input
signals ("Auto") or remains on so that it
can respond to the remote control. A rear -
panel rocker switch can be used to power
down the amplifier completely if it's not
going to be used for an extended period.
The amp connects to the wall socket with a
detachable IEC line cord.

The F-1800RII has compression circuitry
that is said to keep the amplifier from clip-
ping or the cone from exceeding its 2 -inch
maximum displacement. Other circuitry
protects against amplifier overheating and
low line voltage. Although the F-1800RII is
magnetically shielded for video use, Velo -
dyne warns that the shielding may not be
adequate for "certain extremely sensitive
installations."
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Measurements
To test the Velodyne F-1800RII, I placed

it on the floor, a few inches away from a
wall. A microphone was 1 meter in front of
the cabinet, and I removed the subwoofer's
grille to give the cone free motion. At the
acoustic wavelengths involved, I was pretty
much measuring the F-1800RII in the near
field, under quarter -space free -field condi-
tions (i.e., with no opposing walls that
could create standing waves).

Frequency response is shown in Fig. 1;
note that the frequency scale starts at 10 Hz,
not 20 Hz! I measured response with the F-
1800RII's low-pass crossover at its highest
(120 -Hz), middle (80 -Hz), and lowest (40 -
Hz) settings and also with it switched out.
The curve taken with the filter off reveals
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this subwoofer's full capability; in the other
curves, the low-pass filter's effect is overlaid

on the basic response. Except above 100 Hz,

there's no difference between response with
the filter off and with it set to 120 Hz.

I'm frankly astounded by these results.
Never have I seen such flat or such extended

bass response in any speaker-subwoofer
or not-and I've been at this game longer
than I care to admit! With the low-pass
crossover off (or set to 120 Hz), the re-
sponse is within ±6 dB from 11.2(!) to 88
Hz and within an incredible ±1 dB from 18
to 50 Hz. The sub's
high -frequency ex-
tension (defined as
the -6 dB end of the
±6 dB range) varies
from 49 to 87 Hz, de-
pending on the cross-

over setting.
Figure 2 shows to-

tal harmonic distor-
tion plus noise (THD + N) versus frequen-
cy with the subwoofer's input level adjusted
to maintain constant sound pressure level
at the test microphone. Both at 100 and 110
dB SPL, distortion is lowest at about 60 Hz;
I therefore suspect that's approximately the
frequency of the Velodyne's acoustic reso-
nance. Even so, response extends for several
octaves below resonance (as you can see in
Fig. 1, response at 60 Hz is actually a few dB

down), presumably because the servo sys-
tem drives the subwoofer harder and harder
as frequency descreases.

My presumption is further supported by
the distortion curve taken at 110 dB SPL,
which ends abruptly at 21 Hz. For these
tests, I started at 250 Hz and then proceed-
ed downward in frequency. When the gen-
erator reached 21 Hz, the drive level had
gotten so high that the F-1800RII's protec-
tion circuit triggered and the internal am-
plifier began to cycle on and off rapidly. Af-

ter I gave it a few minutes off to regain its
composure, the Velodyne functioned per-
fectly again.

Figure 3 shows THD + N versus acoustic

output at two test frequencies. Normally, I
would have taken this measurement only at
the frequency of maximum sensitivity
(which, in a sealed -box speaker, should cor-

respond to system resonance). But because
the F-1800RII's servo flattens response by
boosting the drive, there's no "natural"

point of maximum sensitivity. Therefore, I
ran one curve at 60 Hz (the point of mini-
mum distortion, as seen in Fig. 2) and an-
other curve an octave lower.

Figure 3's 60 -Hz curve is relatively sim-
ple to interpret. The downward slope be-
tween 85 and 100 dB SPL suggests that elec-

tronic or acoustic noise is probably
dominating the measurement and that the
distortion itself is most likely well under
1%. Above 107 dB SPL, the curve rises, in-
dicating actual distortion. The curve's
sharp upward snap above 117 dB suggests

that the F-1800RII's
protection circuitry
activated at that level.

The curve taken at
30 Hz in Fig. 3 echoes

the 60 -Hz curve's
shape but indicates a
fair amount of THD
+ N between 95 and
105 dB SPL (just

where THD + N reaches its minimum with
the 60 -Hz test frequency). It hits its mini-
mum at 110 dB SPL and then rises gradual-
ly in a classic manner that suggests true dis-
tortion. Admittedly, 30 Hz is a pretty tough
test of any speaker (I doubt that many sub -
woofers could handle it at all), but there
was a point to my madness: When a speaker
is fed a signal an octave below its resonance,
that resonance tends to "encourage" sec-
ond -harmonic generation. So if I was right
in suspecting that the FR-1800II's reso-
nance was 60 Hz, a 30 -Hz test tone would
be absolutely worst case.

So, does the F-1800RII's servo work? Of
course it does. How else would the response
be so flat? The argument that distortion is
eliminated because the voice coil is servo -
controlled, however, relies on two major as-
sumptions: first, that there is no cone
breakup (i.e., that the cone acts as a true
piston in following the motion of the voice
coil) and, second, that nothing but the cone
is radiating sound. Neither assumption is
likely to be completely true in the real
world. Cone breakup cannot be totally
eliminated, the driver's surround and spi-
der are in motion and generate sound, and
no cabinet is completely "dead."

NEVER HAVE I SEEN

SUCH ASTOUNDINGLY

FLAT AND EXTENDED

BASS RESPONSE

IN ANY SPEAKER OR SUB!

Use and Listening Tests
Make no mistake about it: The F-

1800RII's driver moves a hell of a lot of air

at these frequencies and levels, and because
the enclosure is sealed, the air pressure
within the cabinet must be enormous.
Some of that sound is likely to leak through
the foam that supports the treated -paper
cone; some probably affects the cone itself.
And though I can testify that Velodyne's
box takes the pressure with relative equa-
nimity, it's not completely vibration-free-
I've yet to see a speaker cabinet that is. None

of this is meant to disparage Velodyne's ap-
proach. Far from it: I know of no other
speaker that can generate 110 dB SPL at fre-

quencies below 20 Hz while generating less
than 10% THD! But there are limits to
everything.

MEASURED DATA

Data was taken in quarter -space free -
field, 1 meter from front of enclosure.
Unless noted or implied, data was taken
at maximum gain with the crossover
switched off, from the unbalanced in-
puts, and with both channels driven
equally.

Minimum Input for 100 dB SPL at 30
Hz from 1 -Meter Distance: Unbal-
anced input, 1.5 mV with both chan-
nels driven and 3 mV with one chan-
nel driven; balanced input, 2.7 mV
with one channel driven.

Maximum Acoustic Output at 1 Meter
and 10% THD + N: At 60 Hz, 117.8
dB SPL; at 30 Hz, 116 dB SPL.

Frequency Response at 120 -Hz Cross-
over Setting: 11.2 to 88 Hz, ±6 dB.

Crossover -Frequency Range (-6 dB):
49 to 87 Hz.

Lowest Frequency for 110 dB SPL at
10% THD + N: Below 20 Hz.

In a world where many so-called "sub -
woofers" simply generate enough distor-
tion to trick the ear into "synthesizing" the
fundamental frequency, the Velodyne F-
1800RII delivers the real McCoy. This is
bass that doesn't end, in frequency or in
level! It is bass that literally is felt as much
as heard-on occasion, more felt than
heard. That, in and of itself, says a lot
about the cleanness of the Velodyne F-
1800RII's sound; only a clean sub can
"silently" punch you in the gut. Tie down
the knickknacks, honey, this baby's really
awesome! A
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Make enough trouble and
people always start talking

At Carver, we've found that making trouble is usually

the first step in making real audio progress. For nearly

twenty years we've built audio components around
controversial design concepts in order to break through

traditional price/performance barriers.

The three amplifiers shown here continue that
tradition. The awesome Lightstar Reference is our most
articulate technical statement ever as well as Carver's

blueprint for the future. The lessons we learned during

its development are now common denominators for
every Carver amplifier design. As a result, people are

talking about the latest Carver amplifiers in terms usually

reserved for far more expensive models, such as
"innovative," "powerful," and even "magic."

To achieve this level of performance, technology and
value in a single precision chassis, we design and build

these amplifiers in our own factory just outside Seattle,
Washington. Hear the technology that has the experts

talking at your authorized Carver dealer.

Carver Research Lightstar Reference Amplifier

Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No. 4)

"Innovative, powerful (350 Wpc) power amplifier
that impressed RD [Robert Deutsch] with its
dynamics and sense of power in reserve, while
sounding impressively neutral."

Carver TFM-35x THX Amplifier

Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Fall 1996
(Vol. 2, No. 3), Robert Deutsch

"It's very modestly priced but doesn't sound like
it...There are two groups of audiophiles to whom
I particularly recommend the TFM-35x: those
who are drawn to the tonal qualities of tube
amplifiers but don't want the responsibility
of their care and feeding, and those who are
attracted to the sound of the Carver Lightstar
Reference but deterred by the price...ln the
right system, it can give the big boys a good
run for their money."

Carver AV -806x Multi -channel Amplifier

Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No. 4)

"I was expecting competent performance; what
I got instead was magic,' enthused TJN [Thomas
J. Norton] about the six -channel Carver...
'My favorite current multichannel amp."

CARVER
© 1996 Carver Corporation. All rights reserved.
THX' is a registered trademark of LucasFilm. Ltd.

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
For authorized dealer locations call (206) 775-1202

http://www.carver.corn



EQUIPMENT PROFILE
BASCOM H. KING

POLYFUSION AUDIO
960 AMPLIFIER

The Model 960 is Polyfusion Audio's
top power amplifier (the company
also makes two lower -power ampli-
fiers and several preamplifiers and
digital -to -analog converters). Rated
at 200 watts per channel into 8 -ohm

loads, the Model 960 is a hefty 70 -pound
brute of an amp.

At the lower right of its attractive front
panel is a rocker power switch, and oppo-
site it, on the right side, is another rocker
that switches the amplifier between auto-
matic and manual muting. The panel's
most prominent feature is a pair of illumi-
nated, vertical display windows, one for
each channel. In addition to bar -graph level
meters, the windows contain indicators for
clipping, overheating, DC fault, and mut-
ing. A switch on the bottom of the amplifi-
er, near the right front, turns the level dis-

play on or off. The central logo window
provides additional diagnostic information
about the state of the positive -rail fuses. If
the left -channel fuse blows, "Polyfusion" in

the logo goes out; if the right -channel fuse
opens, "Audio 960" goes dark.

The rear panel has rubber feet at the four
corners, to prevent damage to protruding
parts when the amp is set upright on its
back. Two pairs of five -way binding posts
for speaker connections (one pair per chan-
nel) are near the panel's edges. Between the
output terminal pairs are the input connec-
tors. These connectors are in two vertical
arrays, each consisting of a high -quality
phono jack for unbalanced input, a toggle
switch for selecting unbalanced or balanced
input, and an XLR connector for balanced
input. An IEC AC cord socket and fuse are
at the lower center.

Most of the 960's interior volume is tak-
en up by its very capacious power supply. A

large toroidal power transformer in the
center is covered by a gold -anodized alu-
minum plate. This plate serves to mount a
terminal strip with jumpers for accommo-
dating different AC line voltages and as a
heat sink for the two main bridge rectifiers.
Oriented in a line from front to back, on ei-
ther side of the power transformer, are two
banks of four 47,000-microfarad filter ca-
pacitors, totalling an impressive 376,000
microfarads! A printed circuit board links
the individual capacitors in each bank and
also carries the main supply -rail fuse hold-
ers, a 1-microfarad film bypass capacitor
for each of the 47,000-microfarad elec-
trolytics, and two yellow LEDs-with asso-
ciated dropping resistors-to indicate when
the capacitors are holding a (potentially
dangerous) charge.

Each amplifier module consists of a p.c.
board mounted to its associated heat sink.
Brackets on the fronts and backs of the heat
sinks extend to the front and rear panels,
thus making up the length of each side. The
output terminals are mounted to the rear
brackets and extend through a hole in the
back panel. By disconnecting two ribbon
cables and three wires to the filter -capacitor

bank p.c. boards, you can remove a module
for service. Another p.c. board, mounted
behind the front panel, holds all of the indi-
cator circuitry. The Model 960 is nicely
made, neatly wired, and appears to use ap-
propriate high -quality parts.

Measurements
The Polyfusion 960's voltage gain was

26.1 dB in each channel and input mode,
and the amplifier did not invert polarity.

Rated Power: 200 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, 400 watts per channel
into 4 ohms, or 600 watts per channel
into 2 ohms.

Distortion: 0.02% THD at rated out-
put.

Dimensions: 19 in. W x 8 in. H x 221/4
in. D (48.3 cm x 20.3 cm x 56.5 cm).

Weight: 70 lbs. (31.8 kg).
Price: $4,950.

Company Address: 30 Ward Rd., Lan-
caster, N.Y. 14086; 716/681-3040.

For literature, circle No. 94
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My usual frequency response test at the
2.83 -volt (1 watt into 8 ohms) output level
with open -circuit, 8 -ohm, and 4 -ohm load-
ing revealed little difference as a function of
load. It was therefore no surprise that the
NHT dummy speaker load hardly altered
the response at all: less than 0.1 dB relative
to 8 -ohm loading over the 20 Hz to 20 kHz
audio range. Response was up 2 dB at 10
Hz, however.

Out of curiosity, I used the Micro Cap IV
program on my computer to model the am-
plifier as an equivalent op -amp along with
the complete servo circuit. This model
showed a different response, with a broad
hump of 0.33 dB centered around 100 Hz
and output at 10 Hz down almost 2 dB.

A DUMMY SPEAKER LOAD

BARELY AFFECTED

THE 960'S RESPONSE-

LESS THAN 0.1 dB
OVER THE AUDIO BAND.

Hmmm. Then I checked the 960's frequen-
cy response as a function of output level
and found that it changed. Figure 1 illus-

trates this phenomenon. The response be-
low 200 Hz changes from one shape below
1 volt output to another shape above about
1.7 volts. The top curve in the figure is what
my original measured curves looked like,
whereas the bottom curve is similar to the
response my computer model predicted.
Apparently, the servo is designed to act in
some nonlinear fashion that Polyfusion
considers sonically beneficial (see "Circuit
Highlights").

Square -wave response is shown in Fig. 2.

The top and middle traces-for a 10 -kHz
waveform at 10 volts, peak to peak, with 8 -
ohm loading and then 8 ohms in parallel
with 2 microfarads-are typical of most
solid-state amplifiers. In the bottom trace,
for a 40 -Hz square wave, you can see the ef-

fects of the level -variant response.

Two waveforms are superimposed:
The one with more tilt is scaled at
1 volt/division, whereas the one
with the flatter but rounded top is
a 10 -volt peak -to -peak signal
scaled at 5 volts/division. High -fre-

quency rise and fall times were
about 3.2 microseconds at 10 volts,
peak to peak, into 8 ohms.

Common -mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) for the balanced inputs
was similar in the two channels.
From 20 Hz to 2 kHz, it was 66 dB
for the left channel and 74 dB for
the right. CMRR decreased to 61
and 68 dB at 20 kHz for left and
right channels, respectively.

Figure 3 shows total harmonic
distortion plus noise (THD + N)
and SMPTE intermodulation (IM)
distortion as functions of output
power at 1 kHz into 8- and 4 -ohm
loads. The 4 -ohm curves don't
continue into clipping because the
amplifier's protection circuitry
started cutting in just beyond 400
watts output.

THD + N as a function of fre-
quency, taken at several power lev-
els, is plotted in Fig. 4. The rise in
distortion below about 500 Hz is
most likely due to whatever char-
acteristic of the servo circuit causes
the change in frequency response
with level. A spectrum of the har-
monic -distortion residue of a 1 -

kHz, 10 -watt signal into 8 ohms is
plotted in Fig. 5. Both even and
odd harmonics are present but
quickly recede into the noise floor.

The Polyfusion 960's interchan-
nel crosstalk performance was out-
standing. In either direction, right
to left or left to right, and with bal-
anced or unbalanced input con-
nections, channel separation was
better than 110 dB from 20 Hz to
20 kHz.

The 960's A -weighted noise
ranged from about -91 to -93.7
dBW for the two channels, whether
in balanced or unbalanced mode.
The absolute level of the output
noise between 22 Hz and 22 kHz
ranged from 81 to 116 microvolts.
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output levels.

Fig. 2-Square-
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for 10 kHz into
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paralleled by 2 pF
(middle), and
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Fig. 6-Damping factor vs.
frequency into 8 ohms.
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Damping factor versus frequency is
shown in Fig. 6. The curve's shape is rather
unusual. Damping factor is very high
(which is to say, output impedance is very
low) at around 500 Hz, reaching almost
900, and, as is typical, falls off at higher fre-
quencies, to about 100 at 8 kHz and 50 at 20
kHz. What's odd is the depression in the
curve below 500 Hz, though it never dips
below 400 in that range. It most likely is

caused by the action of the output -
centering servo getting into the act
in the lower part of the audio range
and thereby increasing the output
impedance.

The Polyfusion 960's output DC
offset measured -0.5 millivolts in
the left channel and -3.7 millivolts
in the right. Input impedance was
524 ohms in balanced input mode
and 26.4 kilohms in unbalanced
input mode.

With the IHF tone burst, dy-
namic power into 8 ohms was 280
watts, with no sag over the course
of the 20 -millisecond burst, yield-
ing a dynamic headroom of 1.5 dB
relative to rated continuous out-
put. With 4 -ohm loads, the dynam-

ic current limiter started to engage
before the amp actually voltage
clipped. I was able to get 421 watts
before limiting set in, for a dynam-
ic headroom of 0.21 dB. With 2 -
ohm loads, I could get about 360
watts before the current limiters
cut in. The limiting manifested it-
self in the tone -burst output as an
absence of complete cycles of the
signal, along with sharp disconti-
nuities in cycles where the limiter
cut in. Steady-state outputs at the
visual onset of clipping or current
limiting were 250, 400, and 350
watts for 8-, 4-, and 2 -ohm loads,
respectively.

The AC line current drawn by
the 960 was about 2.4 amperes
when it was quite cold and 2.1
amps when it was fully warmed up.
I measured the voltage drop across
the various source resistors in the
output stage and deduced an out-
put -stage idling current of some
450 milliamps, or a power dissipa-
tion of some 65 watts per chan-

nel-a healthy amount, to be sure, but more
or less normal for MOS-FET output stages.

Use and Listening Tests
I first listened to the Polyfusion 960 on a

pair of Genesis V speakers. I had a bit of a
surprise at first; when the turn -on delay
ended and the amplifier came out of mut-
ing, I heard a loud pop through the speak-
ers. This led me to believe something was

wrong, but it turned out to be a natural
consequence of the 960's load sensor. The
Genesis V's low -frequency crossover has a
series capacitor that blocks DC. When faced

with such a DC open circuit, which is oth-
erwise an acceptably high impedance, the
load sensor puts out about 18 volts DC.
When the turn -on delay times out, the amp
comes out of mute and suddenly connects
to the load, producing a pop through the

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

Equipment used in the listening tests
for this review consisted of:

CD Transports: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1,
conrad-johnson DR1, and Count-
erpoint DA -11A

CD Electronics: Genesis Technologies
Digital Lens anti -jitter device; Classé
Audio DAC-1 and Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk II D/A converters

Phono Equipment: Oracle turntable,
Well Tempered Arm, Accuphase AC -2

moving -coil cartridge, and Vendetta
Research SCP-2C phono preamp

Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 250
cassette deck, and Technics 1500
open -reel tape deck

Preamplifiers: Forssell balanced tube
line driver, Anthem Pre 1, and my
own passive signal selector/volume-
control unit

Other Power Amplifiers: Sonic
Frontiers Power -3 mono tube
amplifiers, Quicksilver M135 mono
tube amplifiers, and Crown Macro
Reference

Loudspeakers: B&W 801 Matrix Series
3s, augmented from 20 to 50 Hz by
two subwoofers, and Genesis Tech-
nologies Genesis Vs

Cables: Digital interconnects, AES/EBU
balanced Illuminati DX -50; analog
interconnects, Transparent Cable
MusicLink Reference (balanced) and
Music and Sound (unbalanced);
speaker cables, Transparent Cable
MusicWave Reference

Other: TAD Systems Power Purifier on
AC lines to all D/A converters and
preamps
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CIRCUIT HIGHLIGHTS

Polyfusion Audio requested I sign a
non -disclosure agreement to get a

schematic of the Model 960. Accordingly,
I can discuss the circuitry in only a gen-
eral way. I will say that there are definite-
ly some unusual things going on in this
design.

The signal circuitry consists of seven
main functional blocks. The unbalanced
inputs are connected to one terminal of
the input selector, which comprises the
first block. The balanced inputs are ap-
plied to the input of a noninverting op -
amp (a popular Burr -Brown device),
configured as a unity -gain differential
amplifier, which comprises the second
block. The input selector's wiper, or out-
put, is routed to the input of another of
these op -amps (the third circuit block),
but connected for a gain of about four
times. Following this input amplifier is
the fourth block, a series electronic
switch that is normally configured to
pass the signal into the power amplifier
proper, the fifth system block.

The power amplifier itself is a fully
complementary design consisting of a J-
FET differential first -stage amplifier, a
bipolar transistor LVA (last voltage am-
plifier), and an output stage using six
pairs of MOS-FET power devices. Over-
all negative feedback is applied from the
output back to the input differential am-
plifier. Gain is set at five times (about 14
dB) and, in combination with the four -
times gain of the input op -amp, sets the
overall gain at 20 times, or 26 dB. A servo

circuit that compares the DC level at the
output to ground keeps output DC offset
to a minimum.

Comprising the sixth function block is
the Model 960's extensive protection cir-

cuitry. This starts at the fundamental lev-
el with the AC line fuse, a 15 -ampere
slow -blow type, and the power -supply
rail fuses, which are 7 -amp fast -blow
types. An output relay connects the am-
plifier to the load after a short power -on
delay. Any one of the following condi-
tions will open this relay: turning the
front -panel muting switch on, loss of AC
power, excessive DC voltage at the out-
put, excessive power -supply current into
the amplifier modules, too low a load
impedance, or excessive temperature on
the heat sinks.

Currents for the positive and negative
power -supply inputs to each channel are
sensed by separate circuits. If the current
on either supply rail is excessive, the elec-

tronic switch that comprises block four
will change state, disconnecting the pow-
er amplifier proper from the input sig-
nal. This happens almost on an instanta-
neous, per -cycle basis. When the current
overload is just beyond the triggering
threshold, individual signal cycles are re-
moved from the amplifier output; if the
current overload becomes more severe,
the output relay opens up. A last, but in-
teresting, feature of the protection circuit
is a load sensor. When the amplifier is
muted for any reason, the sensor injects a
measured DC current into the load. If
the voltage it senses across the load with
this current flowing is below a certain
threshold, corresponding to a load im-
pedance that it considers too low, the
load sensor prevents the amplifier from
unmuting.

The circuitry for the front -panel dis-
plays makes up the Model 960's seventh
functional block, and the main power
supply is the eighth. B.H.K.

speaker as the crossover capacitors dis-
charge the 18 volts back through the now -
active amplifier. The cure for this annoy-
ance was to start the amp up with 4- to
8 -ohm resistors temporarily bridged across
the speaker terminals and then to take
them off after the amp unmuted. I dwell on
this a bit because there are other full -range
speakers from Infinity, Genesis, and possi-
bly others with series capacitors in their

crossovers that will react similarly with the
Model 960.

My initial reactions to the 960's sound
were somewhat mixed. They ranged from
thinking the amp sounded dark and closed
in to thinking it sounded reasonably good.
After a number of separate listening ses-
sions, interspersed with lab measurements
(and perhaps because it became more bro-
ken in over this period), the 960 ended up

sounding quite good on the Genesis speak-
ers. Its sound was characterized by a
smooth, somewhat laid-back perspective,
with little irritation yet good resolution
and detail. Space, dimension, and sound -
staging were very good. The blend of this
amp's sound in the lower midrange to
the Genesis V's powered woofer system
was good.

With B&W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers,
I thought the same things about the sound
of the 960 as with the Genesis Vs. However,
the amp was now also handling the bass-
and good, robust, powerful bass it was.

THE 960 PRODUCED

SMOOTH, DETAILED SOUND

WITH GOOD, ROBUST,

AND POWERFUL BASS.

Tight and tuneful, it was as good as I've
heard with the 801s. The overall sound of
the 960 on the 801s was relaxed, realistic,
musical, and enjoyable.

Playing the low -sensitivity B&W 801s, I
was easily able to clip the amp on wide dy-
namic range drum solos, but the 960 han-
dled this gracefully and thus did not sound
unduly bad. With the Genesis Vs, which are
a lower -impedance load but don't load the
amp in the bass range, the 960 played loud-
er than I could stand, without limiting in
any audible way.

The Polyfusion Audio 960 amplifier was
a pleasure to listen to. I would commend it
to anyone seeking a high-performance,
high -power solid-state amplifier. A
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AURICLE
IAN G. MASTERS

RCA
RC5200P

DVD PLAYER
ew advances in home enter-
tainment technology have been
as eagerly anticipated as the
digital videodisc (DVD). The
period leading up to the intro-
duction of the Compact Disc

15 years ago was similar, but because

there was some initial reluctance on
the part of record labels to embrace

that format, there was little assur-
ance it would become a dominant
music distribution medium. Today,
however, there seems to be little
doubt that DVD will have a major
impact on home entertainment.

One major factor is that the disc
has both video and computer applica-
tions, and work is progressing on a
pure audio standard as well. Even if a
consensus on audio isn't reached, the
DVD standard stipulates that all play-
ers must be capable of playing CDs,
so the single -source -component
world is not far off

Company Address: c/o Thom-
son Consumer Electronics,
10330 North Meridian St., In-
dianapolis, Ind. 46290; 800/
336-1900.

For literature, circle No. 95

The launch was originally sup-
posed to occur last September but
was delayed initially by the movie in-

dustry's requirement that an effective
copy -protection scheme be devel-
oped and subsequently by the com-
puter industry's demand that the
scheme adopted be streamlined. (In
its original form, the copy -protection

system tended to devour too much of
a computer's processing power.) By
the end of 1996, however, both those
concerns had been addressed, and
the path was cleared for DVD.

The timing of the format's North
American introduction will be deter-
mined by the availability of a large
enough supply of software so that
early buyers will have something to
play, and that is expected to be this
spring. In anticipation, several man-
ufacturers are already fairly advanced
in the production of players. One,
Thomson Consumer Electronics, has
four machines, two under the RCA
brand, one under the GE brand, and
one bearing the ProScan name.

The basic RCA player, the RC5200P

(which Thomson hopes to launch at a
retail price of around $599), gave me
my first taste of a production DVD

player rather than a prototype. It also
let me check out performance using
my own system. Earlier DVD demon-

strations I had attended, while im-
pressive, were in unfamiliar surround-

ings with unfamiliar ancillary com-
ponents. Whatever the quirks of my
own room and equipment, at least
they are something I am familiar with

and have control over. As with any
evaluation, such points of reference
are important guideposts.

Despite the technological sophisti-

cation it embodies, the RC5200P is a
model of simplicity. The front panel
has a minimum of controls-an AC
power switch and a headphone vol-
ume control at the left, basic function

controls at the right-that flank an
unobtrusive display centered beneath
the disc tray. On the rear panel are a
Toslink optical digital audio output,
stereo analog outputs, and compos-
ite -video (RCA) and S -video out-
puts. One of the main differences be-
tween the RC5200P and its big
brother is that the more expensive
RC5500P provides full 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoding inter-
nally and hence has six analog audio
outputs; the RC5200P, like most oth-
er DVD players, requires an external
Dolby Digital decoder for 5.1 -chan-
nel playback.

One of my frequent criticisms of
audio and video components is that
their remote controls often are too
big and too complicated. In that re-
gard, RCA has done an admirable
job of designing a remote that con-
trols a myriad of functions without
being bulky or confusing. There's a
numeric keypad at the top for select-
ing or programming tracks, a set of
transport controls along the bottom
that essentially duplicates those on
the player's front, a vertical row of
buttons for special functions down
the right-hand side, and a cursor
control in the center. The cursor
control's four arrow buttons help
you negotiate your way around vari-
ous on -screen menus, which can be
called up from the player itself for
initial setup or from a table of con-
tents embedded in the DVD. When
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"This award winning amplifier is,

hands down, the most majestic,

awesome, and powerful amplifier Vie:"
Mere ís

Sunfire
Load tntarima High Fidelity Fire Channel Power Amplifier

ver fifteen year. in the making, our neu' Cinema Grand amplifier will introduce you to virtual reality through your ears, mind, and soul.

'
S,. U N F I R4 E

Cinema Grand
5 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

Number of channel

Input

fire

2011 11,1111 ronYtneoa,. per channel, all chanelo
hires into eight ohms from 20 2l z to 20 kHz with

more than 0.5';f T.H.D. 7000 ward total. 407
ream Inü per channel 1,110 four ohms. 801 watts
rnu per chase/ lino tun ohm, ,,.e tsabau

balanced and standard

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mir
For additional information on Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking dowmmnrerter, call or write to Sunfire Corporation, PO Boo 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290  (206) 335 4748 Distributed in Canada by 8orbon iroding.



Please write or call for a brochure
and the name of your nearest dealer

you have the cursor on the function you
want, you use the large "Select" button to
activate it, like using the "Enter" key on a
computer. To the extent that I was able to
use these functions, they seemed very
straightforward.

That I couldn't put the RCA RC5200P
through all its paces was because I didn't
have commercial software. When Thomson
sent me the player, a representative ex-
plained that the company had enough ma-
chines to enter the market right away. How-
ever, the movie studios were just gearing up
to produce discs, so there were literally

none available. What Thomson did include
with the player was a demonstration disc
containing an explanation of the system, a
description of the company's line of DVD
players, and a selection of audio and video
samples. The latter were scenes from several
recent movies, which I used to check out
the RC5200P's performance.

Subjectively, the picture was a knockout
from the moment I first popped the DVD
into the player. In some ways, the experi-
ence was rather similar to my early expo-
sure to Compact Discs: Like most of us, I
had become so accustomed to the noise,

Better AUDIO for your VIDEO !

VA\D
Model 2

Phase -correct
main speaker

"Legendary
performance
on both films
and music."

+Be

In its pursuit of per-
fection, specialty
audio has estab-
lished high-fidelity
standards that only
the best speakers
can reach.

RST
Model 1
Phase -correct
main speaker

"The standard
for affordable
speakers."

i

\AD
Model 2W

Three driver,
300 watt amplified
subwoofer

"Rocks the
foundation."

O

CC Phase-correct
center speaker

"Ultimate realism."

Ultra high-
performance
phase -correct
main speaker
The ulitimate embodiment
of the VANDERSTEEN
boxless full -range design.

"Incomparable detail
and resolution."

VSM
Phase -correct
wall -mount
loudspeaker

"The ideal
surround
speaker"

Now your home theater system can meet these standards. A VANDERSTEEN
phase -correct home theater system creates a coherent and expansive sound -field
with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. You will hear
why "boxless- is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens
your emotional involvement in your films.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true
to both science and music. If you are looking for a system that convincingly
reproduces every nuance of a film as easily as it conveys the essence of music,
we can direct you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.

DIMENSIONAL PURITYPURITY \ l 1' j-DERC LL \ AID
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

distortion, and flutter inherent in analog
media that I hardly heard them-until they
were no longer there. It was their absence
that made CD such an impressive system at
first, and the absence of video noise and
other distractions produced a similar reac-
tion to DVD. There was a kind of silkiness
to the picture that I had not seen from even
the best laserdiscs.

Perhaps I'm becoming blasé, but the
RC5200P's audio performance held few
surprises; the soundtracks decoded flaw-
lessly in both Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro
Logic, as you would expect. Although the
demo disc includes a number of audio -only
tracks, they are there mostly so that dealers
conducting demos won't have to fumble
with extra discs; they are not exactly equiv-
alent to regular CD recordings. But with my

THE RC5200P YIELDED

THE BEST PICTURE

I HAVE SEEN

OUTSIDE

A TV CONTROL ROOM.

own CDs and their familiar music, the
RC5200P sounded at least as good as the
couple of CD -only players I compared it to.
And when I checked its error -correction ca-
pability by using a test CD's track contain-
ing simulated dropouts, the DVD player's
performance far exceeded that of any CD
player I have evaluated.

But DVD is mainly about video perform-
ance, so my main goal was to compare it to
what has hitherto been the video standard
for most of us, laserdisc. At first glance,
DVD seemed to be sharper-and was cer-
tainly cleaner-than laserdisc, but the only
way to confirm this, short of using test discs
I did not have, was to concoct a good A/B
comparison.

Most comparisons I had seen used iden-
tical monitors side by side, one playing a
laserdisc and the other a DVD version of
the same program. The trouble with this
approach is that tiny variations in adjust-
ment or performance from set to set could
affect the results, and I was never really sure
how the monitors had been set up in the
first place. It seemed to me that the only ap-
propriate way to go about things was to use
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a single TV and switch back and forth be-
tween sources.

Fortunately, my monitor is well -suited
for such a test: It produces one of the best
direct -view pictures I have seen, I'm confi-
dent it is adjusted to realize its full visual
potential, and it has a range of video inputs
that can be selected via the remote. I simply
had to connect the RC5200P and a laserdisc
player to separate inputs (S -video in both
cases) and then switch between them. As
source material, I used a laserdisc of the
James Bond film GoldenEye because several

of its scenes were on the demo DVD. The
laserdisc was THX-mastered and therefore
ostensibly provided as good a picture as
you're likely to get from the format.

After a couple of tries, I managed to syn-
chronize the two discs virtually frame for
frame and then proceeded to use the swap
button on the TV remote to toggle between
them. I anticipated having to squint at de-
tails in the background to see much differ-
ence between the pictures-laserdisc is al-
ready a fine video medium, after all.

But there was no need-the differences
were dramatic. When I switched from
laserdisc to DVD, not only did the video
noise-already quite low-simply disap-
pear, but the picture took on a crispness
that I frankly was surprised my TV monitor
could produce. For example, when a build-
ing exploded in GoldenEye, the laserdisc
picture looked like a big orange blob,
whereas the DVD image had remarkable
definition: I could see individual licks of
flame and smoke. And DVD revealed the
lines in actor Pierce Brosnan's face and fine
details in background rocks and trees as

James Bond soars off a mountain precipice
on his motorcycle and climbs into a diving
airplane (even the airplane's wing struts
were ultra -sharp, compared to the laserdisc
rendering). In Twister, as a car drives over a
causeway and cows go flying by in the dis-
tance, individual raindrops were clearly vis-
ible on the car windows. One of the few
specifications RCA provides for the
RC5200P is a horizontal resolution of 540
lines, compared to about 400 for laserdisc;
on the evidence of my eyes, the spec may be
right. Even severely letterboxed images,
which normally tend to get lost on my 27 -
inch screen, had lots of detail. The RC5200P
definitely produced the best picture I have
seen outside a TV control room.
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In some ways, this must be considered a
preliminary report on DVD. Although the
RCA RC5200P is capable of doing all the
format's tricks (multiple languages, switch -

able aspect ratios, etc.), they depend on a
disc's being encoded for those functions;
the demo disc I had, unfortunately, was not.

By the same token, in early demonstrations
of the system in prototype, motion artifacts
were often visible, resulting from the digital
compression scheme. I saw none in this
case. However, that's mostly a matter of
care during mastering, and I presume that
great pains were taken in producing a disc

intended to sell people on the system. Nev-
ertheless, that the RCA RC5200P player per-

formed so spectacularly, even under what
might be regarded as "hothouse" conditions,
proves that DVD is capable of such perform-

ance. When DVD becomes a commercial re-
ality, there will undoubtedly be some less -
than -perfect transfers, just as there are some

lousy -sounding CDs and crummy -looking
laserdiscs out there. But that shouldn't take
away from the fact that the DVD system it-
self is excellent and that a player as relatively

modest as the RCA RC5200P will enable you

to realize its benefits. A

"remarkable"...
"flawless"... "astonishing"...

"a landmark"... "the best"
CS.5
CC ...one of the best speakers available at any
price-Thiel's full size CS.5. 53
-Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

CS1.5
CC The CS1.5 is a landmark speaker ui
the 1990s...an astonishing speaker. 53
-Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

CS2 2
CC I think they are one of the
best, if not the best, performers
I have come across. 3,
-Andy Benham,
Hi Fi Choice/U.K.,
Winter '92/93

Rai
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Y
1

01~1
From left to right: CS.5, C52 2, C56, CS5i, CS7,CS3.6, CS1.5, SCS
(.d from $1,450 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully haratrrJf edl

variety of finishes from the world's finest woods.

i

CS3.6
...the CS3.6s outperform every

other speaker I've heard
in their price class...»

-Robert Harley, Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS7
CCThiel's CS7 loudspeaker is

one of the finest sounding
loudspeakers that I have heard.»

-Anthony Cordesman,
Audio, August '95

CS5i
44A completely flawless design. )

-Nagashima,
Stereo Sound/

Japan, Winter '93

IEL I
Ultima Performance Loudspeakers

For home music and video sound systems
Call or write for our 36 -page brochure, review reprints, and the7name of your nearest 1IUEL dealer.

1HIEL 1026 Nandino Blvd., Lexington KY, 40511  Telephone: 606-254-9427 
e-mail: mailethielaudio.coxn
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When you've got questions about Audio and Video,

see a specialist

c)
My T.V. picture looks great to me.
Should I have it adjusted by a
trained technician anyway?

AAbsolutely. Most T.V. pictures are
intentionally set incorrectly by the
manufacturers for various reasons
(mainly to make the picture appear
brighter). Even sets with Color

Temperature Controls are off D65 (NTSC
color Df white) due to production tolerances.
In every case we have seen, nailing down 6500
degrees and gray scale tracking yields an
image lush and saturated, with diversity
of color not previously enjoyed. Image detail
can also be greatly enhanced by a qualified
technician. This procedure involves finding the
maximum peak white level that the television
can produce without video amp clipping,
power supply overload, or beam and
phosphor over -saturation. These calibrations
require experience and instruments, but the
results yieid beauty and enjoyment far beyond
just a great picture. The image becomes
engaging and a bunch more fun to watch.

-Steve Abeln
Shimek's Audio/Video

Anchorage, Alaska

What are watts?

AThere is a lot of jargon thrown
around in this industry with watts
being near the top of the list. It
is likely the most misused and
misunderstood term used by sales

people and customers alike. Wa:ts are the
quantitative measurement of power. For our
industry we are referring to electrical power.
Power is produced by a receiver or amplifier
when it supplies voltage and current to a load
also known as a speaker. How much power, or
watts, is generated, s a product of how much
voltage and current the amplifier can produce.
They all have their limits! Bad things happen to
the amplifier and speaker when an amplifier is
asked to supply more power than it can
produce. Power is necessary for our stereo
systems to operate but is not completely
responsible for how good they sound nor for
how loud they play! The best thing to remember
about watts is that all receiver and amplifiers
have them. Comparing watts will most likely not
yield the expected results. When in doubt, talk
with a specialist retailer.

-David Sherman
Modern Music Audio & Video

Memphis, Tennessee



Each n-onth, Audio Magazine's feature "See a Specialist" showcases the finest audio/video dealers from
across the country. The dealers, chosen as a result of recommendations from equipment manufacturers,
Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, exemplify the best audio/video dealers from New York to
California. The chosen dealers offer solutions to problems that can best be handled by a specialty
audio/video retailer.

If you wou d like to submit questions to dealers in your area please write to :

See a Specialist, c/o Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

clShould I buy a front or rear
projection television?

AWith the increasing popularity of
home theater systems, more and
more people are looking seriously
at the idea of a really big T. V.
For the true theater experience,

nothing beats a large front projection image.
But deciding which size and design of big
screer -equires some careful consideration.
Room shape, size and layout are critical factors
when determining projector placement and
ideal screen size. Ambient light control is also
an important factor to consider. Daytime
viewing requirements may dictate a rear
project on unit, which will perform better
in well lit environments. In either case, a
consu tation with an experienced audio/video
contractor may be the best investment a
potential home theater owner can make to
ensure a "two thumbs up" movie viewing
exper eace.

-Steve Baker
Wild West

Reno, Neva

IDWhat component should I

consider first when buying or
upgrading a stereo system?

AThe primary component in any
sterec or A/V system is you, the
listener. You need to satisfy your
listening habits and musical
preferences to have an enjoyable

system. To this end, always bring some of
your own music to evaluate components.
If you listen to music late at night at low
volumes while family members are asleep,
then you need to find components that have
exceptional low level clarity. Conversely, if
you want the sound to envelope you and you
need to feel the music, then you want to find
equipment that can play at live levels without
harshness or hardness. Much can be learned
by listening to store demo material. By
bringing your own selections, you will give
these prospective components a real world
test-your real world. Also, bring along one
or two poor recordings to learn how
prospective components react to less than
audiophile

-Joe Weber
Corner Audio



AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

VMPS FF-3
SPEAKER

Seven drivers, laid ou
in a symmetrical array,
are on the VMPS FF-3
Front panel.

W
e should not let the latest
developments in digital
and audio/video tech-
nology blind us to other
improvements in audio.
Speakers, for example,

are far better than they were several
years ago. Although the improve-
ments have been evolutionary rather
than revolutionary, the benefits are
usually far more audible than those
in D/A converters and CD players,
for example. Today's high-perform-
ance speakers have much flatter fre-
quency response than their predeces-
sors and offer striking improvements
in dynamic range, resolution, trans-
parency, bass power and extension,
and sound -
stage realism.

The VMPS
FF-3 ($4,400 a
pair) is a good
case in point.
This is a prod-
uct in which
evolution has
clearly paid
off. The FF-3 is

The FF-3 builds on the strengths
of the FF-1. Extensive efforts have
been made to reduce cabinet vibra-
tion and coloration. The FF-3 is tru-
ly massive, weighing 265 pounds. As

you might expect from its weight,
the FF-3 is also large (although it is
smaller than the FF-1); it is 63 inches
high, 13 inches wide, and 18 inches
deep. The front baffle is a 3 -inch,
medium -density fiberboard lami-
nate, and it has 2 -inch -thick sides
and back. It contains large H -braces,
and the cabinet's interior is coated
with a heavy damping compound,
Soundcoat. This borosilicate com-
pound was invented to control the
noise in marine engine rooms;
VMPS claims that it reduces panel
vibration in the FF-3 by an addition-
al 10 dB over a relatively broad band.

The FF-3 is well finished, and its
curved edges and narrow width do
reduce its visual impact. Neverthe-
less, big is big! This is not a speaker
for small listening rooms or those
who want their audio equipment to
be invisible. Yet size, like weight, has
its advantages. It takes a large cabi-

net to produce
bass that ex-
tends down to
the FF-3's rated
24 Hz at -3 dB.
It takes a large
front panel for
the designer to
be able to place
seven drivers

in a fully symmetrical array that en-
ables them to act as a natural -sound-
ing apparent point source. And it
takes a tall front panel for the design-
er to place the drivers high enough
from the floor so that they'll be at the
optimum listening height.

The FF-3 has an unusually com-
plex driver array. A 10 -inch, slot-

loaded, down -firing passive radiator
provides sub -bass. This passive radi-

THE FF-3 IS ONE OF

THE FEW SPEAKERS THAT

CAN REALLY DELIVER

THE BOTTOM OCTAVE.

a smaller version of
the FF-1, which I reviewed in the
June 1994 issue. However, the FF-3
has a completely new midrange driv-
er that radically improves the speak-
er's smoothness and musical realism.
Its soundstage is even better than the
FF-1's, and there's a smoother tran-
sition from the midrange to the bass.
Similar improvements have been in-
corporated in the FF-1, but the FF-3
is a much better speaker than the
original FF-1. In fact, a properly set
up pair of FF-3s provides a remark-
ably realistic illusion that you are ac-
tually sitting in the middle of a con-
cert hall.

Company Address: c/o Itone
Audio, 3429 Morningside Dr.,
El Sobrante, Cal. 94803;
510/222-4276.

For literature, circle No. 96
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TUBE COMPONENTS
WITHOUT THE TUBES.
The Conrad -Johnson PFR -emote-zontrolljd pre -amplifier and
MF2300 amplifier ernbo:y the natural musical qualities for which
our tube zomponents are highly pr=zed, e = they don't use tubes.
Combining innovative c_-cuit design with highest quality parts,
Conrad Johnson has creited a line of s31 -_d -state electronics that
w:ll deceive your ears with their :cabe -like musicality a -d natural
warmth. Whether tube c- solid state. sl C. rrad-Johnson
products share one important quaity. Thy- just sound right.

:
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 PF -r?

 MF2300

coivt,-A-)d1itscr-

corvad-johnson I just sounds right.
2733 ETite Fairfa<,-. aP_ L_'.(1; I - 703-59b- tS.58l  Fati: 703-5.50-53W
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ator is mass -loaded and offers adjustable
damping. A 10 -inch, woven -carbon -fiber
woofer is at the top of the front panel, and
an identical woofer is at the bottom. These
woofers have damped baskets and 3 -inch
phase plugs. The phase plugs, an unusual
feature of VMPS speakers, are intended to
reduce the amount of midrange informa-
tion and distortion produced by the dust
cap at the center of the woofer while im-
proving focus and clarity.

The FF-3's most striking drivers are its
two Dynaribbons. These new midranges,
made by SFA USA and exclusive to the
VMPS line, look like small washboards and
have an unusual design. They have serpen-
tine voice coils, and their flat polymer di-
aphragms, which are corrugated and dim-
pled for strength and rigidity, are
suspended at the edges by a mechanism
that provides damping and centering while
allowing linear travel. A slotted, distributed,

push-pull magnet structure provides equal
drive force over each midrange's entire di-
aphragm. VMPS believes that these low -

moving -mass midranges offer many of the
advantages of ribbons, planars, and electro-
statics while providing more efficiency, lin-
earity, and control.

The remaining drivers in the VMPS FF-3
are two Vifa 1 -inch metal -dome tweeters
and the same leaf -type ribbon super -tweet-
er used in the FF-1. Unlike the FF-1, howev-

er, the FF-3 has an internal crossover. This
crossover uses top-quality components, in-
cluding Wondercap/Hoveland Musicaps,
Solen polypropylene capacitors, and bob-
bin -less coils. The midrange and treble
wiring is silver-plated, solid -core, and
Teflon -insulated; the wire to the woofers is
8 -gauge. The crossover's basic design is a
quasi -second order filter with 6- and 12 -dB
slopes. Two sets of input terminals enable
biamping or bi-wiring.

The FF-3 offers an unusually wide range
of adjustments. Separate midrange, treble,
and super -tweeter level controls are on the
back, but you must use them judiciously.
Minor adjustments make major differences
in sound; the recommended settings VMPS
has marked on the back panel may well be
the best in most setups. The FF-3 is also de-
signed so that you can adjust the damping
on the passive radiator, a feature likely to be
of considerable value to many people.
Slight changes in bass damping can help in

getting the most extended deep bass and
best transient response in a particular lis-
tening room and location. This makes the
FF-3 an exceptionally good buy for audio-
philes who want deep bass in a mid -sized
listening room.

One thing became very clear during my
extended listening sessions with the FF-3.
Once it was properly placed, adjusted, and
broken in, this speaker was capable of pro-
ducing a remarkably
natural concert hall
sound, and it repro-
duced the natural
sound of acoustic in-
struments with ex-
treme accuracy. Its
soundstage was high-
ly detailed without
being overprecise or
unnatural. The FF-3 is the first VMPS
speaker whose midrange and resolution
equals the quality of its bass and dynamic
range, which have always been the strength
of the VMPS line.

The FF-3 was remarkably free of audible
deviations in frequency response and tim-
bre. Its overall spectral balance was slightly
on the soft side, in the sense that its upper
midrange and treble response were closer to
the overall balance of speakers like the
Quad ESL -63 than to the frequency re-
sponse of speakers like the Thiel CS7. The
FF-3 also reproduced dynamic transients in
ways that were closer to the performance of
the B&W 801 Matrix Series 3 and Quad
ESL -63 than to that of the Thiel CS7 or
Apogee Studio Grand. The FF-3's overall
character was similar to what you'd hear in
the middle of a well-balanced or slightly
warm concert hall than the more forward
sound of the Thiels and Apogees. It's the dif-

ference between sitting in rows D through F
and rows M or N.

The FF-3's resolving power was excellent.

This impressive speaker did an excellent job
of revealing musical nuances and differ-
ences between associated components. It
clearly revealed the sometimes striking dif-
ferences in the deep -bass energy and tran-
sient response of different digital signal
processors and in upper midrange and tre-
ble harmonics.

More important, the FF-3 did an excel-
lent job in reproducing the full range of
solo piano, violin, and other instruments

and in delineating voices. The difference
between different makes and types of in-
struments was exceptionally clear, yet there
was no highlighting of any part of the fre-
quency band or shift in sound character ac-
cording to loudness. Some top speakers
make instruments seem slightly more live,
but the FF-3 never made a natural, high-

quality recording of solo instruments or
voice seem unnatural or unreal. As an ex-

ample, play the voice
and musical instru-
ment tracks on Alan
Parsons' and Stephen
Court's Sound Check
album (Mobile Fi-
delity SPCD 015).

The VMPS FF-3
provided very realis-
tic bass. It had most

of the energy and deep bass extension of the
FF-1, and it's one of the few speakers that
can really deliver the bottom of the bottom
octave. The FF-3 favors realism over the
emotional and musical impact of most pre-
vious VMPS speakers I've heard. It did very
well with bass spectaculars, but there was
no overhang to boost the impact of the
bass. Detail was very good, and the transi-
tion from the mid -bass to the midrange was
very realistic. (This may not always please
rock and synthesizer fans, but it helps yield
excellent reproduction of organ music and
drums.) The FF-3 could handle extremely
demanding organ recordings, such as the
Dallas Wind Symphony's Pomp & Pipes
(Reference Recordings RR 58). I suspect
that most audiophiles will find their listen-
ing rooms impose more coloration on the
bass they hear than this speaker does.

The FF-3's midrange was exceptionally
clean and far closer to the neutrality of the
best electrostatics and planars than the
midrange of any previous VMPS speaker.
As I mentioned, the FF-3 did not appear to
have quite the dynamic speed and life of the
Thiel CS7s and the Apogee ribbons, but this
is not a criticism. Anyone who has ever
changed positions during a live perform-
ance has heard similar differences in sound,
and it is very difficult to determine what
sound is "right"-if such a term can be ap-
plied at all.

The balance of recordings, electronics,
interconnects, and speaker wires I used
played a large part in my reactions to this

THE FF-3 WAS CAPABLE

OF PRODUCING

A REMARKABLY NATURAL

CONCERT HALL SOUND.
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AUDIO... THE EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY

SOLD AT THESE SPECIALTY DEALERS

The following are just some of the fine audio/video de

AUDIO Magazine:

Dealers, call:1-800-221-3148 if you are intereste
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lers that sell

in selling

ESOTERIC AUDIO
4120 N. MARSHALL WAY
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251

PACIFIC AUDIO & ALARM
2370 E. ORANGE THORPE AVE.
ANAHEIM, CA 92806

SOUND TECH/LOS GATOS
15330 LOS GATOS BLVD.
LOS GATOS, CA 95032

STEREO PLUS
2201 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114

JACK HANNA AUDIONIDEO
6130 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CA 95207

SOUND EYE
1317 SARTORI AVE.
TORRANCE, CA 90501

WESTSIDE INT'L NEWS INC.
11949 WILSHIRE BLVD.
W. LOS ANGELES. CA 90025

DURANGO MUSIC CO.
902 MAIN AVE.
DURANGO, CO 81301

VIDEO 7 WEST
22 KNEEN STREET
SHELTON, CT 06494

SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE/HANKS
757 N. MONTROSE STREET
CLERMONT, FL 34712

BOB'S NEWS & BOOKS
1515 ANDREWS AVE.
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316

AUDIOMASTERS
102 LAFAYETTE STREET
ANMA, IL 62906

SOUNDS DESIGNS
808 COLDWATER ROAD
MURRAY, KY 42071

GOODWINS AUDIO
870 COMMONWELTH AVE.
BOSTON, MA 02210

NEW HORIZON BOOKS
20757 13 MILE ROAD
ROSEVILLE, MI 48066

AUDIO -VIDEO ALTERNATIVES
4526 N. WOODWARD AVENUE
ROYAL OAK, MI 48073

SOUND ADVICE INC.
3348 NILES ROAD
ST. JOSEPH, MI 49085

MATLACK COMMUNICATIONS
2866 FOXWOOD DRIVE
MARYLANE HTS, MO 63043

HARVEY'S STEREO
2646 SOUTH GLENSTONE AVE.
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804

PRO AUDIO
1630 COUNTRY CLUB PLAZA
ST. CHARLES, MO 63303

AUDIO VISIONS
136 MAIN STREET
KALISPELL, MT 59901

SOUND SYSTEM
3201 STATE ROUTE 27
FRANKLIN PARK, NJ 08823

MARIO'S SOUND ROOM
176 FRANKLIN AVE.
FRANKLIN SQUARE, NY 11010

SOUND CONCEPT INC.
264 EAST ROUTE 59
NANUET, NY 10954

DALBEC AUDIO LAB
51 KING STREET
TROY, NY 12180

AUDIO ENCOUNTERS
4271 W. DUBLIN GRANVILL
DUBLIN, OH 43017

SOUND STATION
601 SE FRANK PHILLIPS BLVD.
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74003

SOUND SERVICE
621 NORTH MAIN STREET
GUYMON, OK 73942

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
9010 BUSTLETON AVE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19152

STEREO SHOPPE
900 WASHINGTON BLVD.
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

SOUND DECISION
3727 FRANKLIN ROAD
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VMPS speaker. I found, for example, that
the FF-3's midrange did a very good job of
matching the sound of Classé Audio elec-
tronics but did less well with Krell electron-
ics. Likewise, the FF-3 did much better with

cables that emphasize flat, fast response
than some of the high -end wires that claim
to smooth the upper octaves or sound more
tube -like.

The FF-3's upper -octave balance was
slightly softer than I remember the FF-1's as
being, but there was a very realistic match
with the sound of the Dynaribbon drivers.
In fact, you should not boost the treble con-
trol of the FF-3 much beyond the manufac-
turer's recommended setting. As with every
other speaker I have auditioned that has
treble and midrange level controls, you
should set the treble energy to provide the
most natural overall musical sound after
you have achieved the
best midrange set-
ting, not vice versa.

The FF-3 provided
an unusually natural
balance of upper -oc-
tave energy at my lis-
tening position. This
balance, by the way,
may not suit audio-
philes who are more into sheer sonic detail
than musicality. But I was struck by the fact
that high -frequency harmonics were natur-
al in terms of their energy and their impact
in defining the soundstage. In particular,
the VMPS loudspeaker did an exceptional-
ly good job of reproducing higher frequen-
cies of the violin on Arturo Delmoni's
Bach, Kreisler, Ysaye (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-WS-07).

The FF-3 not only reproduced the upper
octaves of solo instruments well, it also re-
vealed the kind of detail in orchestral and
complex musical passages that require good
resolution and a musically realistic frequen-
cy balance. The FF-3's treble and upper -
midrange dispersion provided very good
and stable reproduction of the direction
and placement of instruments and voices.
The FF-3 is a speaker that combines excel-
lent focus with a relatively wide sweet area
for listening, and it did an exceptional job
of making small musical groups seem like
they were really in the room. To hear this ef-
fect, listen to Gary Shocker's album Flutist
(Chesky CD 46) and the Newman & Olt -

man Guitar Duo's recording Passions
(Sheffield Lab 10058-2-F).

Like the original FF-1, the FF-3 handled
dynamic changes well, from the softest
shifts to the sharpest peaks. This is a speak-
er that can play cleanly to the limit of what
any sane listener could ever want. Once
again, however, I should stress that the FF-
3's transient reproduction was slightly less
fast or live than that of some other speakers.

This is not to say that it did not have a high
degree of transparency; it did. But the FF-
3's transients and dynamic nuances were
more like those you'd hear sitting in the
middle of a concert hall than the more up-
front sound of some competing speakers.

The FF-3's soundstage was remarkably
coherent and exceptionally wide; it neither
lost depth or natural detail nor created a
hole in the middle. VMPS suggested that

these speakers be
placed very wide
apart and angled to-
ward the listening po-
sition. With this
placement, I could
hear about as much
soundstage detail as
orchestral recordings
can provide without

stretching or distorting the sound of solo
instruments, voices, or small jazz groups.
This integration of soundstage detail, dy-
namic nuances, and accurate timbre with
its middle -of -the -hall sound is one of the
FF-3's many strengths. It is one of the few
speakers that can get the best out of record-
ings of massive works, such as Mahler's
Eighth Symphony.

The FF-3 is a major step forward for
VMPS. It has the most musically realistic
balance of any VMPS speaker that I have
heard, and it is one of the best monitors
available in its price range. It is also a speak-
er that audiophiles can integrate into their
systems and get a consistent level of musical
realism. With the right source material and
electronics, the FF-3 can provide an excep-
tional sense of sitting mid -hall at a live per-
formance-regardless of whether that per-
formance is solo instruments, jazz, a rock
band, a full orchestra, or grand opera. High
fidelity is always a matter of creating illu-
sions, but the FF-3 is further proof that to-
day's best speakers are making the illusion
seem increasingly real.

THE FF-3'S SOUNDSTAGE

WAS DETAILED

WITHOUT BEING

OVERPRECISE

OR UNNATURAL.

A

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

Check out our Web site at http://www.crutchfield.com
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CLASSICAL
RECOR

Photograph: Cheung Ching -Ming

Photograph: David Katzenstein
Mozart: Piano Concertos

Nos. 21, 23, and 27; Symphony
No. 40; Masonic Funeral Music

Keith Jarrett, piano;
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra,

Dennis Russell Davies
ECM NEW SERIES ECM 1565/66

Two CDs; DDD; 2:10:48
Sound: A, Performance: A

DINGS
hen I have heard jazz pianist
Keith Jarrett play classical mu-
sic in the past, his work has
struck me, above all, as careful -

careful, so that no touch of
"jazziness" should intrude. And
doubtless there are listeners out
there ready to pounce should a nu-
ance go the wrong way. These
Mozart performances sound signifi-
cantly more relaxed. Jarrett even feels

enough at home to add his own dec-
orations at times, particularly in the
beloved C -Major Concerto (No. 21,
K. 467). These details are very much
at home in the music, implying that
Jarrett is, too.

It's rather an odd program. I'm
not sure why the orchestral works
were included, though they're well
played and welcome. A fourth con-
certo would have seemed more logi-
cal. But we'll let that pass. The sound
is fine, if not particularly ripe, and
the Stuttgart group is justly famous
for its music -making. Jarrett sounds
downright prim, however, compared
to fellow jazz pianist Chick Corea. If
some are ready to pounce on Jarrett,
they will pounce on Corea. It's not
just that some of his ornaments have
a distinctly jazz ring, he even pro-
vides his own, deeply jazz -flavored
cadenzas in the finale to the A -Major
Concerto (No. 23, K. 488-one of
the concertos in the Jarrett set) and
in the first and last movements of the
D Minor (No. 20, K. 466).

Heresy, you cry? In Mozart's day,
pianists were expected to improvise
their own cadenzas, and to that ex-
tent Corea here is more authentic

The Mozart Sessions
(Mozart: Piano Concertos

Nos. 20 and 23;
"Song for Amadeus")

Chick Corea, piano;
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra,

Bobby McFerrin
SONY SK 62601; DDD; 66:36

Sound: A, Performance: D to A+

than any established Mozart pianist I
can think of. If the improvisation is
anachronistic to the concerto by
some two centuries, well, that's his-
tory. Artur Schnabel, a sometime
composer as well as a renowned pi-
anist, was roundly criticized for the
density and dissonance of his impro-
vised cadenzas. Since his day, few
have ventured away from the caden-
zas as written out by Mozart or
Beethoven and included in the pub-
lished scores. More power to Corea
for going where the majority of pi-
anists fear to tread.

Corea also undertakes an authen-
ticity of a still more controversial
type. He frequently plays improvised

continuo during the tutti (and even
during some more thinly scored or-
chestral passages) where no piano
part appears in the score. His Mozart
style is particularly idiomatic in
these continuo passages-so much
so that I failed to recognize his inter-
polations on first hearing. But it re-
mains a matter of musicological de-
bate whether such piano continuo
was considered normal practice in
the days of Mozart and Haydn.

But it doesn't end there. Both con-
certos begin with a vocal improvisa-
tion by Bobby McFerrin, who hands
off to Corea for further improvisa-
tion and a deft segue to the opening
of the concerto as written. The or-
chestra plays everything straight
throughout. The jazz introductions
are interesting, to be sure, but they
don't have much to do with the con-
certos. Corea manages to incorpo-
rate more of Mozart-and of the
specific concerto under considera-
tion-in his improvisations than
does McFerrin, but they remain un-
necessary and for many, I'm sure, in-
trusive appendages.

Even if you object to these intro-
ductions, they're worth putting up
with for the sake of the perform-
ances overall. Corea may not have
quite the polish or the purely classi-
cal style of Jarrett, but he has more
verve. In performance-though
rarely on records-there are times
when the music seems to take charge
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and carry the musicians along, like so many
expert surfers riding the same wave. It's won-
derful when that happens, and it happens to
Corea and his crew, particularly in the finale
of No. 23.

Sony's pickup is closer and less reverberant
than ECM's, and the Saint Paul orchestra has
an altogether richer sound, with clearer in-
strumental differentiation. The soundstage is
wide and convincing in both cases. The ECM
pickup may be a bit deeper-and perhaps
slightly cleaner, though the greater reverbera-
tion could mask distortion products-but
Sony's sound is more appealing on balance.

I must admit to strenuous reservations
about the jazz interpolations of McFerrin &
Company. Yet I'm also fascinated by them.

of deafness). As a young man in 1792,
Beethoven left his hometown of Bonn and
moved to Vienna, the musical capital of Eu-
rope. Within a short time he was known as a
rising star on the key-
board, and his compo-
sitional talent seemed
only an aid to his per-
formance pursuits.

On March 29, 1795,
Beethoven premiered
his own piano concerto at the Tonkünstler-
Societát in the Burgtheater. Although it was
sandwiched within the performance of an or-
atorio by Antonio Cartellieri, Beethoven's
youthful work was very well received at the
time. Music scholars still argue whether this
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e than any
other violinist I
can think of, Gil
Shaham seems
to have inherit-
ed the mantle of

Fritz Kreisler in terms of
supple, apparently effort-
less, and utterly winsome
fiddling. This collection of
popular pieces-by Elgar,
Beethoven, Dvorák, Tchai-
kovsky, Sven

OM;ANCEd

Gil Shoham, violin;
Orpheus Chamber

Orchestra
DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON
449 923; DDD; 57:32

Sound: see text,
Performance: A+

Kreisler himself-is de-
lectable! The orchestra
sound is immaculate,
when you get to focus on;
it. Trouble is, Deutsche
Grammophon has cap-
tured the soloist so that
the fiddle seems enor-

mous, filling the space be-
tween my speakers, though
it's not particularly loud. Sha -
ham's fans may love this. But
audiophiles...?! Robert Long

The filler, an improvisation by McFerrin and
Corea on a fragment of a Mozart piano
sonata, seems all of a piece-like a brief jazz
session with Mozart "sitting in." The rest,
however, suffers from a sort of schizophrenia.
Both personalities are wonderful, but there are
glaring disparities between them. Jarrett is dis-
turbed by no such dichotomy, but neither is
he as exciting. Robert Long

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 1 in
C Major, Op. 15, and Piano Concerto

No. 2 in B -Flat Major, Op. 19
Jos van Immerseel, piano;
Tafelmusik, Bruno Weil

SONY CLASSICAL SK 68 250
DDD; 61:47

Sound: A, Performance: A+

So many of Beethoven's sublime composi-
tions are revered that it's easy to forget his ear-
ly career as a virtuoso pianist (which would
later be cut tragically short with the onslaught

premiere featured his Concerto in C Major,
Op. 15, or Concerto in B -Flat Major, Op. 19,
but the concert's success encouraged the com-
poser/performer to eventually create five of
the finest examples of this genre.

Since Beethoven played these works him-
self, the piano parts originally looked more
like sketches than finished pieces. At a similar
premiere, Beethoven's page turner was quite
mystified to find a part filled with blank
staffs and only an occasional music notation.
Imagine that man's incredulity when
Beethoven opened this empty score to per-
form and then nodded his head at regular in-
tervals to have those mostly blank pages
turned before him!

In Beethoven's day, it was the custom for
the performer to improvise (then called "ex-
temporization") all cadenzas, an art that has
sadly declined in the 20th century. Neverthe-
less, pianist Jos van Immerseel rises to this
task with extraordinary skill. Using a pi-
anoforte that spans only five octaves, quite

similar to the instrument on which Bee-
thoven performed, he plays both concertos
with sensitivity and elegance.

The members of Tafelmusik have a reputa-
tion for excellence in authenticity. They per-
form on period instruments (whose makers
are listed in the booklet), and their interpreta-
tions are thought through and well executed.
The scholarship that underpins the group's
recordings is also of the highest caliber. Pro-
gram notes for this disc were written by the
eminent H. C. Robbins Landon, one of the
greatest musicologists alive today and an ex-
pert in the time of Beethoven.

The union of Tafelmusik's musicianship,
van Immerseel's pianoforte, and Sony Classi-
cal's recording technology provides an effec-
tive bit of time traveling. This CD is a superb
example of Beethoven as he would have want-
ed to hear it. Patrick Kavanaugh

Corigliano:
Creations and Other Works

I Fiamminghi (The Orchestra of Flanders),
Rudolf Werthen

TELARC CD -80421; DDD; 61:48
Sound: A, Performance: A

John Corigliano says that he wants his mu-
sic to communicate. He should be more than
pleased, in that case, with this collection of six

works, which world
miere recordings. The sounds he evokes from
the orchestra are not only communicative,
they often are also nothing short of gorgeous.
If you're looking for demo material, you just
found it.

"To Music," one of the premiere record-
ings, might be called a rumination on Schu-
bert's "An die Musik"-or perhaps even more
on the meaning of the poem that Schubert set.
"Creations," the other world premiere, is a
two-part piece for orchestra and narrator (Ian
McKellen) on the creation of the world and
then the story of Adam and Eve. The other
pieces are "Voyage for Flute and String Or-
chestra" (with flutist Paul Edmund -Davies),
"Campane di Ravello (A Celebration Piece
for Georg Solti)," "Elegy for Orchestra," and

"Promenade Overture."
The "Elegy" of 1965 is
the earliest work on the
disc and "To Music" the
latest (1995).

The pickup, in a Bel-
gian church, is just

right: lush enough to make the most of
Corigliano's wondrous sonorities without
blurring details. My only complaint with the
sound is that while everything else delivers a
believable perspective, McKellen's narration
has been subjected to some obvious gain rid-
ing. Perhaps I should not hold that against
the recording, however. "Creations" is based
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on music specifically intended for broadcast,
and the artificial means of balancing narra-
tion to orchestra may be inherent in the orig-
inal intent. I do find it a bit off-putting,
though. Robert Long

Bliss: A Colour Symphony
and Adam Zero

English Northern Pitilhurmonia,
David Lloyd -Jones

NAXOS 8.553460; 74:20
Sound: A, Performance: A+

Naxos, the most successful budget classical
label today, has branched out from the stand-
ard repertory and is offering some off -the -

beaten -path material,
long the province of its
full -price sister label,
Marco Polo. With this
Arthur Bliss recording,
Naxos again serves up a
winning combination of

worthwhile music, excellent performances,
and state-of-the-art sound at a bargain price.

The spelling of Colour Symphony spots
Bliss as a British composer even to those unfa-
miliar with his music. He lived in England and
the United States, successfully working in a
witty modern style that was usually tonal and
sometimes influenced by jazz and the music

tlLl\

, .........,

There is levdy music in these pieces, in-
cluding some bmilar Grieg and some less

familiar works by
Larsson, Frumerie,
Wirén, and even Si-
belius. They're caught
in exceptionally clean
sound in the Or-
pheum, a refurbished

theater in Vaicouver that has pleasant
though unspe_taaular acoustics, judging
from this disc TFe orchestral playing is
generally ve -r goad and often quite lus-
cious, and tie coflducting is apt. A per-
suasive case for tyke exploration of Scan-
dinavian bywayl, in music if not in
person. Robert Long

Nc>'ri Landscapes
Pastoril Music of Sweden,

DenmarE, Norway, and Finland
CBC Vancoto'a- Or_'hcstra, Mario Bernardi
CBC RECOLES SMCD 5157; DDD; 66:23

SoutdA, Ferformance: B+

NOtTHttNtM10T1P1Slus.m.4,u Iw.,,.nl.u,

hall. A book on heraldry, which discussed the
symbolic meanings associated with the prima-
ry colors, provided inspiration for Bliss's four -
movement symphony. For example, "Purple,"
the opening movement, suggests a stately roy-
al march with trumpets. John Sunier

Paganini: Music for Strings and Guitar
Julian Gray, guitar; The Diaz Trio

DORIAN RECORDINGS DOR-90237
DDD; 63:02

Sound: A-, Performance: A

When we hear the name Paganini, most of
us think of the notorious violin virtuoso who
was Europe's musical star in the 1820s and
'30s. (He admitted: "I am not handsome, but
when women hear me play, they come crawl-
ing to my feet.") But Niccoló Paganini was
also a noted guitarist who composed more
than a hundred solo guitar works as well
as chamber music for
guitar and strings.

Julian Gray and his
friends in the Diaz Trio
give us a splendid taste
of this genre, from the
melodrama of the "Reci-
tativo" in the Quartetto 15 to the lyric sim-
plicity of his cantabile for violin and guitar.
This is easy music to enjoy, and the players
obviously spent a lot of time together during
its preparation. Neither the compositions
nor the recording itself have pretensions of
genius, but the final result is worth hear-
ing-especially for the growing audience
that appreciates the guitar in a chamber mu-
sic setting. ' Patrick Kavanaugh
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The Healing Game
Van Morrison

EXILE/POLYDOR 537 101, 53:40

Sound: B, Performance: A

ans will surely be delighted, or
even taken aback, by what The

Healing Game offers: a vigorous,

revitalized George Ivan Morrison.
Then again, they should have seen

it coming. After all, he's been busily
pumping out recordings right from
the start of the decade. That's pretty
remarkable for an artist with more
than 30 years in the biz, and it's too
late to stop now. The Healing Game is
his strongest collection of tunes since
1990's Enlightenment. Morrison is

equally at home in a wide range
of genres: R&B, folk, jazz, rock,
ballads, blues, and Irish music,
not to mention his ventures
into the world of trance.

On The Healing Game, Van
summons up deep primordial
stuff, reminding us that he's a
soul singer by way of Belfast.
But his musical roots predate
rock 'n' roll. Morrison is un-
abashedly influenced by Ray
Charles, John Lee Hooker, Son-
ny Boy Williamson, and, of
course, Muddy Waters. And for
Van, the feel is everything.
Throughout the album, he con-
sistently finds just the right

groove. Most of the tracks feature
horns-longtime Morrison cohort
Pee Wee Ellis's mighty baritone sax
along with Leo Green's tenor, Matt
Holland's trumpet, and Haji Akbar
on flugelhorn. Too bad Van didn't
pick up his sax and join the lineup,
but he teases us with some gutsy har-
monica blowing instead. Morrison's
ever -evolving band has solidified to
the point where he always has what
he needs for a song. Perhaps that's
why he sounds extra confident this
time out.

The Healing Game is a distillation
of all that's good about Van Morri-
son in the '90s. He's working on a
larger canvas now-less micro, more
macro. But Morrison's sense of inti-
macy is still there. He's nearly burst-
ing at the seams as he declares, "I've
got fire in my heart and fire in my

noii unJus/a
Dogon

NEW DOG 32057, 71:59
Sound: B, Performance: B

the
Miguel Noya and American Paul God-
win, uses most of the techniques current-
ly popular in ambient and techno music,
including synthesizer grooves, World
Music touches, and vocal snippets. But
Notdunjusta rises up from ambient
anonymity with some creative touches.

On "Chet's Dream," a
female voice intones in-
versions on the word
"fondue" as loops evolve
into an immersing well -

of serene cycles. The
disc's title is taken from =41
"25 Ohm," a piece of exotic babble
that includes the sampled phrase, "Be-
cause it was not done, just ahhh. "

looped into a quirky, arrhythmic synthe-
sizer bloop and squawk.

But amidst the quirk, Dogon has
strong melodic sensibilities that emerge
in the serene "Lieno," as cellos and pi-
anos coalesce out of a mist of electro
sounds. Not everything works, but that's
why Dogon is so refreshing; it doesn't
have a formula, and even its experi-
ments are tempered by seduction and
irony. (Available from New Dog
Records, 52 Colin P. Kelly Jr. St., San
Francisco, Cal. 94107.) John Diliberto

.:
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Receivers
JVC

JVC RX8SD
Digifine Series A/V Receiver

80 watts x 3 + 20 watts x 2 or 80
watts x 2 with low impedance drive
capability Dolby Pro Logic A/V
remote Mfr. Sug. Retail $550.00

$29999 (NC RX8SD)

JVC RX-318
110 watts per chonnel, A/V remote '159"
Technics SA-GX390
Home Theater, 70 watts x 2, Dolby Pro logic ...' 159"

Sherwood RV -5050R
A/V 90 watts x 2, Dolby Pro Logic, remote '249"

Technics SA-EX400
Home Theater, 120 watts x 2, Dolby Pro Logic '249"
Sherwood RV -7050R
AN 110 watts x 7, Dolby Pro logic, 5 -mode OSP'329"

onverter/CD Players
DENON

MIMED
Denon DA -500

D/A Converter
Features ALPHA processing for ultra -
smooth & detailed sound 20 -bit D/A
converter 3 -sampling frequencies for
any type of digital input source

$19999 (DNN DA500)
RCA CD -1051
Midsize CD, 24 -track programming, remote '74"
NC XLV -282
1 -bit, 31 -track programming, remote '149"
Luxman D-357
 Uses select ports 8 heavy -duly chassis, remote .. '299"
Luxman D-375
Uses Sigma Delta D/A converter, remote '699"

Denon DCD-3000
ALPHA processor, 20 -sack programming, remote '699"

Cassette Decks
TEAC

Mal
TEAC V-80305

3 -Head Cassette Deck
3 -motors Dolby S/B/C/HX-Pro
*Quartz lock DD dual capstan drive
 4D direct input Remote 110/220
volts

$69999 (TEA V8030S)

TEAC V-377
 Dolby B, 110/220 volt

Denon DRR-730
Autoreverse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro '199"
Denon DRM-605

Dolby S + Dolby O/C/MX-Pro '229"
'TEAL V-1030

 3+leed Cassette, Dolby S/B/C/HX-Pro, line bias '299"

Luxman K-373
93 -Heed Cassette, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro '549"

569.11

Jtlhc WUSIORtC
M"

DIGITAL COMPACT CASSETTE SUPER SPECIALS
Philips DCC900 PHILIPS
Digital Compact Cassette Recorder
DCC9 recordings are much quieter than standard
audio cassettes; they are comparable to a compact
disc. You can record on blank
DCC tapes & playback
pre-recorded DCC tapes & also
playback your exisiting analog
cassette collection with the
convenience of auto -reverse &
the sonic benefits of Dolby B &
C. Includes headphone jack with
level adjustment & a wireless

75% OFF
Mfr. S. Retail

$ 799.95

remote control. $ 999
iFuj C60 Tapes

;$=99/0«.
(PHI DCC900) Lagir (FUJ DCC60)

CD Changers
JVC

61% Ga
Mfr. Sug.

Retell
$899.95

JVC XLMC3O1
100 + 1 Disc CD Changer

Rack -size controller with Plus One
tray (separate tray For instant playback
of additional disc) & CD playback/
storage unit Remote control

'34999 (NC XLM301)

RCA RP -8055
5 -disc, 32 -track programming, remote '109"
Sherwood CDC -6050R
S -disc, 32 -track programming, delete play, remote .3159"

Technics SL-PD887
5 -disc, 32 -track programming, remote '159"
Technics SL-PD987
5 -disc, 32 -track pr rammi pitch, remote 3189"
Technics SL-MC400
 110-disc plus single CD play, remote '249"

Home Theater
Tlsch3nics

62% OFF
Mfr. S.

Retail
$129.95

JBL 5B -W33
Subwoofer

Designed especially for use with
Technics SA-EX700/900 receivers
 12" driver Passive  100 watts
continuous power rating *Shielded

$4999 I1Bl SBW331

Design Acoustics P5.24
*Center -0 Speaker, shielded '99"
Yamaha NSA -P100
3 -pc. Center Channel/Surround System, shielded '99"
Technics SB-CSS70
*Center Channel/Surround System, shielded 3129"
Sherwood HTS-110
*Home Theater System, receiver + 6 speakers '349"
JBL PSW1200
*Powered Subwoofer, 12" woofer, 120 watts CALL

Double Cassette Decks Turntables/Cartridges

TEAC W -780R
Dual Cassette Deck

Dual auto -reverse with bi-directional
record & play on deck #2 Full -logic
controls Dolby B&C Dolby HX-Pro

$1 2 999 (TEA W780R)

TEAC W-518
Autoreverse play (deck Ill, Dolby B '79"
Technics RS-TR373
 Dual auto -reverse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro '179"
TEAC W -850R
*Dual autoreverse record/ploy, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro .'199"

Technics RS-TR575
who' auto -rev. record/play, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro

JVC TDW-718
*Dual A/R rec./play, pitch, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro CALL

PEEDS
35/78

Thorns TD1 80
3 -Speed Belt -Drive Turntable

33/4 /78-r.p.m. *Auto shut-off &
retract *Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

$29999 (THN TD1801

Gemini XL-BD10
',emiauto turntable, belt -drive, pitch control . '99"
Technics SL-BD22K
Semiauto Turntable, belt -drive, pitch control '149"
Thorens TD280 Mk IV
Beltddve Turntable, auto shut -H, with cartridge '369"
Technics SL -120011

rectdrive Turntable, manual, quartz -lock, pitch . '479"
Audio Technica AT-ML150
-wdrophile standard -mount Cartridge '199"

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

Audiophile Components

dynraco 50% OFF
Mfr. Sug. Retell $1699

Matching
Preamp
Below

Dynaeo Stereo 80
Vacuum Tube Power Amp

Enjoy the warm, pleasing sound of a
vacuum tube amp 40 walls per than
nel Simple controls with indicators
allow you to tweek output tube bias

$8495° (WO STERE0801

Dynaco PASO 50% OFF Olr. lug. Recoil

Preamp, vacuum tube MM phano '49950
Harmon Karcon AVI 200MKII
Integrated Amp, high current, 75 watts/chonnel . '399"

Dynaco PAT -6
Preamp/AM/FM Tuner, solid state, emote '349"
Dynaco CDV-1
*CD Player, vacuum tube design, remote '559"
Sennheiser HD -580
*Headphones, circumaural, utra-wide response '249"

Speakers
JBL

59% OFF
Mfr. Sug.

Retail
$859.90

JBL ARC9O
3 -Way Bookshelf Speakers

 10" cast Frame woofer 5" midrange
1" titanium tweeter 200 watts
power handling 8 ohms Black
woodgrain finish

$34 999/pr (JBL ARC90)

Technics SB-LX10-BK
2 -my, 615- woofer, black pr 359"
Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
Compact, 2woy, deduct port pr '99"

Technics SB-LX90-BK
3 -way, 15" woofer, black pr '199"
Bose' 301' Series IV
Direct/Reflecting', 8" woofer, bookshelf -size .pr '318"
Bose' 501' Series V-BK
Direct/Reflecting`, floorstonding, black pr '518"

Jazz CD

MIL 2501

A specially priced two CD
compilation encompassing 25 years
of Sonny Rollins on Milestone
Records

CALL TO ORDER MUSIC
REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

SE HABLA ESPANOL

SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date and signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept. AU703, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth, Queens,
NY 11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling and Insurance
Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500 to $1000; and
3% for orders over $1000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto
Rico please cal for information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO
VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED
BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be limited. Copyright 1997 J&R Music World.

City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617 e r
Visit , &áwóáó% at 31 Park Row, NY, NY

' Shop By Phone or
Ito order a FREE CATALOGUE
24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
1-800-221-8180
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belly too." "It Once Was My Life" and "Some-
times We Cry" are the album's twin peaks,
with funky horns that mingle with a street -
corner chorus; Van's acoustic guitar on "Piper
at the Gates of Dawn" revisits his seminal As-
tral Weeks sound. He's joined on this haunting
song by his old friend Paddy Maloney, who
plays Uilleann pipes and Irish whistle. It's a
great, great tune, but the Irish/impressionistic
feel doesn't quite mesh with the rest of the go-
ings-on. Morrison gets back to business on
the title cut, channeling through to his "back-
street jellyroll" and getting lost in his reverie.
And wherever that is, it's the right place for
Van Morrison. Steve Guttenberg

Spice
Spice Girls

VIRGIN 7243 8 42174, 40:07
Sound: A, Performance: B

Fads are a curious thing. Sometimes they
balloon so large and ponderous-as in the
case of all -girl, U.K. vocal troupe Spice Girls-
that it becomes difficult to separate kitsch
from composition. Overseas, these lascivious
lasses are all the rage. Following their No. I
European hit "Wannabe," they became hot
tabloid topics. " `Spice Girl Geri Burned Me
Out in Bed,' says Stud" was one recent U.K.
headline, while a British Hard Copy -type pro-
gram swore it would uncover another Spice-

ster's failed modeling
career. What does all this
gossip have to do with
the Girls' debut? A lot,
actually.

Musically, there is

nothing happening here
that anyone even vaguely acquainted with the
disco movement hasn't heard before.
"Wannabe," for example, bounces along on a
buoyant synth rhythm, with the Girls-each of
whom has cultivated a separate "personality"
and style of dress for video purposes-yelping
calls -and -responses before harmonizing on a
chirpy, syrup -thick chorus. As pop songs go,
it's about as intriguing as Elroy Jetson's little
"Eep Opp Ork" ditty penned for his sister
Judy's cartoon idol, Jet Screamer. But that's
Spice Girls' great secret: They behave like car-
toon characters. Happily. Like ABBA on
Prozac. They can be taken seriously, simply be-
cause they hope you won't take them seriously.
Hate them, and they'll only grow stronger.

Can double negatives such as this still make
a positive in the angst -fueled alterna -world?
Certainly not in the States, where Spice Girls'
faux pop/soul shtick will probably be viewed
as one big Limey in-joke. But if you divorce
yourself from the urge to scrutinize it, Spice is
a tasty spoonful of fluff that momentarily
pleases the palate as it slides down your gullet.
Which is the one thing most folks forget about

M
With a warm lilting

voice, a penchant for heartfelt prose,
and the kind of easy -flowing rhythmic
sensibility that makes heartland rock
such an accessible, and successful, phe-
nomenom, Mary Chapin
Carpenter has risen above
the yokels to become
America's Everywoman
singer/songwriter.

Although she's still
marketed through her la-
bel's country division, Carpen-
ter's sixth album has as much
to do with Nashville as Son
Volt or Wilco does. Sure, some
of the bass lines are right out of
the Music City session book,
but Carpenter's heart and soul
lie in pop and folk. And as she's
gressively moved away from her
room, tonkified folk meanderings, she's
matured musically in a way that few
other artists have.

fiapin arp

A Place in the World
COLUMBIA

CK 67501, 45:11
Sound: A, Performance: A-

pro-
bar-

A Place in the World
reveals a well -aware soul, one that can
pinpoint the muse ("Ideas Are Like
Stars") and the tension of as -yet un-
realized dreams ("What If We Went

to Italy") without over-
wrought sentimentality
or cheap insights. Strip-
ping the songs of super-
fluous exteriors, Carpen-
ter's spareness is a barren
cognizance. And when

she inflates her arrangements
with the full force of her band
(whether it's the easy R&B ebb
and flow of "Let Me into Your
Heart" or the rushing giddiness
of "I Want To Be Your Girl-
friend"), she's able to graft her

songs into our hearts and souls. Car-
penter isn't creating cutting -edge
sounds, but there's nothing as cutting
as a bleeding heart or the sound of
someone crying alone. Vickie Gilmer

fads: They usually catch on because they're a
great deal of mind -numbing fun. Nothing
more, nothing less. Tom Lanham

A Normal Family
Baby Fox

ROADRUNNER RR 8856, 41:02
Sound: B, Performance: B

This quirky slab of dub -skewed trip -hop
begins with an unlikely rock 'n' roll reference.
Imagine Johnny B. Goode (here called "Jonny
Lipshake") transplanted to '40s Casablanca in
a smoky bar full of shady characters and over-
flowing hookahs. London trio Baby Fox con-
jures this cinematic play with voluptuous ear
candy. Creating its slo-mo sound from the
distilled essence of Jamaican dub, Baby Fox
adds reverberating percussion, smoldering
strings, and honeyed female vocals warped by
a baritone trickster. Like
Cole Porter hanging out
with the Mad Professor,
A Normal Family is any-
thing but.

After the sparse open-
ing tracks, the scenery
brightens with "Alien Way." This striking,
wistful song could be an outtake from the
Burt Bacharach/Hal David songbook. As
Christine Ann Leach sings of suburban alien-
ation with a lush voice recalling Dusty Spring-
field's, an eerie synth coos over rupturing slide

cet*, FoK

guitars and a fractured, spooky rhythm sec-
tion. The bizarre title track (all of 17 seconds
long) segues to Madonna-esque tones on an
unusual cover of Marc Bolan's "Girl," and
then things go down a bleak tunnel of atmos-
pheric dubspeak with "Black Twister." Baby
Fox can't decide whether to go full -out spliff
crazy or entertain its pop prowess, so the trio
simply does both. "In Your Dreams" is a bass -
booming, Orb -meets -Jimmy Cliff spacescape,
"Gloria Graham" a Morricone-tinged spoken -
word dirge enveloped by swirling strings and
rain falling on a tin roof.

Baby Fox doesn't drench its music in the
bowl -rumbling bass tones of typical dub or
electronics. Instead, the band prefers sparks of
glistening color to enliven its twinkling songs.
Baby Fox has discovered a unique world of
doped satisfaction, dreamy melancholy, and
pop nonchalance. Ken Micallef

Fever In, Fever Out
Luscious Jackson
GRAND ROYAL/

CAPITOL CDP 8 35534, 47:27
Sound: A, Performance: A-

On its last album, 1994's Natural Ingredi-
ents, Luscious Jackson sought to escape bad
relationships and big city hassles by laying
down soulful grooves and "dancing all night
long." Since then, the band has learned that
true freedom comes only from self-content-
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ment, so now it's using music to cope with its
troubles instead of escaping them.

Fever In, Fever Out couples a seductive
blend of rap, funk, pop, and soul with lyrics
about conquering weaknesses, coping with

depression, and avoid-
ing danger. On "Take a
Ride," vocalist Jill Con-
niff warns us to "Live
slow, die old," and on
"Why Do I Lie?" she
strives to break a de-

structive habit: "If you can forgive me for just
being human/Then I will try harder to keep
my words pure."

This self -actualization is complemented by
ethereal moods and textures courtesy of pro-
ducer Daniel Lanois, who has worked with
Bob Dylan and U2, among others. Such a pro-
ducer may seem a strange choice for a group
that once stressed vibe and intent over techni-
cal ability. But Lanois' murky, effects -laden

IF -THE ODDS -11
Nest

ELEKTRA 62006, 41:46
Sound: B+, Performance: A

In a way, some pure popsters are too
good. Such bands as Prefab Sprout, Uncle
Green, The Ocean Blue, and The Beautiful
South lay the hooks on so fat and sweet,
their music is almost too perfect, too com-
plete. There's no room for human error and
all its attendant charms. The Odds don't;,
make that too -perfect mistake.

This Vancouver quartet is a rock 'n' roll
band first, one that happens to excel at lay-
ing down nifty melodies. On Nest, its fourth
album, the band keeps things scruffy. Gui-
tarists Steven Drake and Craig Northey jan-
gle comfortably in the pocket of unpreten-
tiousness; the decibels stay high and the
power chords rare. A fuzzy guitar counter -

lead opens "Say You Mean,
It, Wondergirl," Pat Stew-
ard's hi -hat rides out "Tears
& Laughter," a distant trum-
pet ushers "Hurt Me" into
silence, and "Night's Em-
brace" chugs along potently

in a tight, bristling shuffle. Throughout, gui-
tars resonate in melodic, minor keys, always
keeping the core melody at hand and never
losing itself in purposeless, note -y solos or
riffs. Lyrically, too, The Odds succeed, with
smart songs of love and hate, winners and
losers, and darkness and light. The story-
telling style is reminiscent of The Kinks' Ra
Davies. All the way around, The Odds have
accomplished what few pop bands toda
could even envision doing: making the per-
fect pop album, imperfectly. B

wizardry has inspired Luscious Jackson to
stretch its musical parameters further than
ever before.

This band's slappy beats, tantalizing grooves,
and sultry vocals are still present, but they're
intermingled with spacious rhythms and psy-
chedelic flourishes reminiscent of trip -hop
artists Portishead and Tricky. The first single,
"Naked Eye," embellishes a hook -filled melody
with an undercurrent of echoing vocals, galac-
tic sound effects, and dull, metallic percussion,
while "Faith" contrasts alluring vocal har-
monies with strange keyboard effects that
sound like mosquitos flying into a bug zapper.

Luscious Jackson's albums once resonated
with the sounds and spirit of its native New
York City. With the release of Fever In, Fever
Out, however, the band has forsaken its he-
donistic haven for a healthier, more cosmic
environment. Jon Wiederhorn

Libido Speedway
Orbit

A&M 31454 0652, 55:43
Sound: A-, Performance: B

As their album title suggests, these three
Boston boys equate sex with modes of trans-

portation. They open
with "Bicycle Song,"
which conjures up fond
memories of Melanie
riding her two -wheeler
past my window 25 years
ago. From there the band

pedals into at least one spaceship -sex number
("Rockets") and two car -sex songs ("Noctur-
nal Autodrive" and "Motorama"). Consider-
ably more flesh -conscious than alternative
rock let itself be even a few monkish years ago,
Orbit says it wants to make bodies dirty and
then have them go out and purchase clean,
new bedsheets.

The band has an anxious sound, produced
with an unusually sharp clarity and swung
around man-sized sprung bass lines. It's
speedy, imitation grunge that pushes more
than it plods, not quite as skittery rhythm -
wise as recent Sponge or Stone Temple Pilots
but not wham-bam-thank-you-ma'am clod-
dishness either. Orbit doesn't exactly rewrite
the Kama Sutra, but it does have a few climac-
tic tricks up its sleeve; bassist Wally Gagel, af-
ter all, co -wrote Folk Implosion's low -fi
theme to the movie Kids ("Natural One").

Faster tempos result in staccato, Nirvana -
like beats. The deep vocals try hard to sound
ominous, but Orbit's bounce somehow keeps
its heaviness from dragging. The libidos wane
some three-quarters of the way through, when
the band opts for a bit of detached experimen-
tation. But even then, the souped -up orches-
trations and guitar loop -de -loops might excite
your nerve endings. Chuck Eddy
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1-800-542-7283

Orig
129

Chase Technologies HTS1
Home Theater Decoder
 Upgrade any stereo system
to 5 channel home theater
 Passive design needs no extra amps
 Decodes all matrix encoded
surround sound movies
 Line level outputs for í
rear and center channels

Orig
'149

Chase Technologies RLC-1
Remote Line Controller
 Adds remote control to older.
non -remote equipped stereo systems
 Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz
 Input switching for 4 line
level sources Ps9
Sonance
51000
In -wall
Speakers
 Hi-fi speaker
 Patented FlexBar
bracketing system
 2" Cone, mylar
edged, damped dust cap tweeter
 6-1/2" Polypropylene cone woofer
 FR: 7kH

 Impedance- 812 -0

9m,
Sennheiser HD 580

headphone
The HD 580
offers the fan of
:lassical music
n particular an
inpparalled music

300 Ohm
ion

=R 12Hz-38kHz

Technics SA-TX50
THX® Receiver
 120W/Ch for front UR/C

Soundstream SA244
4/3/2 Ch. Ortg

Car Amp '399
60Wx4
180Wx2
 Bass ED (4511»)
 Selectable 12d8/octave crossover
 Discrete Darlington transistors
 Dual Class A discrete drive stages
 2 Ohm rated and

xed mono capable.'"Drive
delay

9

!Name
Surround Processor
 Dolby Pro Logic decoder
 50W/Ch 8 E1 for center
 20W x 2 811 for rear
 Dolby® 3, Hall 8 Stadium modes
 Programmable
remote control

Stock #3235

MB Quart CTR
Center Channel
 2 -Way design
 51/4" Copolymer woofer
 3/4" Titanium dome rveeter
 100W Power hanü
 FR 70Hz-22kH:

Orig
'900

Altec Lansing AHT2100 THN

Surround Speakers
The AHT-2100 uses a unique cross-
over and configuration of 8 speaker
drivers. Two 4 bass drivers four 3
1/3" midranges and two 3/4 lymide
dome tweeters with lerrofluid cooling.
This achieves
he unique
sound nffort

FREE
CATALOG 60W/Ch surround

 6 Ch. all discrete inputs for AC -3
 5 Video and 3 audio inputs
 10 DSP Modes
 Remote control

CALL 1-800-542-7283
For the finest in Audio.
Video and Car Stereo all
at the LOWEST PRICES!

 FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

ADS  Advent  Audio Control  Aiwa  AKG
Altec Lansing  Audio Quest  Acoustic Research

Audio Alchemy  Audio Source  Atlantic
Technology  B&K  B&O  Bazooka  BBE

Beyerdynamlcs  Bell'oggetti  Brother  Canon
Carver  Cerwin Vega  Celestion  Canton

CodeAlarm  CWD  Denon  Dynamat  Grado
Harman/Kardon  Hitachi  Infinity  Jamo

JBL  JVC  K40  Koss  Lexicon  Monitor Audio
Monster Cable  Niles  Panasonic

Pioneer  Panamax  PP  Proscan  PS Audio
Rane  Rockford Fosgate  Runco

Soundstream  Sennheiser  Sherwood  Sharp
Sony  Sonance  Stewart  Tannoy  Target

Technics  Terk  Thorens & More!
SOME BRANDS NOT AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER

Come See Us on the iMALL at www.Soundcity.com

1.800.542.7283
For Information & Customer Service 201-263-6060

VISA la CALL &
ORDER

TOLL FREE .. .
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JAZZ -BLUES

Quartet
Pat Metletty Group

GEFFEN GEFD-24978, 66:01

Sound: A, Performance: A

Iles away from the luminous tex-
ture -treks that have become The
Pat Metheny Group's trade-
mark-since such high points as

- First Circle and Still Life (Talk-
ing)-Quartet finds the group aban-
doning formula for refreshing, open-
ended experimentation. Eschewing
vocals, percussion, and, for the most
part, synthesizers, the essentially
acoustic quartet (Metheny, pianist
Lyle Mays, bassist Steve Rodby, and
drummer Paul Wertico) works its
magic on 15 tracks that were, accord-
ing to the liner notes, "assembled
with little rehearsal, or improvised
entirely." Gone is the populist jazz-
lite of Letterfrom Home and the hip -
hop excursions of We Live Here. In-
stead, Quartet lets the listener in on
freer, revealing music that is imme-
diate, complex, and captivating.

At 66 minutes, Quartet includes
soaring, straight -ahead, moody
chamber pieces; Zappa-esque im-
provs; luxurious ballads; breezy
think pieces; and one raspy, Morri-
cone-styled vignette. Recorded after

the final leg of a year -long tour, the
music often sounds contemplative
and nomadic, as if months spent in
buses and airliners had left the group

feeling rootless and isolated. Methe-
ny has always made travel music for
the mind; Quartet is largely a
thoughtful journey with brief mo-
ments of scenic interaction.

On the album's first track, "Intro-
duction," Wertico patters the cym-
bals while Metheny and Mays double
a lilting, petal -falling melody. "Mon-

tevideo" takes the first left turn, a
rambunctious improv where Werti-
co's street samba erupts from the
sound of a traffic collision, leading
the group in a funky Brazilian folk
song. "Take Me There" is a prime
PMG uptempo romp, similar to ear-
lier tracks like "Third Wind" but
with a rawer, driving edge from Wer-
tico. "Seven Days" and "Sometimes I
See" are selections from the song-
book of heartbreakingly pretty
Metheny ballads, while "Oceania,"
"Double Blind," and "Second
Thought" are sculptured pieces
based around taut melodies and con-
stricted movements. "Badland"
summons visions of ominous West-
ern expanse with spooky, scraping
string sounds and harried, skitterish
rhythms. "Language of Time" (the
longest track, at 7:32) lets Metheny

Í h

Paco De Lucia Al Di M

John McLaughlin
VERVE 314 533 215, 53:07

Sound: A, Performance: A

d

It's been 15 years since these three
six -string guitar virtuosi got together
for their first tour, hailed as a "victory
for the acoustic guitar." And while they
continue to play with Passion,
Grace & Fire (their 1983 studio

album on Columbia), The Gui-
tar Trio's soulful restraint tem-

pers the sheer bravado that
was so dominant on their earli-
er joint efforts.

The concept here is basically the
same as it was: quicksilver unison lines,

percussive strumming, and lightning
solos by three of the fastest guitar

`clingers in the business. Paco De Lucia

imbues his nylon acoustic lines with fla-
menco soul, Al Di Meola machine-gun

picks with precision and intensity, while

John McLaughlin displays uncanny
flashes of brilliance and daring on his
solos. But aside from all the mind -bog-

gling chops, there is a depth that was
sometimes lacking on 1982's live Friday

Night in San Francisco. Di Meola and
McLaughlin reach profound
levels of tenderness on Luis
Bonfa's samba classic "Manha

de Carnaval" and on Di Meo -
la's darkly hued "Azzura." The

three hit a stirring accord on
De Lucia's "La Estiba," engage

in some heated exchanges on Di Meo -
la's "Beyond the Mirage," and dance
lithely on McLaughlin's "Midsummer
Night." Exhilarating as always, and oc-
casionally sublime. Bill Milkowski
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rev his guitar synth in a blowout, sensurround
jam, and "Dismantling Utopia" sounds like
Monk meets Captain Beefheart-a freaked
be -bop melody skirting a madcap, sleazy Latin
groove.

In its last album for Geffen, The Pat Methe-
ny Group lets its longhairs down, exposing the
jam session at the core of every great jazz out-
fit. Metheny's new label, Warner Bros., may
expect him to be polished and popular, but
Quartet is strictly for the music. Ken Micallef

The Dark Keys
Branford Marsalis Trio

COLUMBIA CK 67876, 62:05
Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Branford Marsalis, the eldest of the
Marsalis sibs, could have taken the low road.
He could have channeled the momentum
from his crowd -pleasing stint as bandleader

on "The Tonight Show"
to produce mildly en-
gaging, melodic, and
easy -to -grasp "smooth
jazz." But he didn't. In-
stead, he recorded The
Dark Keys, his first al-

bum in three years and a challenging, free-
form rebuttal to the glut of overly melodicized
product issued by major labels.

Joined by Reginald Veal on bass and Jeff
"Tain" Watts on drums, Marsalis lays his tenor
and soprano saxes over propulsive rhythms.
Melody enters the fray modestly, with Marsalis
choosing to blow in a loosely structured, intu-
itive fashion. On "Lykeif" he does so tenderly,
while on "Hesitation" his playing contains
more visceral fury. Only "Blutain," written by
Watts, finds Marsalis settling into a relaxed,
harmonic vibe. Also of note, Joe Lovano
checks in with his tenor on the scrappy "Sen-
tinel," and Kenny Garrett brings his alto into
the groove -dominated "Judas Iscariot." Both
guest slots are a welcome respite from Mar-
salis's rhythmic relentlessness.

This is not to say that The Dark Keys is a
dissonant gamble. Admirers of free improvisa-
tion will enjoy Marsalis's nonlinear soloing,
but the album isn't all squawk. Watts and Veal,
by providing a satisfyingly tight bottom, keep
the high end from spiraling off its axis. In the
end, though, this is thorny, stimulating stuff
and a brawny move for Marsalis. Bob Gulla
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THE DAZE LEI'S

Tales from Viet -Nam
Nguyen Le

ACT WORLD JAZZ/
BLUE JACKEL 9225, 54:45
Sound: A, Performance: A

In the tradition of Sketches of Spain and
Dave Brubeck's Japanese sojourns comes this
latest from Parisian guitarist Nguyen Lé.

Drawing from folk melodies and indigenous
instruments of Southeast Asia, Le, born in
Paris to Vietnamese parents, uses the jazz
imagination to capture what is more than a
hip travelog. From the vantage point of a na-
tive son (not to mention a first -generation
post -colonial) searching for his roots, Le's

engage sundry percussion instruments and
the spectral Southeast Asian slide zither
(called a dan tranh), which Le augments with
his own fretless guitarwork.

Le's ensemble at times produces a bland ur-
banity of occasional keyboard washes. But
more often, the tension between hot jazz and

INRJEI-Z A

Falling Off the Roof
ATLANTIC 82900, 57:57
Sound: A, Performance: A

A lanky fellow with bug eyes and
Claming red hair, Ginger Baker has al-
ways been the most eccentric of rock
drummers. With Cream, his bombastic
solos sounded like a hurricane collaps-
ing inward; in Blind Faith, his quirky
touch primed the band's
melodic explorations. Never a
swinging drummer in the jazz
sense, his playing always
seemed a fortuitous accident of
rhythmic calamity and bright
creativity. In the late '70s, Baker
pursued an African direction that com-
plemented his explosion -in -process
drumming style.

On Baker's second outing with gui-
tarist Bill Frisell and bassist Charlie
Haden, everything falls into place.
Whereas their 1994 debut, Going Back
Home, suffered from a lack of cohesion,
Falling Off the Roof shows three gifted
musicians relating in that telepathic
realm of all great jazz trios, that sublime
head -space where o , ' osin : forces work

to the benefit of the whole. Baker has in-
tegrated his African tom fills and dry
swing feel with the rapturous musician-
ship of Frisell and Haden, delivering a
fresh and floating sound. When his
childlike fours -trading erupts in "C.B.C.
Mimps," it's perfectly aligned with
Frisell's whirling, sonic curlicues. Bak-
er's equally clackety-clunk percussion
comments bounce happily alongside

Haden's fatherly bass solo.
"Bemsha Swing" adapts Monk's
cubist logic with Baker's ram-
bunctious style. Charlie Parker's
"Au Privave" stumbles and
shimmies, Frisell reacting to
Baker's assorted bombs with a

beautiful solo that paves the way for
perky strutting by guest banjoist Bela
Fleck. The title track hovers oddly, with
Frisell's gorgeous lucidity and Baker's
spastic motions wrestling playfully.

In a wonderful collision of jazz ma-
turity and rock 'n' roll adventure (with
a little bit of bluegrass flair courtesy of
the humorous Fleck), Falling Off the
Roof is a tumbling freefall into fun. And
that's something j..,._ definitely use
more of. , Ken Micallef

Tales from Viet -Nam is, in his words, the "cre-
ation of an imaginary folklore," uniting not
only Eastern and Western musical notions but

also the varied regions
and peoples of Vietnam
and their diaspora.

Incorporating ele-
ments from the north
and south of the coun-
try, Le touches on flour-

shes of theatrical folk opera (adding his own
majestic guitar lead to "Tróng Coin") and ac-
knowledges India's influence with Trilok Gur-
tu's able tabla. Occasional spoken and sung
passages, often mirrored by guitar or muted
trumpet, add a rich tonality to the folk
melodies. When East meets West, a trumpet
and saxophone horn section often presents
Asian -sounding riffs; these linear melodies are
deftly set swinging by a freewheeling rhythm
section. The densely arranged compositions
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Vietnamese folk idioms makes for an exciting
aural landscape. (Available from Blue Jackel
Entertainment, 322 Hicksville Rd., Bethpage,

Mark SchwartzN.Y. 11714.)

Art Forum
Greg Osby

BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 8 37319, 57:31
Sound: A, Performance: A

For saxophonist Greg Osby, the '90s have
been about creating a new fusion: a merging
of what is musically popular in African -Amer-
ican culture (not entirely hip -hop but never
really far from it) with jazz. Art Forum, howev-
er, is a straight -ahead acoustic jazz album, one
that emphasizes ballads and slow tempos. For
an anti -traditionalist like Osby, it took balls to
make it.

Art Forum is also the best album Osby has
made in years. Although his playing is, unfor-
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tunately, so soft and subtle that it's easy to ig-
nore, group cohesiveness and composition are
the focus here. This is pleasant -sounding mu-
sic, and its lasting impression arises from its
entirety-the seamless flow of the composi-
tions-rather than from
an individual perform-
ance. Which is not to say
that Osby is playing
with a pretty banality.
It's just that, for exam-
ple, the brilliance of his
breathy interpretation of Billie Holiday's
"Don't Explain" is easy to overlook.

The duties of chordal accompaniment are
divided among pianists James Williams and
Darrell Grant, vibraphonist Byran Carrott,
and guitarist Marvin Sewell. Coming mid -
program in duet with Osby's alto, Sewell's
raspy acoustic blues -slide work and over-
dubbed arpeggios are refreshing and well
timed. The guitar's timbre stands out in con-
trast to the otherwise soft -edged tone taken on
by Osby and the other players. Sewell shows
up again on "Perpetuity," the album's closer,
where he plays variations on an eerie 6/8
vamp in the left channel and solos in the right.

It will be interesting to see if Osby returns
to the "new fusion" next time out-and, if he
does, which of the compositional advances on
Art Forum remain. R. Dante Sawyer

ART FORS"

GREG OSBY

'0 m

FAST TRACKS                  
Avalon Blues: The Complete 1928 OKeh
Recordings: Mississippi John Hurt (Colum-
bia/Legacy CK 64986, 38:19). The reis-
sue of historic recordings from the kindliest
and gentlest of bluesmen is cause for re-
joicing. After these recordings were made,
Mississippi John Hurt was a lost artist for
more than 35 years until his rediscovery in
the '60s. An indispensable collection that
sounds better than ever. M.T.

DGQ-20: The David Grisman Quintet (Acoustic
Disc ACD-20, three CDs; 3:35:28). David
Grisman is the mandolin virtuoso behind
"dawg" music: a mix of bluegrass exuber-
ance, Hot Club-esque swing, and musi-
cianship and technique heard in classical
players. Not surprisingly, the Grisman
Quintet has featured a mix of classical,
jazz, and bluegrass players (including
Mark O'Connor, Rob Wasserman, guest
appearances from Stéphane Grappelli,
members of the Kronos Quartet, and Vas-
sar Clements). And it's also served up
"dawg" renditions of the Chick Corea sta-
ple "Spain" and Beatles tunes like "Be-
cause." This three -disc set commemorating
the Quintet's 20th anniversary is highly
recommended. M.B.
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and video purchases.
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ing in AUDIO.
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HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd. Little Neck. NY 11363.

$ CASH $
Looking to Buy

Used Audio & AV Eqpt.
Nationwide

Buyers & Sellers
Since 1984

(we pay shipping cost)*

THE STEREO TRADING

OUTLET

320 Old York Road

Jenkintown. PA 19046

Cash Now!
215-886-1650

Fax 24 Hrs.
215-886-2171

WEB SITE Catalog: www.tsto.com
*Ask for details

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

FOR SALE
ONKYO, PIONEER ELITE, many more! Call for our list of
Demo's and Trade-ins. CHAMPAGNE AUDIO: (217)
355-8828.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE OMEGA III active feedback ampli-
fiers, full function buffered preamplifiers, basic line -
headphone preamplifiers, phase inverters, and parallel pro-
cessing DACs provide stunning clarity and musicality with
economical prices, rugged engineering, and long-term dura-
bility! New ultratransparent BIRO LOUDSPEAKERS give
$6000 performance for under $1600. FET-VALVE hybrid
tube DACs, amplifiers, and preamplifiers achieve ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. Active feedback circuits
for DYNACO and HAFLER amplifiers set new standards for
transparency, dynamic range, and liquidity. Recycle your
PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 with AVA circuits (kit of wired)
from $199 including new cards and precision controls. Free
illustrated catalog with reviews. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Bumsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517. Fax:
(612) 894-3675. E-mail: avahifi@aol.com

MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures have arrived! New mods with HyperFast
diodes, BlackGate caps and more. Signature updates
for all previous mods-now! Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, Dyna(tubes, too!) and Hafler mods! PA -2 front-
end board for Hafleramps! Signature CD is ready! Enig-
ma, Epoch CD players and CDT -4 Transport $795-
Highly-rated by The Audio Adventure. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304. (314) 447-0040.

AUDIO CONNECTION
NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION

BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN $50,000!
 Vandersteen  Rotel  Wadi
 B and W  Sonic Frontiers  Cary
 Proac  Audible Illusions  Arcam
 Epos  Naim  Audio Alchemy
 Metaphor  Quicksilver  Ayre

 No m.torder
615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, New Jersey 07044

Phone: (201) 239-1799  Fax: (201) 239-1725

AFFORDABLE JITTER -FREE SOUND! Our Basic Player
($549) and the Reference One transport ($649) have made
BOUND FOR SOUND'S Components of Merit List. Jitter
reducing updates and kits also available. Dealer inquiries
welcome. G&D TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155. E-mail
transforms@ aol.com

High -end audio components. All brands
available. The lowest prices. Friendly
service and advice. Call today. AUDIO
AMERICA (Virginia). 1-540-745-2223.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA
SRMT1 $2,900; PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $399; IONOVA
CRYSTALL $200; NOVA/T1S $1,395; ALL UNUSED (212)
966-1355.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, KEF, PARA -
SOUND, KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOOUEST, CARV-
ER, KIMBER, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE! READ
BROTHERS, 593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403.
(803) 723-7276.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG
FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand

professional gear for DJ's,

Clubs 8 Musicians all at

discount prices!

Call Today
800-672-4268

Mail Order feeler: 1171I Monarch St.,

Gorden Grove, CA 92841 Retail Super

Store: Music To The Max

14200 Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA 92683

1714) 3791994

pPRO SOUND OUR 20th
& STAGE LIGHTING'"' YEAR!

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and
whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you pur-
chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manu-
facturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-
tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufac-
turer's warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product

serviced, do you
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of
the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
TO ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http://www.wholesaleconnection.com

JVC
RX518 . . . Call I RX718 . . .CaII
RX618 .. ..Call I RX818 _ Call

TECyNK:S
SAEX500 . Call SAEX900 . Call
SAEX700 ..Call SATHX50..CaII

KENWOOD
KRV6080 . Call KRV9080 . Call
KRV7080 ..Call KRV990D ..Call
KRV8080 . .Call KRX1000 . Call

PIOI}EER
VSX455 .. Call VSXD704S Call.
VSX505S . Call VSXD903S Call.
VSX604S . Call VSXD3S . . Call

HARMOI¿KARDON
AVR20 .. . Call AVR80 . . . Call
AVR25 ....Call FL8300 ... Call
AVR70 ... Call FL8450....Call

ONKYO
TXSV525 . .Call I DXC220 .. Call
TSXV727..Call DXC320..Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

JVC
XLF152 Call XLM218 ...Call
XLF252 Call I XLM418

TECHNICS
SLPD887 Call SLMC400..Call
SLPD1010 Call. I SLMC50

KENWOOD
DPR4080 ..Call DPJ1070 ..Call
DPR5080 Call DPJ2070 ..Call
DPR6080 Call

PIONEER
PDF605 ...Call I PDF905
PDF805 Call I PDF1005 ..Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

JVC
TDW218 ...Call TDW718 ...Call
TDW318 ..Call I TDV662 ...Call

TECHNICS
RSTR252 ..Call I RSTR575 Call
RSTR373 ..Call

KENWOOD
KXW4080 ..Call I KXW6080 Call

PIONEER
CTW505 Call I CTW704RS Call

ONKYO
TARW411 Call I TARW505 ..Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
DAT RECORDER

Portable & Home Cali

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable & Home Call

DVD - Now Avalable

DES  All Brands Available

JVC
GRAX810 ..Call I GRAX1010 .Call
GRAX910..Call GRVD1 ... Call

PANASONIC
PV0406 ...Call I PVD506 ...Call

SHARP
VLE39 ....Call I VLE49

CANON SONY
ES5000 ...Call

I
CCDTRV30 .Can

Portable CD Players
SONY

D247 Call D844 .....Call
D242CK Cali 0848 Call

KENWOOD
DPC662 ...Call I DPC861

PANASONIC
SLS241C ..Call I SLSW202 Call
SLS341C ..Call SLSW404 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

BOSE
AM5II Call 901 Cal
AM7II Call 701 Cal
LS12 Call 501 Cal
LS20 ... .Call 301 Cal
100BK ....Call 151BK Cal

INFINITY
RS2000.2 ..Cal SM65 Cal
RS2000.3 ..Cal SM85 Cal
RS2000.4 ..Cal SM105 Cal
RS2000.5 ..Cal SM125 Cal
RS2000.6 ..Cal SM155 Cal
RSVIDEO Cal VIDE01 Cal

B.I.C.
ADATTO Call V802 Cal
V52si Call V504 Cal
V52clr Call V604 Cal

INFINITY BU1 Cal
INFINITY BU2 Cal
MTX PSW101 ....Cal
KENWOOD . SW200 Cal
KENWOOD ..SW300 Cal
B.I.C. V1000 Cal
B C V1200 Cal
AIWA TSW5 Cal
AIWA TSW9 Cal

AIWA
NSXV8000 Call I NSXAV800 Call
NSXV9000 Call I NSXAV900 Call

PIONEER PANASONIC
CCS205 ...Call SCCH64 Call
CCS305..Call SCCH94 Call

JVC
UXC30 Call I MXD7T Call
MX047 ....Call MXD8T Call

JVC
KSRT404 .. Call KDGS711 . Call

KSRT414 .. Call KDGS911 . Call
KDMK78RF Call KOMK79RF Call

PIONEER
KEHP404 ..Cal DEH53 ...Cal
KEHP505 ..Cal DEHP625 ..Cal

KEHP606 ..Cal DEHP725 ..Cal

KEHP808 . .Cal DEHP825 .Cal
DEH49 ....Cal DEXP88 ...Cal
DEH59 . . . .Cal CDXFM67 . .Cal

DEH43 ... Cal CDXFM128 Cal
KENWOOD

KRC302 . . Cal
KRC502 ...Cal
KRC702 ...Cal

KRC802 .. Cal
KRC902 ...Cal
KDCCfiM ..Cal

KDC5005...Cal
KDC6005...Cal
KDC7005...Cal
KDC800S...Cal
KDCPS905 Cal
KDCC803 ..Cal

Radar Detectors
BEL

8401 Ca Call
850sh .. CI 615sí1 Call
85551 Ca

WHISTLER
1430SWH Call 11490SWH ..Call
1465SWH Call

UNIDEN
LRD6199 Call LRD6499 Call
LRD6399 Call

SONY
SPP0120 Call I SPPD900 Call

SPP02S Call SPPID910 Call

PANASONIC
KXT9500 Cell I KXT9550 Call
KXT9520 Call KXTC930 ..Call

PIONEER
CLDO505 ..Call I CLDD704 ..Call

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718) 997-6652 P.O.'s Welcome
We accept M/C, Visa. Amex, 8 C.O.D. We ship UPS & FEDEX

WHOLESALE CONNECTION 63 -48108th St., Forest Hills, NY 11375

Buy -Sell -Trade
Clean, Tested, Guaranteed
High End & Vintage Audio

Since 1979
Featuring products from: Accuphase, Accurus,
AR, Adcom, Air Tight, Altec, Apogee, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Audio Control, AudioQuest,
Audio Research, B&K, B&W, CAL, Cardas,
Carver, Cary, Classe, conrad-johnson,
Counterpoint, Crown, dbx, Dahlquist, Denon,
Dunlavy, Duntech, Dynaco, Farichild, Fisher,
Golden Tube, HK, Hafler, Heath, Infinity, JBL,
Jensen, Joseph Audio, KEF, Klipsch, Krell,
Levinson, Lexicon, Magnepan, Magnum-Dynalab,
Marantz, Martin -Logan, McIntosh, Mesa,
Perreaux, Phase Linear, PS Audio, Proac,
Proceed, Quad, Rotel, Rowland, Sequerra,
Spectral, SOTA, Soundcraftsman, Sound -Lab,
Stax; Sunfire, Tandberg, Tannoy, Theta, Thiel,
VAC, VTL, VPI, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Wadia,
Western -Electric, Wilson & many more.

AUDIO CLASSICS
Limited

FREE condensed catalog!
8AM-5PM ET M -F

607-865-7200
Fax: 607-865-7222

www.audioclassics.com
34 Gardiner Place, Post Office Box 176AAA,

Walton, NY 13856

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL
TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATA-
LOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -
TAPE (8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI FI FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

GREAT PRODUCTS - GREAT PRICES!!!! HI -END HOME
THEATER THE WAY IT SHOULD BE!!! Honest Advice.
TECH ELECTRONICS (352) 376-8080.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demysti-
fy wire technology. Ask for literature.
AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker' Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

SINGERS: D(5'125
Unlimited Low Cost, Instant) Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordinggs! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Saltier and gives you the

mThopson Vocal Eliminator
Free Brochure & Demo Tape.
LT Sound Dept AU -1 /
7980 LTParkwayLithonia,GA 3004 tt 
Internet-http:/)Itsound.comJr1
24 How Demo/Into Request fine (770)482.2485-Ext 51
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES! ADCOM, B&K, B&O,
BRYSTON, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION, CITATION,
CLASSE, DEFINITIVE, DENON, DYNAUDIO, H/K, KEF,
LEXICON, LUXMAN, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, NHT, ONKYO,
PIONEER ELITE, POLK, ROTEL, SUNFIRE, TANDBERG,
THIEL, VELODYNE, WADIA, WILSON, MANY MORE.
INCORPORATED 1964.

NORCROSS, INC.
(770) 772-7700

MONEY
SPENT SOUNDLY

RODIO
THE BERT AUDIO & VIDEO

DENON 
SONY ES  YAMAHA

B+W 
SPECIALISTS IN HOME

EXCELLENCE,
EQUIPMENT FROM ALL MAJM MANIFACTIREU

NAKAMICHI  ONKYO
BOSE KLIPSCH

VELODYNE  AND MORE!

THEATRE SYSTEMS & HIGH -END

INC.

AUDIO

CALL Now (212) 229-1622
145 West 24th Street, New York, NY 10011
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts,
Dynaudio, Eclipse, Eton, LPG, Vita, more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. "MENISCUS", 2575 28th St., S.W.,
Dept. A., Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121. men-
iscus ®iserv.net

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

nCP-wir"Nie",..

ROTTEN FOAM?
Simply Speakers - Factory
Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent, EPI, CV, AR,
Infinity & More I

 Worldwide Service - Reconing &
Refoaming.

 Huge selection of D.I.V. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily !

 Foam Rot Preventative Kits.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800-767-4041= SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/NOVUS/
AMEX. 11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL
34622. E-MAIL: Simplyspkr@AOL.COM. D.I.Y. KITS IN-
CLUDE: ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE &
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES I SERVICE /
WARRANTY-GUARANTEED!!

 Save SSS with orlglnal kit!
 Kits to fit any speaker-Advent, AR, JBL,

Bose, Infinity, EV, etc.
 Surrounds. adhesive 8 instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
 Call with make 8 model for best price
 Phone 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692
P.O. Box 1088  Flal Rock, NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

JBL

$499.95 FOR PR. OF JBL
4312CBK STUDIO MONITOR SPKRS! BRAND NEW!
USED BY 70% OF ALL RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIX-
ING & EVALUATION. 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5" MID-
RANGE & DOME TWEETER. 100 WATT CAPACITY. MFC.
LIST $950/$1380 WALNUT. JBL PARAGONS $19,995.
HARTSFIELD 085s $6,999(REPRO)-$20,000(ORIG)/PR.
OLYMPUS S8 -R $4,999/PR-L200 $1,999/P R. 300B AMPLI-
FIER KITS $999! SHIPPED WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. HAL
COX, SINCE 1947. (415) 388-5711, FAX: (415) 388-3359.
164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA 94941.
SAN FRANCISCO AREA.
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OUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS Large selection of excellent
quality loudspeaker cabinets for custom builders and deal-
ers. Grenier Cabinets, 189 Jennings Road, Horseheads, N.Y.
14845 (607)594-3838.

L

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

N EW-FOAM Ge^ m SeU,'Fasm,111\e

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Speaker Repair & Replacement Parts

Worldwide Service Since 1979

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-639-3626
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS,
AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your
speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
EMAIL NEWFOAM@msn.com

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The HRSW12V
will extend the
bass of your
stereo or video
system for that
"air shaking all
around you"
effect. HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
'..the Hsu has to he considered an outstanding bargain.'

Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol, I No. 2, 1995

-Prodigious bass that shakes the walls'...'one heck of a
thunder buster.'

John E. Johnson, Jr., Secrets of Home Theatre and
High Fidelity May 1995

- .this woofer achieves a combination of extremely quids
speed and gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom
experienced from any subwoofer.'

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol 18 No. t, January 1995

'has developed an enviable reputation in its few short years
of existence'

Tones J. Nolan, ~aphis Guido to Horne Meaux Vol 1 No. I. 1985

'Hsu's HRSW12V is a wonderful subwoofer. Ifs good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its pnoe-

Tom Nousaine. Sound 6 Image, February/March 1995

"The HRSW12V is one of the most potent subwoofers we have
used. Sonically, it is all one could wish for, and the price is right.'

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, December 1994

'...all of the ran-boomy, stomach -massaging bass energy was
coming front a angle 12 -inch powered subwooler '

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

'._delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf '
Brent Bunerworth. Video Magazine, April 1994

Send for full details on the 12V and the new 10V.
Write or call

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty

HSU

,corn

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory
direct from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn
NY 11205 (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOL.com

ARIES
Dynaudio and Madisound are proud to
present the Aries speaker system.
The Aries showcases the newest Dynaudio
loudspeakers, the Esotec D260 tweeter and
Esotec 20W75 woofer, in a compact tower
design.

The woofer is a cast frame 8" unit built around
a 3" voice coil. The large voice coil design is
a Dynaudio specialty and provides many
advantages. The surface area of a large coil
dissipates heat very well, reducing distortion.
The large motor is very responsive, changing
directions without lag time, even during the
most demanding transients.
The tweeter is the famous Esotec D260 dome
unit, which is well on its way to becoming the
standard of comparison for high frequency
drivers. The unique transmission line back
chamber gives the D260 a totally clear and
unrestrained sound, and even at high output
levels, it maintains the same tonal signature.

The Aries crossover is a 6dB network, created
and perfected by Dynaudio factory engineers.
The tweeter has an all pass filter integrated for
a flat phase response. The impedance is
constant at 412 , through the use of RC and RCL
filters. The construction makes use of
premium parts: metalized polypropylene
capacitors, Lynk non -inductive resistors, and
premium coils as specified by Dynaudio for
quality and wire gauge.

The Aries system comes with prefinished oak
veneered cabinets, in either a clear or black
stained finish. The cabinets come with quarter
round solid oak corners. Grills are included
and attached with fastex fasteners; the black
grill covers the drivers, leaving the wood
visible on the lower third of the cabinet face.
The dimensions of the cabinets we provide are:
9" wide x 37.75" tall x 11.25" deep.
If you choose to build your own cabinets, we
can provide detailed drawings for guidance.

Aries kit with prefinished oak cabinets:
$980 / pair

Aries kit with all parts, except cabinets:
$580 / pair

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

TEL. 608-831-3433 FAX. 508.831-3771
e-mail. madisound@itis.com

Web Page http /www.ills com/madisound

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel
boxes, jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX 8212,
COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.
JProto1@aol.com

HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts-Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country in-
cluding Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620.

PRESERVE + ENHANCE + RESTORE`"
We Sell Audio Dynamite!

From Spinning 78's To The Outer Limits of Hi -Fidelity! Sound
Enhancers by Philips NuReality Aphex  Free Catalog
KAB Electro -Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ
07062-0922 (908)754-1479 VISA/MC.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

The #1 source for audio I hile LP's & CD's
Analogue Productions, Mobile Fidelity, Reference, Chesky.
Sheffield, Classic, Audioquest, DCC, Golden Strings
HDCD's, [RCA LSC, Mercury, leol "il('l'(jI hfiEMI & Decca originals &
re issues] & much more!

CATALOG
$5 USA, $10 elsewhere,

refunded with order. 1-800-716-3553

P.O. BOX 1905

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Al-
tec, Jensen, Marantz, Leak, Quad, McIntosh, Western Elec-
tric, EV, JBL, Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

DAVID YO, always paying top for: Tube Marantz, McIn-
tosh, Leak, Quad, Western Electric. Vintage speakers by
Western Electric, Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Tho-
rensTD-124, Garrand 301. PO Box 80371, San Marino, CA
91118-8371. Telephone: (818) 441-3942.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End Audio Components. CALL fora quote. See our ad at
the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

SERVICES
Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio
Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIn-
tosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY
13856 Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES CABLE TV SATELLITE TV

Premium Grade Parts
Best Prices, Fast Delivery!

Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts
at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog'
MIT MI ILncAY, INFlNICAP, Hovl.&D, SolFN, SCR, RaL-CAE,
NICHICUN MUSE, BLACK GATE, CAiDUCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
H0ux), RFSIsrA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, Deritx PANEIs,
CARDAS, 11.1MBER, Acxomni, & pure silver chassis wires,
HEXHIED diodes, Sow foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
((xiLs, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
Intemationat/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

WELBORNE LABS
200 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL OF

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO KITS and SUPPLIES!!!
We've got Vacuum Tube and mosfet Amplifiers, Linestages
Phonostages, Active Crossovers, Power Supplies, AC Line
Conditioners and many other Audio Kits and Schematics.

Parts and Supplies
Hovland MusiCaps, Kimber Kaps, MIT MultiCaps, Soles
WIMA and Wonder InfiniCaps; Caddock, Ho!co, Mills and
Resista resistors; Golden Dragon, NOS RAM Labs, Sovtek
and Svetlana tubes; Cardas, DH Labs, Kimber Kable
Neutrik, Vampire and WBT connectors and wire; Alps
Noble and stepped volume controls; Enclosures, Books and
other Supplies for DIY'ers. International Orders Welcome.
For our Catalog and Manual, send $12 (US/Canada) $18
(International) or call (303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783 or
e-mail to: wlabseix.netcom,com with your Visa/Mastercard.

WELBORNE LABS
P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198

Visit our Website for more info: http://www.welbomelabs.corn

CABLE TV

C.D. ELECTRONICS IS NOW SELLING
CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS DIRECT
TO THE PUBLIC AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
30 -DAY TRIAL. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS!
1-800-842-9670.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-FM VIDEO COM-
MUNICATIONS: 30 -DAY TRIAL, 1 -YEAR
WARRANTY. LOWEST PRICES! C.O.D.,
VISA, MC, DISCOVER. 1-800-805-8464.
FREE CATALOG - NEW TECHNOLOGY BREAK-
THROUGH - T.V. CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS
SAVE 51000's. CALL NOW - MEGA 1-800-676-6342.

Wh Rat?
CABLE TV

CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS

ABSOLUTELY LOWEST

WHOLESALE/RETAIL PRICES!
MASTERCARD  VISA  DISCOVER  AMEX  COD

TOLL FREE

RV1 PEARIrr!

1-888-430-4301
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-We beat all
prices...get cable direct! Boxes Guaranteed
2 years!! Professional, Friendly & Quick
Service. Order Toll Free: 1-888-595-5456:
Ext. 61.

NI(
Visa
('OI)

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS

1 INTELESTAR

ME
Best Buys
Best Service
Full Warranty

800-835-2330

Why Rent?

Own Your Own Equipment

CABLE TV Cowmen &
DESCRAMBLERS

3o
Vis on, Inc. Free Oá'

1 Year Warranty

MastelCardVisaAmExC.O.D.

1-800-720-87ó0. ext.501

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great P i-
ce and Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE
ELECTRONICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/
Disc accepted.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/
DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

,NU-TEK
( -('ELECTRONICSice'

Leading the way to excellence

Cable TV
Converters & DESCRAMBLERS

111111
11(111,,, SIONf;V BACK ["O\1 1 I \ Ii

GUARANTEE NA It It \\ I 1

FREE CATALOG

1-800-956-8835 ER
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACE-
MENTS FOR ALL MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES!
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! FREE CATALOG.
A L LSTA R : 1-800-782-7214.

CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS
FOX ELECTRONICS

Lowest Prices! Dealers Welcome!
(800) 888- s585

998B88B88888

HOME THEATER
LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS- GIANT 5' - 25' PICTURES!!(
ULTRA BRIGHT SCREENS!!! UNBEATABLE PRICES!!!
FREE CATALOG!!! POLI -VISION, 187-A CYPRESS.
THROOP, PA 18512-1429 (PH: 717-489-3292).

SMALL DISH
1;lcs SAVINGS!

COMPARE TO CABLE

SAVE 30'°f0%
www.skyvision.com

CALL NOW! 800-500-9264
®Skyvision, Inc:
1540 Frontier Dr. r w n x K
FerpuFnly`11:3)Ms Nothing Else Compares- `L

SL557 0«.....-...., r..m.

Sfi-

18" DSS DISH
Now

All

Descrambled
hannels, Movie, Local Blackout

Sports, Special Events, All Sports
Buy New Access Card Today

Where To Gel One & How Much

Send II o: DBSDESCRAMBLERS

3993 Tyrone Blvd X606. 170 St. Petersburg, FL 33709

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

SPEAKER CABLES
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT

WITH GOLD LINE CABLE AND INTERCONNECTS

SPENCER AUDIO TOLL FREE 1-888-421-9881
The Affordable Aficionado)

The BEST place to be seen

is where people
are looking.

And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers read

AUDIO's Classifieds

for information.

AUDIO's Classifieds
... where consumers

shop and dealers buy.

For advertising information...

Call 1.800.445.6066
Mon. - Fri. 9-5 pm EST

FAX 212-767-5624
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RACKIT MADSEN
SYSTEM 1 9RACK

Í vie
ks to

tween.
Madsen Racklt System 19 is one of the most versatile racks I've ever
had the good fortune of using.

Based oa easy -to -put -together oak frame modules ranging
height from 5 to 15 inches, this sturdy rack has made
life as = reviewer much easier. For my home theater

I stacked six modules: a 15 -inch cassette
ee 15 -inch rack modules (one with rack rails),

a u ' ack with a tabletop, and a 10 -inch module. This
setup holds at least three amplifiers, a preamp, a
processor, an equalizer, a VCR, a DSS receiver, and other
assorted gadgets.

The two -drawer base module is available for CDs, audio
cassettes, and videotapes. Best of all, this rack is on wheels,
which makes equipment swaps, wire changes, and carpet
shampooing a snap. Unplug the speaker cables and the
power strip from the wall (I attached the strip to the back
of the tape -cabinet module), and the rack wheels easily
across the room, despite the weight of the equipment.

e years, I've stored audio gear on everything from linen
icks and boards to coffee tables-and everything in
though I've had some high -end racks as well, the Per

GRIK: A
If you swap your

audio components fre-
quently and want an
attractive equipment
rack, check out the

Racklt System 19. It is not cheap, however, my
version retails for more than $600. (Per Madsen
Design: P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, Cal.
94188; 415/822-4883.) John Gatski

For literature, circle No. 120

[Audio by Van Alstine l
FET-Valve TOPP DAC

L J
Tubes seem to have found their way into nearly every

convent category, including digital -to -analog converters.
Leave i{ to Frank Van Alstine to come up with a dandy, stand-

alone solid-state/tube hybrid D/A converter.
The FET-Valve TOPP DAC ($899) is styled in Audio by Van

Alstine's plain -black -box tradition. It features a Philips 16 -bit,
hand -selected converter chip with a four -times oversampling
digital filter. The analog stage uses a tube (Chinese 12AX7A)

combined with a FET. The only front -panel control is an
illuminated on/off switch. The rear panel sports gold-plated RCA

jacks for coaxial digital input and analog output.
I tried the TOPP DAC with a $600 CD player, a $3,000 CD

player, and a portable DAT recorder. With the lower -priced player,
the TOPP added a certain musical character that had just a touch of
tube warmth. Drum cymbal hits had the air and precise splash of a

real drum set, while the CD
player (via its internal D/A

GRADE: A-
converter) portrayed the

cymbal as a bit overly metallic and closed in. The portable DAT definitely
benefited from the TOPP DAC, which delivered more depth and detail in
the soundstage.

Versus the $3,000 player, however, the TOPP DAC was not quite as
detailed, but it did make some digital brass recordings a little less harsh. All
in all, this is a real nice D/A converter for the money. (Audio by Van Alstine:
2202 River Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minn. 55337; 612/890-3517.) John Gatski

For literature, circle No. 121

WHIRLWI~1 TESTER
Ever had a channel go out on a receiver or amp and you checked everything

but the cable? After thinking your multi -hundred -dollar investment was ready for
the trash can, on a whim you tried a new cable and the amp worked like new. How

embarrassing!

The Whirlwind Cable Tester simplifies cable testing. This $79.95 black box has
jacks for XLR (male and female), Vt-inch, and RCA plugs. For RCA cables, simply
plug one end into one jack and the other end into the other jack. Green LEDs indicate
continuity for the ground and pin. No lights means a broken connection, a wire break,
or connector corrosion. The tester is also equipped to check 1/4 -inch mono/stereo, XLR
or "mixed" XLR, and "mixed" 1/4-inch/RCA cables. If pins 2 and 3 are reversed on
XLRs, an out -of -phase LED lights up. Status LEDs also
indicate which pin is hot on XLR and 1/4 -inch cables.
Because I have a huge maze of wires from 10 components in

my home theater system, the Cable Tester is invaluable in
determining matching ends if I unplug a bunch of cables
that all look the same and want to replug

them. No audiophile should be without this
tester. It has a handy belt clip and runs
practically forever on one 9 -volt battery.
(Whirlwind: 99 Ling Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14612;

888/733-4396.) John Gatski

For literature, circle No. 122

GRADE: A+
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http:Pwww.purethnll.corn SMIRNOFF'" VODKA 40, 45.2 & 50% Ale. by Vol., distilled from premium
01997 Ste. Pierre Smimoff FLS (Division of Heubiem, Inc.). Hartford. CT-Made in the U S.A. SMIRNO



Got the TV, DSS, LD,
VCR, CD, & A/V?
Now, get the MIT!

Aflnouncn9
The MIT

Home Theater
Terminator

System

Like many Home Theater enthusiasts, you may be losing picture and sound quality
by using ordinary audio and video cables, such as the ones that came "in the box."
Ordinary cables (even "high -end" types) can alter critical audio and video signal
timings and phase relationships, resulting in loss of picture detail and unnatural
sound. That's why you need MIT's high-performance interconnects and speaker
cables in your Home Theater system.

Our patented networks make MIT cables so superior, we call them Interfaces. MIT's
Component Interconnects and Speaker Interfaces deliver brighter, more detailed
pictures and sound that has better bass, clearer midrange, and improved imaging
and soundstaging. And, with exceptionally affordable products like the new
MITerminator 6 Series, MIT offers high-performance Interfaces to fit any system and
budget.

Experience all of the picture and sound quality that your system can deliver. Our risk -
free home trial program let's you see and hear for yourself how our components
make your components better.

MO
MIT Products are

i er, n o,
dfir

Than Just Cable! ' Tec
actured and sold by CVTL, Inc 13620 Lincoln Way, Suite

www.mitcabl-
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